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FOREWORD

The Sixth Brazilian Symposium on Theoretical Physics was held in Rio de
Janeiro from 7 to 18 January 1980, consisting in lectures and seminars on
topics of current interest to Theoretical Physics. The program covered several
branches of modern research, as can be seen in this publication, which presents
most of the material discussed in the two weeks of the meeting.

The Symposium was held thanks to the generous sponsorship of Conselho
Nacional de Desenvolvimento Científico e Tecnológico - CNPq (Brazil),
Academia Brasileira de Ciências, Fundação do Amparo a Pesquisas do Estado de
São Paulo (Brazil), Organization of American States, Sociedade Cultural Brasil-
Israel (Brazil), Comissão Nacional de Energia Nuclear (Brazil), and the
governments of France and Portugal.

The meeting was attended by a large fraction of the theoretical
physicists working in Brasil, and by about 30 scientists who come from other
countries. The list of participants — about 250 — is given at the end of this book.

The Pontifical Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro was, for the sixth
consecutive time, the host institution, providing excellent facilities and most of
the structural support for the efficient running of the activities.

The community of Brazilian Theoretical Physicists is grateful to the
sponsors, the host institution, the lecturers and the administrative and technical
staff for their contributions to the cooperative effort which made the VI
Brazilian Symposium on Theoretical Physics a successful and pleasant event.

Organizing Comittee
Guido Beck (CBPF)
Carlos Bollini (CBPF)
Hélio Coelho (UFPe)
Darcy Dillenburg (UFRGS)
Erasmo Ferreira (PUC/RJ)
Henrique Fleming (USP)
Belita Koiller (PUC/RJ)
Roberto Lobo (CBPF)
Moysés Nussenzveig (USP)
Antônio F. Toledo Piza (USP)
Ronald Shellard (IFT)
Jorge A. Swieca (U.F. São Carlos e PUC/RJ)
Zieli D. Thomé (UFRJ)



WELCOME ADDRESS VII

Ladies and Gentlemen:

It is a great pleasure and honor for me to welcome to our University the
participants of the Sixth Brazilian Symposium on Theoretical Physics.

It is on such occasions that the true spirit of the university is manifested
in the search for new knowledge and in the communication of new discoveries.

Renowned physicists in several areas of Physics, and from leading
institutions in Brazil and abroad, gather here to share their latest results of
research, new hypotheses and unanswered questions.

Through the exchange of new insights, suggestions and critical reactions,
the academic community emerges, united in its commitment to truth and in
its effort to contribute to the understanding of the world in which man lives.

The understanding of Nature — which is the original meaning of Physics in
Greek - is indeed the goal of this Symposium on Theoretical Physics. Events of
recent years have taught us to be cautious in our dealing with Nature, since we
do not understand all of its interrelations. The precipitate use of nature's forces,
made possible by scientific progress, though intended to make the world more
livable, threatens to destroy mankind itself.

It is not possible to reduce nature to a single model and it is not possible
to reduce history to a human project.

The full understanding of nature demands humility and respect in dealing
with it. Only under such conditions will the knowledge and use of nature be of
serve to man.

One of the basic goals of this Symposium is to show the fundamental
unity of physical theory. The rediscovery of the deep unity of all the
phenomena of nature is undoubtly a step forward in the understanding of
nature, because understanding requires unification of many phenomena in one
law or theory.

But a unified theory, in order to be faithful to its object, must recognize
the variety of levels through its use of analogy. It must respect the limits of its
understanding of nature through the continual perfection and superseding of
its own models. It must admit the existence of other dimensions and other
approaches to reality, through openess to interdisciplinary dialogue.

It is through the pluralism of viewpoints, consciously accepted as relative
and interchangeable, that the global vision of reality progressively emerges, and
converges to its final goal, which is man in all his complexity and his
self-transcendence.

May this attitude - so proper to the spirit of the university - be present
in all the work of this Symposium.
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In closing I would like to thank ail the Brazilian and foreign foundations
and government agencies which are sponsoring this meeting.

May the bold initiative of the Department of Physics at PUC in
hosting this Symposium, and the generous efforts of its organizers be rewarded
by the scientific and human growth of all the participants.

Thank you.

Rev. João A. Mac Dowell, S.J.
Rector, Pontifícia Universidade Católica do Rio de Janeiro
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THE GENERATOR COORDINATE METHOD IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS

B. G. Giraud
Dph-T, CEA-CEN Saclay, B. P. 2 à 91190 Gif sur Yvette, France

ABSTRACT

The generator coordinate method is introduced as a physical description of a

N-body system in a subspace of a reduced number of degrees of freedom. Special atten-

tion is placed on the identification of these special, "collective" degrees of free-

dom. It is shown in particular that the method has close links with the Born-

Oppenheimerapproximation and also that considerations of differential geometry are

useful in the theory. A set of applications is discussed and in particular the case

of nuclear collisions is considered.

I. INTRODUCTION. NUCLEAR COLLECTIVITY

A major, and somewhat surprising property of nuclear dynamics is that the low-

lying spectrum of a nucleus is often dominated by collective states and transitions.

The observation of collectivity results from experimental data and more recently,

from time-dependent-Hartree-Fock (TDHF) calculations. Indeed, one often finds bands

of nuclearlevels,or a path of nuclear states, strongly connected by specific transi-

tions, and the point is that in such cases the nuclear dynamics is expressed in terms

of a small number of simple modes (translations, rotations,quadrupole vibrations,

octupolevibrations, and so on).

Such a reduction of the number of degrees of freedom of a nucleus can be descri-

bed by phenomenological models of course. It would be more satisfactory to understand

why it occurs. A first, and qualitative answer, is available. A certain amount of

correlation between the single-nucleon coordinate degrees of freedom x....x (or the

associate momenta p.•••?») is obviously the result of the binding of nucleus, into a

quantal liquid drop, with its surface tension and its surface and volume waves. The

Pauli principle, furthermore, obviously correlate x....xA. It is therefore not sur-

prising that some combinations £(x,g....x.g ) emerge finally as normal, dominant de-

grees of freedom rather than x....x,.

The exact nature of the new variables Q. as well as an explicit change of varia-

bles from x^'s to 1's represent, however, a formidable mathematical and physical pro-

blem. The purpose of these lectures is to show that a few steps to solve this problem
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have been undertaken, in particular with the help of the generator coordinate method.

The central concept in these lectures is that of the collective subspace. This

subspace must be, up to a good accuracy, an eigensubspace of the many-body Hamiltonian

J"" . For a significant amount of decoupling is necessary to isolate a degree of free-

dom.

It must also likely contain, up to a good accuracy, the orbit of a Lie group,

generated by the algebra of the collective degrees of freedom Q, and their associate

momenta'?- For a time-dependent description of the dynamics will replace the evolution

operator exp(-i^tt) by an approximation exp[-i ̂ >£ (Q,/?>t)] where 3f , a time-dependent

function of the-collective variables, will often be linear like in the case of trans-

lations, rotations and small amplitude vibrations.

As a third property of the subspace, its collective states $ have to show a lar-

ge amount of coherence with respect to Q_, best expressed by the limit case of factori-

zation between Q*s and complementary (spectator) degrees of freedom Ç,

í..j(xr..xA) = \,{0,O = wu(Q) x(C) , (LI)

where the "spectator" wave function \ weakly depends on the collective quantum num-

bers v in the subspace. This ensures that transition matrix elements inside the sub-

space

<*v.jel*v> = «PV.|«!V
 <XIX> . (1-2)

are large, with <xlx> = '•

Last but not least, the collective operators 0, y a r e expected to be essential-

ly one-body operators. For an exponential exp(-i3£ ), with ÍÊ linear in Q., ̂ p , can

then be interpreted as an evolution operator for which all nucleons move alike, since

the one-body nature of Q̂  for instance, reads

a - I ÍL (i-3)
i=l

Another advantage of one-body operators is that their commutators remain one-body

operators, a useful condition for the closure of a Lie algebra. Furthermore it is

known that exponentials of one-body operators convert Slater determinants into Slater

determinants, a result of interest for the connection of the theory with the time-

dependent Hartee-Fock (TDHF) approximation. One thus expects to span the collective

subspace by means of a path of Slater determinants. It may also be noticed that well-

known collective operators, such as the centre-of-nass position and momentum, the to-

tal angular momentum, the quadrupole, octupole (etc) momenta and various SPA opera-

tors are one-body operators. Finally it nay be conjectured that there; is less ergodi-

city to be expected from the exponential of a one-body operator than from the true

evolution operator (-iXt), the latter being known to induce ergodicity in many ge-

neral cases. Prevention of ergodicity is essential for the isolation of the degrees

of freedom under study.
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The main emphasis in the^e lectures will be laid upon the fulfilment of these four

criteria, in an attempt to derive collectiveness from jfi rather than guess it. This is

the subject of subsections III A to III D. As a preliminary subject, the formal as-

pects of the generator coordinate method will be described briefly in section II.

Finally a set of applications is displayed in sections IV and V.

II. ELEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY OF GENERATOR COORDINATES

The one-channel, one-generator-coordinate ansatz

¥(x,...xA) = jdq f(q) * (x,...^) , (II. 1)

can be generalized into a multi-channe1, raulti-generator-coordinate form

qi...dqNfn(qr..qN) ^ ^ (?,...x^), (11.2)

which is of interest in a roupled-wav? theory of nuclear collisions with polarization

phenomena. We shall mainly be concerned in the following with the simpler fore,

eq.(II.I).

The continuous label (generator coordinate) q acquires a physical meaning if it

is the expectation value of the collective coordinate Q in the generator function Í1

It will be assumed in this section that fl(x.p....xp ) is known in advance and that

the set {<{• }, usually a path of Slater determinants, is also known.

The physical meaning of q becomes even more transparent if it turns out that the

fluctuation

Aq H <i> |02|<f> > - q
2 (II.4)

remains small when compared to a typical order of magnitude q of the range of q in

the problem under study. It is then clear that $ represents a wave packet narrow

with respect to 0,

where the wave packet Y has a width Aq and one recognizes from eq.(I.l) the "specta-

tor" wave function X a nd spectator degrees of freedom Ç. It must be checked separa-

tely whether x depends strongly on q or not. A weak dependence will be assumed in the

following.

When x Í3 fixed the ansatz, eq.(II.I), induces

(II-6)
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with

g(a) = jdq " (^j flq) . UI.:>

It must be stressed here, and this is maybe the main property of the generator coor-

dinate formalism, that eq.(II.6) achieves in practice a change of coordinate from tho

microscopic coordinates x....x, to the collective and spectator coordinates Q, .r.

This change of coordinates was impossible in an explicit, direct way. It is remarqua-

ble that the ansatz, eq.(II.l), has solved this problem in an indirect way, while all

calculations remain explicitly in the representation x....x , a most practical featu-

re.

It is interesting at this stage to introduce the "sharp basis", where the change

of variables becomes even more obvious. The diagonalization of Q in the generator

subspace proceeds via the equation

jdq1 «Pq|((HO|*qi> jk(q') = 0 , (II-8)

to generate "sharp states"

|k> = jdq' jk(q') |*ql> . (II.9)

Under suitable conditions of normalization, spectrum density and so on, the sharp

states obey the conditions

-k|k"> = i5(k-k') (II. 10)

-k 101k'> = k o(k-k') . (11.11)

The sharp states, as approximations to eigenstates of Q., yield the interpretation

<n Ç|k> = ô(Q-k) x.(Ç) • (II-12)
rC

They still make a basis of the generator (collective) subspace, but this basis iden-

tifies the label k with the coordinate itself. The change of variables fron x....x

to Q.j 5 is thus very explicit.

In this sharp representation the collective Haniltonian is now trivial. Its ma-

trix element reads

hcoU(k,k') = <V.\W |lt'> , (11.13)

where again all calculations remain in the x....x representation. A collective

Schrodinger equation may result from an expansion of the non locality of h .. up to

second order
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(U-14J

oll\ 2 7

provided of course ra .. remains positive.

The diagonalization of ''* in the sharp basis has thus more physical interpreta-

tion than the usual Griffin -Hill-Wheeler derivation of the energy basis

: E-|dq' fE(q') !q. , (11.15)

where fg(q') is given by the integral equation

jdq' <i \{X ~Z)\< ,' fE(q') = 0 . (11.16)

With the usual energy and overlap kernels

H(q.q') = <Í'qrJ'tM';>q,> . (11.17)

Kq,q') = <c*qi*q»> • (11.18)

the matrix notation (H-EI) f = 0 of eq.(II.16) can be reduced into a diagonalization
1/2

form more general than the usual transform via the square root I . Any kernel J,

possibly non Hermitian, which fulfills the equation I = J J, may provide a reduced

Hamiltonian kernel h under the condition H = J hJ. The final equation to solve is

thus

J+(h-E) Jf = 0 , (11.19)

where J may be erased and (Jf) is the new unknown.

In particular, if one uses a matrix notation {|k>} = jilq'5"} for eq.(II.9), then

eq.(II.I3) reads h = j H j. Although j may be nearer to a rectangular than a

square matrix (because of null states in the subspace), it is obvious that the sharp

basis corresponds formally to the special case J = j . All these considerations can

be made more rigorous, the details being omitted in the present lectures.

There is another technical point with generator coordinates which is not con-

nected with diagonalization, however. It has rather to do with inversion and is of

special interest for the theory of nuclear collisions since this theory makes great

use of the resolvent (E-^ò)

Consider the functional

F = <¥f \<f> + <.?' |fi> - <4" \(E-H)\T-> , (11.20)

where Y. f are given, square integrable vectors (usually the product of an optical

wave and a residual potential). A variational principle with respect to 4" gives
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= -':f i " • 'i ' .CE-Jt' ) = O . (11.21)

|•;•,-• = ( E - J Í . )!';••• . ( 1 1 . 2 2 )

As a consequence of eqs.(11.21) and (11.22) the stationnary value of F is

F = -.7£|(E-Í(i J'
1!'̂ -- • (11.23)

There is no reed to stress that such a resolvent matrix element is exactly what is

needed in a theory of nuclear collisions.

In the generator coordinate method, with a trial function H' defined by ec. (II.1),

the form taken by eq. (11.22) reads

fdq1 <0 |Q(G-E)|$ ,> f(q') t- <>!> \y^ = 0 , (11.24)

which is an inhomogeneous generalization of the Griffin-Hill-Uheeler equation. The

same holds, of course, for eq. (11.21), with a source term given by 't' instead of "í. .

I I I . SEARCH FOR COLLECTIVE PATHS

A. Curvature as a necessary condition

As mentionned ea l ie r the generator coordinate description of an eigenstate (time

independent) i s provided by the ansatz, eq . ( I I . I ) . Collective motion can rather be

expressed by time dependent s ta tes

H-Ct) = jdq f(q,t) Í , ( I I I . l )

and, if furthermore the generator states are sufficiently coherent to be long-lived,

it then occurs that f may be a sharply peaked wave-packet around a classical posi-

tion in phase space, 1QM

f(q,t) = T [q-qo(t)] . (III.2)

The path {í>q (t)J> and actually {<i> } itself if one takes q rather than t as

current parameter, is therefore more than an abstract basis of a subspace. It can

actually be understood like the physical trajectory of the system in its Hilbert

space when the collective motion occurs.

As mentioned also in section I, it is felt that this trajectory is (at least

part of) an orbit of a Lie group, generated by an algebra of collective operators 0.

All these geometrical intuitions lead to the need for the definition of a metric, for

instance tlhe following.
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d<t>

in order to define various characterizations of the trajectory, such as curvatures.

The choice, eq.(III.3), of the metric may not be unique. It appears at first,

however, like that which naturally uses the length in Hilbert space and applies it
d$d$Q

to the tangent —7-1 of the trajectory. The unit tangent vector is then

and the unit normal vector comes with the next derivative, ii curvature C is then de-

fined by

In the special case, of wide interest, where $ is a Slater determinant or a
q

correlated RPA state and where the time dependent evolution is approximated by

*qo(t) "
 eX? l~ikt® *qo(o> '

with 0 a quasi-bason operator, i t can be checked that the curvature resulting from
9

eqs.(III.6) and (III.5) reaches a critical value, C = 3, when !; i? d traditional

collective; quasi-boson operator. The basic step of the proof of this result is to

consider the spreading of the particle-hole matrix elements 0 , . One finds that the

curvature reaches a maximum when all Q_, have the same order of magnitude.
-ph

It is empirically well known that the particle-hole matrix elements of those RPA

boson operators which correspond to maximum collectivity are evenly spread. The same

magic value C = 3 can also be found in the orbits of various groups such as SU(3),

SP(1,R), SP(3,R)... which are known to be of interest in the theory of collective

motion.

It can be concluded that a curvature close to /3 is likely necessary (but cer-

tainly not sufficient) for a path {i> } to be a good candidate for collectivity.

&. Born-Oppenheimer approach

Let us assume that (£ is known in advance. Such a collective degree of freedom

must likely have a large inertia, since all nucleons move alike when governed by

this mode Q.. The other degrees of freedom Ç must therefore have a smaller inertia.

If these degrees of freedom £ are light enough when compared to Q_, the Born-

Oppenheimer approximation becomes valid. Indeed, like in eq.(II.12), a spectator

wave function Xi,(Ç) develops with a minimal energy locked to the sharp value k ta-

ken by Q. The sharp basis of the generator coordinate formalism thus proves the
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equivalence between this formalism and the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.

To find Xj, o n e m a v think of a minimization of the total energy (involving both

Q_ and Ç) under the constraint 6(Q.-k). Such a 6-function constraint, however, is

obviously too sharp for practical purposes, for it restricts all mooents "&|Q, |k> at

the same time, whatever the value of the exponent n. A milder constraint, clearly a

more practical one, takes care of the first moment <$ |Qj$ > only. This is nothing

but the form shown by eq.(I1.5). When $ is a Slater determinant, it is thus obtained

by a constrained Hartree-Fock calculation.

There are cases, however, where precautions are necessary in a constrained va-

riational principle. This occurs when <Q> nay diverge while <36> remains finite. Let

for instance Q be the quadrupole moment operator and consider a fixed wave-function

0 , with a finite energy e = <$ |^£|$ > ancl a finite quadrupole moment

q = <$ |Qj$ >. Consider now an auxiliary wave function $, lying around <t> like the

"Saturn ring" around the planet Saturn. This function $. is designed to have an enor-

mous quadrupole moment q., through its extension and ellipsoidal deformation in space.

Simultaneously, the nuclear matter density shown by §. is designed to be very thin.

Because of this thin • spreading, $, carries no kinetic or potential energy. Because

of $. lying around $ , and far enough, there is no coupling matrix element between

3>o and $. . Therefore any small admixture of $. into 4> , of the form Y = $ + £§.,

keeps for ¥ the ̂ nergy e . It is clear, however, that the quadrupole moment shown by

H1 will be q + e q , which can differ arbitrarily from q . This arbitrary value of

the constraint <f|(i|Hl> for a fixed value of the energy «H1 |̂ í<|¥> makes the constrained

variational principle inefficient.

Such a breakdown casts doubt on many theories of fission, for instance, if the

fission barrier has been predicted by a constrained calculation. Indeed,the life time

is very sensitive to the barrier and it has just been seen that the barrier may be

washed away by Saturn-ring-like admixtures.

To solve the paradox one may notice that the admixture of $j also increases

enormously the fluctuation Aq as defined by eq.(II.4). Indeed the quadrupole moment

is a local operator, whose eigenstates are localized while 0. is thinly,spread If

therefore one considers a doubly constrained variational principle including both

moments <Q> and <Q^>,a. reduction of Aq forces $. to shrink. The shrinking produces

density (and phase) gradients, thus kinetic energies, and it also induces larger den-

sities, thus potential energies. The energy will then differ from eQ and generate a

significant energy surface.

To summarize these considerations, an equivalence between the Born-Oppenheimer

and the generator coordinate approximations can be derived, provided one keeps under

control the fluctuations of the collective coordinates Q..
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C. Fiber bundle and adiábatic time-dependent Hartree-Fock approach

It is obviously desirable to have a theory which contains more dynamics than the

considerations of subsection A, which are only geometrical,and those of subsection

B, where one is prejudiced about the nature of 0. It is known that the random phase

approximation provides a dynamical description for which the collective operators £

are by-products of the theory rather than prerequisite. Unfortunately the RPA is res-

tricted to small amplitude nuclear motions. Large amplitude collective paths must

therefore be identified by a more general theory. The adiabatic time-dependent

Hartree-Fock (ATDHF) approximation has been suggested by Baranger and Veneroni for

that purpose. It will now be considered.

Let $ be a Slater determinant and p the corresponding one-body density matrix.

Out of p and the many-body Hamiltonian }6 = *6 + V" , one makes the Hartree-Fock

Hamiltonian

li) =13 +11 , (III. 7)

where the average, one-body potential \L is given by the usual antisymmetrized trace

lL=Tr Vp . (III.7a)

The time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) approximation then specifies which determinant

will occur at time dt on the path if one starts with 0 at time t = 0

S(dt) = [1-i dt W] í> + 0(dt2)

= exp[-i dt W] $ + 0 (dtZ)

(III.8)

The two forms of eq.(III.8) are equivalent up to order dt only, of course. It is

clear, however, that they suggest that W is the generator of a Lie group, actually

the generator of displacement along the TDHF trajectory. One expects a close connec-

tion between W and a collective operator Q,.

Since III depends on $, see eq. (III.7a), the connection between W and Q̂  will like-

ly provide too many (J's if one follows an arbitrary TDHF trajectory. To reduce the

variety of Q_'s we might follow the suggestion by several authors to consider only

periodic TDHF solutions. This is clearly a global approach. Alternately, one may try

to select Q_'s which locally correspond to several TDKF trajectories. This can be

achieved in the framework of the adiabatic (ATDHF) trajectory.

It is useful at this point to realize that in the simplest and most frequent

case a generator coordinate path {$ } is made of real Slater determinants <i> . More
q q

precisely the single-particle orbitais which are filled in 0 can then be described

by real wave-functions in coordinate representation and the density p is even under

time reversal. An even density like that will be denoted p in the following and the
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corresponding Hártree-Fock Hamiltonian by W Q . It is clear that {'1^, given by

W = ̂  + Tr ̂ p , (III.9)
o o

is also real (even under time reversal).

On the other hand, a TDHF trajectory is complex most of the time. As shown by

eq.(III.8), if one starts at time t = 0 with a real <t>, then i'(dt) acquires at once an

imaginary part. Also W(dt) is complex

W(dt) =t + Tr

- i dt[M0>P0])

= W - i dt W. , (III.10)
o 1

with W, = Tr \r [Wo,Po] (III. 11)

The main feature of the ATDHF r.heory is that 4>(t) always remain almost real.

Imaginary components in wave functions and operators are associated to velocities and

kept small. The splitting of Ü into a real and imaginary component W and W can thus

be retained as of interest despite its validity limited to first order with respect

to imaginary parts, see eq.(III.lO). It can be stressed at this point that there are

one and only one, well defined W and W. for each real determinant <t> . Indeed 0 de-

fines p , then one finds-U through eq.(III.9) and W. through eq.(III.ll).

One then notices that ll' is a real, Hermitian operator and that i (I is a pure-

ly imaginary (odd under time reversal) and Hermitian operator. If one uses i C'p. as

a Lie group generator

4> (d6) = [ I + i dfl i W . l * (0)o 1 o

= ( I -d8 Tr \P[ti ,p ]) <t> (0) ( I I I . 12)

it is a clear that $ (dt) is real, like $ (0). This induces a step along a real path

and can be considered as the beginning of the making of a generator coordinate path.

This path equation can be written, from eq.(III.12)

w T r V p q , Pq]) 0q , (III. 13)

where p is the real density defined by i> and one writes $ instead of 0 (0) in

order to specify that one is running along the path, step by step. It generates a

path as soon as one initial determinant 0 is given. The question, of course, is

whether the path is acceptable as collective.

One first check is to measure the curvature along the path, as discussed in

subsection A. A second check consists first in noticing that i Wj, the displacement
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operator, behaves like a momentum since it is imaginary and Hermitian. One then no-

tices that W , real and Hermitian, behaves like a position operator. Indeed, consider

eq.(III.8) with 0 = $ real. It must here be remembered that real determinants, in

the Baranger-Veneroni analysis, are interpreted as motionless. The imaginary compo-

nent -i dt U' $ which then appears in $(dt) is thus associated to the creation of

collective velocity, under the acceleration operator W . The acceleration being

usually given by the coordinate operator, one may relate W to the collective coor-

dinate. Because of the high coherence which has been assumed for the collective sta-

tes in section I, the second check now consists in assuming that ('.' (coordinate) and

i ft1, (momentum) have proportional particle-hole matrix elements, like in RPA,

[•g + Tr V p q - A Tr V"[T+Tr U p q , P q ] , pq] = 0 . (III. 14)

It is interesting to point out that this path equation, eq.(III.14), is a cons-

trained Hartree-Fock equation. Indeed Í1 is nothing but the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian

for the real determinant $ . Then the constraint is A ft1., with A as Lagrange multi-

plier and it', as a rsLher unusual, because anti-Hermitian, constraining operator.

A consequence of eq.(III.14) is the existence of a fiber bundle of ATDHF tra-

jectories. Indeed, consider at time t = 0 the set of initial determinants

<i>(0) = (1-i dT t' ) <f (0) , (III. 15)
o o

with $ (0) one of the real determinants <t> on the path. The path {<£ } will be theo q q
basis of the bundle. The functions $(0) parametrized by the real and snail number dx

will be the first fiber of the bundle. The point is that, at time dt, one obtains

4>(dt) = [1 - i dt(W - i dT ft',)] 0(0)o 1

= (1 - i dx' (V ) * (0) (III. 16)
o o

with

dT1 = dt + dT - i ÈLJ1 t (III. 17)
A

because the particle-hole matrix elements of W and (!/, are proportional. Except for

the fact that dx' is complex, the form of eq.(III.16) is exactly that of the fiber,

eq.(III.15).

Actually nothing prevents to write eq.(III.16) as

4>(dt) = (1 - i dT" W Q ) $Q(de) (III. 18)
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with

- (1 - dx dt Wj) *o(0) (III. 19)

and

dl" = dt + dT, d6 = dx dt. (III.20)

It can be stressed that í>Q(d6) is real, like dx dt, and that dx" is again real. A

new fiber, strictly analogous to that described by eq.(III.15), has been described

by eq.(III.18),

The physical meaning of this fiber bundle approach is obvious. Under various

initial velocities dx as specified by eq.(III.15) the system follows always the same

kind of steps on the basis of the bundle , the path generated by eq.(III.19) and acqui-

res always the same kind of accelerations, described by the fiber, eq.(III.18). In

other words the system is stable under, changes of velocities. Although this conclu-

sion is based on first order arguments in dt and dx and should be checked up to se-

cond order at least, it corresponds to a decoupling of the mode, governed by W and

ill., from other modes perpendicular to the fiber bundle. Thus the number of degrees

of freedom has been (approximately) reduced.

Last but not least a third check is necessary. For I'.' (and ('.'.) may change

strongly along the path, while one expects the collective algebra to be reasonably

constant. Despite this last difficulty the two path equations, eqs.(III.13) and

(III.14), seem to provide a selfrcontained (dynamical) derivation of a generator

coordinate path of some interest for collective motion.

D. Time as a generator coordinate

Let f(t) be the solution of the time-dependent SchrcJdinger equation. Any eigen-

state ¥_ can be recovered by a Fourier transform

fE = [dt e
+ i E t ¥(t) , (III.21)

which is actually nothing but a generator coordinate ansatz with respect to time

where fg(t) = exp(iEt). Of course one needs that the initial condition f(0) have a

non-vanishing component on 1f_.

One may notice at this stage that any eigenstate can be obtained from

eq.(III.21) if ¥(0) is "random" enough, namely, in the present context, if it has

components on all eigenstates of J*6. This may be understood as a kind of ergodicity,

the trajectory ¥(t) winding around so much on the unit sphere that the ansatz,
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eq.(III.21) allows one to pick up any unit vector.

In that sense, che opposite case of "non ergodicity" corresponds to ̂ (t) having

components upon the states of a collective band only. Incidentally, if the number

of eigenstates in that band is finite, the trajectory {̂ (t)} is seen to coil around

a kind of multidimensional torus.

This geometrical image reminds one of the fiber bundle discussed in the previous

subsection. Since an exact time-dependent SchrBdinger trajectory is not available in

practice, one may rather consider the ansatz

¥E = Jdt fE(t) $(t) , (III.22)

where <i>(t) is now a TDHF trajectory. Obviously there is now no reason for fp.(t) to be

equal to exp(iEt), so that one needs to solve explicitly a Griffin-Hill-Kheeler equa-

tion identical to that shown by eq.(II.16). Conversely, if it turns out that the so-

lution f-Xt) looks like exp(iEt) one may conclude that TDHF is an excellent dynami-

cal approximation in that special case.

Of special interest of course would be the case where $(t), instead of showing

a large amount of "ergodicity", would remain collective at "all" times (during at
-21

least a typical time for collective processes, namely a few 10 s). Although the

curvature criterion of subsection 1 is neither necessary nor sufficient, it is clear

that one may calculate the curvature as a function of time and that time intervals

where the curvature remains of order /3 may provide an interesting first gues". for

$(t) in the ansatz, eq.(III.22).

An other advantage of this ansatz relates with the theory of nuclear collisions.

It turns out that, as time goes to +°°, a TDHF solution $(t) usually does not reach

an asymptotic state. This difficulty prevents one to use in TDHF the standard concept

of channels, and TDHF "cross sections" are thus often of a classical and statistical

nature. On the contrary it can be shown that a suitable choice of boundary condi-

tions for fg(t) allows to reconstruct a quantal scattering wave ¥ from eq.(III.22).

The details of the proof are too technical to be given in these lectures, but they

have been published elsewhere. It can be stressed here that the TDHF theory is non

linear, hence the difficulties for asymptoticity, while the generator coordinate

ansatz is linear. It is the linearity which allows the various channels to evolve

independently and provide cross-sections without spurious interferences.

A third advantage of the TDHF ansatz, eq.(III.22), is a stability property of

the energy of ̂  with respect to a change of the trajectory {<!>(t)}. Indeed, the

energy is

E = jdt dt1 f*(t) < <f(t) | K | *(t') > fE(t'), (III.23)
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whose variation under a modification 6 $(t) is

6E = f*(t) j d t ' <6 4>(t) |*6 | i ( t ' ) > f E ( t ' ) . (III.24)

It is reasonable to consider as dominant, in this integral, the neighbourhood of

t = t'. Since 6 $(t) is then a set of particle-hole elements with respect to $(t),

the full Hamiltonian can be replaced by the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian. One thus

obtains

< & 4>(t) |3fi | f(t) > = < 6 *(t) |W| *(t) > , (III.25)

and, because of the TDHF equation of motion

< 6 $(t) |W| <Kt) > = i < & *(t)l|| > • (III.26)

A significant variation of the generator coordinate trajectory, however, must at
d<t>

least be orthogonal to the trajectory itself. For both $(t) and 4>(t+dt), thus ̂  ,

are already in the generator subspace. Therefore < 5 <!>(t) | dO/dt > identically

vanishes in eq.(III.26), which is the stability property considered earlier for E.

IV. APPLICATION TO NUCLEAR REACTIONS

A. Definitions

Typically one considers here an elastic scattering a + A •+ a + A, with the pro-

jectile a and the target A, or a transfer reaction a + A -* b + B, where b is consi-

dered as the core of a, and A as the core of B. In other words a = (b+v.) and

B = (A+v^), where V. and v- are the initial and final clouds of transferred nucleons.

One defines the creation operator A (r) of nucleus A around the shell model cen-

ter r

AT(r) = I n}(r) ... n^Cr) , (IV.1)

where r\ (r) is a single-nucleon creation operator in a shell model state tp(x-r) cen-

tered around r and where the necessary configuration mixing is shown symbolically by

h
In coordinate representation one demands

<x,...xA|A
+(r)|0> = I^ÍXj-t xA-r)

Here |o> is the vacuum, the variables x^ are the single nucleon coordinates, 'PA is

the total wave function of the nucleus, gA is the center of mass coordinate and one

defines the usual (A-l) Jacobi coordinate (internal degrees of freedom) £. It is

i
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important that "Í factorize into a wave packet r, for the center of mass and an in-

ternal wave-function T. /. Otherwise the formalism would be plagued by center of mass

spuriosity. 'For" the sake of simplicity T. will be assumed to be Gaussian in the fol-

lowing.

i" "J" *f* •**
In the same way one defines creation operators a (r')t B (r"), b (r"1) , v!(r')

! ~
and v, (r") for the other nuclei and clouds of nucleons around their respective shell

t t t t t t
model centers. One finds in particular that a = v.b and B = v A .

The generator function for the channel a 5 A + a is then

|ar> = A+(N r/N) af (-N. r/N) |0> , (IV.3)

where N , N and N are the mass numbers of a, A and the total mass number, respecti-

vely. In coordinate representation this means

where dk. is the antisymmetrization operator.

Let pa = R - RA be the channel degree of freedom and R be the total center of

mass coordinate. The Gaussians T and T have a product which is also Gaussian with

respect to p and R

ra(?a+NA E /

It can happen that "€L also factorizes

where F may be called the channel wave-packet. In such a case the generator func-

tion |ar> is non spurious, because the total center of mass factorizes out. If fur-

thermore a generator function |(3r'> for any other channel B is designed like |cer>,

in a way strictly analogous to eq.(IV.3),

|Br'> = B+(Nb r'/N) b
+(-NB r'/N) |0> , (IV.7)

one may demand that the corresponding product T V, factorizes into a product of

Gaussians G T. with the same G(R) as that for channel a, eq.(IV.6).

The multichannel ansatz

l ^ = Jdr £a(r) |ar> + Jdr' fgir1) |Br'>

+ ...(other channels y) (IV.8)
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reads in such a case, after insertion of eqs.(IV.A) and (IV.6),

Y = G(R) crk flnt: 4<lnt: g + >j/int \jiln'- g + ... , (IV.9)

where the sine G(R) factorizes out for all channels (and commutes with Jt ) and one

defines channel wave-functions

ga 6(6a B} = | d^ o r di' ) fa 6(2a R"E
 or r'> f a 8

(i or l'^ ' (IV. 10)

It is clear that the factorization, eq.(IV.6), prevents any center-of-mass spuriosity

from creeping into the generator coordinate formalism. This property will be assumed

until subsection D, where it will be s.̂ en how it can be relaxed without damage.

B. Connection with the resonating group formalism

It is trivial that

* r r i
G(R) i# r(p -r) M^ ^ n = G(R) ds ^(r-s) |<&6(p -s) ^ V™1 . (IV.11)

The antisyraaetrized function between brackets is nothing but the resonating group

basis function |as> . Indeed, in the resonating group theory, the channel degree of

freedom p is strictly localized by the corresponding 6-function. (The total center-

of-mass wave-packet can be integrated out and forgotten.) Alternately, one may in-

terpret [as> „ as the sharp basis of the generator coordinate subspace, as defined

by eq.(II.12), with p as the collective degree of freedom,
—ot

Let us compare a generator coordinate kernel and a resonating group kernel, for

instance the following

HaB(r,r') = <ar|3e|Br'> , (IV.12a)

it' As seen in eq.(IV.ll), a state |ar> is a linear supersposition of states |as>
>' ~ ~ RGM

and an analogous result holds for any other channel. It is thus obvious that

• HaB (E'i' ) = Jd? d5* r
a
( I " ? ) hae>{~'~X) V$iZ'~Z"> ' (IV.13)

i, j

|.-.' I n a short notation this reads H D = r * h D * r o , i n order to express the convolu-

<:i tion product. In the same way eq.(IV.lO) c a n b e shortened into g o = V D * f „•
[."• o-tP H,B a,p

" This convolution correspondence between the resonating group and the generator coor-

dinate formalism is then general, and can trivially be extended to any Hamiltonian,

overlap or transition kernel such H , I and so on.
CXCt Otp
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C. The high frequency catastrophe. Various methods of solution

Except for unessential coefficients, the Fourier transform of eq.(IV.lO) reads

g(ir) = exp(-TT2) f(Tt) , (IV.H)

where IT is the momentum conjugate to p (or r) and f, g are the Fourier transforms of

f, g respectively. As it is known from the resonating group theory that g behaves

like a wave-function, the singularities of g in the continuum are thus of a mild na-

ture (principal parts, etc). It is then clear, however, that f diverges strongly,
2like exp(+ir ), when ir •+• +=>. Thus a Fourier transform of f(ir) back to a coordinate

space f(r) will diverge.

This serious difficulty has been analyzed by many authors and brings many nume-

rical technicities in the solution of the Griffin-Hill-Wheller equation. As an exam-

ple, consider the two-channel equations, which read, with obvious notations

<HacfE W fa + V W
(V"E V fa + (fi

&B-E V
(IV.15)

Because of eq.(IV.13) and a l l necessary analogous relations for the kernels involved

here, one finds as equivalent to eqs.(IV.15) the fore

fa
(IV.15a)

to = 0

rJ(haa"E W ga

8a
(IV. 16)

In coordinate space, there i s difficulty in defining an inverse operator V „. For,

as shown by eq.(IV.14), the matrix element of T „ in momentum representation reads
(X, p

(unnecessary coefficients omitted)

<3r|r|Tj'> = exp(-ir2) S(H-TT') , (IV. 17)

and thus one obtains

^ I r " 1 ! ; ^ = exp(+Tr2) 6(J-TT') , (IV. 18)

the Fourier transform of which to coordinate representation i s obviously singular.

Nothing prevents, however, to consider eqs.(IV.16) in momentum representation and
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multiply the upper (lower) equation by T~ (Fg ) from the l e f t . One then obtains

<haa-E W 8a + (haffE V »B " ° (IV ,9 )

<WK W 8« + ( V E W gB = ° '
which is nothing but the resonating group, coupled channel formulation. This is known

to be a regular problem.

The transition from eqs.(IV.15) to eqs.(IV.19), which can be made without singu-

larities in the momentum representation, is a first method to obviate the high fre-

quency catastrophe. There is a second method, however, which has the advantage of

avoiding the detour through the momentum representation. Indeed, as found by the

Takacsy, a special case of eq.(IV.lO) reads, after projection onto a channel partial

wave

sin(kp+n) - [dr expj+k2 - (p-r)2| sin(kr+n) + gs>r.(P) . (IV.20)

where T] is the phase shift and g is a square integrable (short range) contribu-
s. r •

tion to the resonating group wave-function. In other words, the asymptotic parts of

g and f are proportional. It is easy to show that the same result is also valid for

Coulomb waves

sin(kp-7 Iog2kp+n) = fdr exp|+k2 - (p-r)21 sin(kr-Y Iog2kr+n) + 8 S r (pX* (IV.21)

The phase shifts in the generator coordinate theory can thus be deduced from the

short range properties of f, like in the usual theory of collisions.

Practically the second method may go as follows. One defines the short range

part of f (in each channel) by the condition

r f s r _ - g - r f a s , (iv. 22)

where £ is known from eqs.(IV.2O) and / or eq.(IV.21), except for the phase shift

n, to be determined later. Then the right hand side of eq.(IV.22) is the short range

part g of g is that channel. It can be expanded, with strong convergence proper-s.r-
ties, in a suitable basis of square integrable functions, {u },

n

and thus.one. obtains

£sr = I cn r"1 Un • (IV'24)

n

where the unknown coefficients C Q I and later the phase shifts, can be obtained by an

insertion of eq.(IV.24) into eq.(IV.15). This makes eq.(IV.]5) inhomogeneous, since

a source term is brought by the identity f = f + £ . The phase shifts, which
S«7« AS
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ÍJ,

are unknown parameters in the source term, must be determined by any usual variatio- ' •

nal principle of the theory of collisions or any standard matching procedure of f
as

and f s r >, or gas and g ^ .

In practice one truncates the expansion, eq.(IV.23), at a finite order of com-

ponents u . It is easy to show that one may always choose this basis {u } in such
n -1 n -1

a way that, although T is singular in coordinate representation, the product Y u

is still a regular wave function. Finite order expansions, eq.(IV.24), of the singu-

lar function f are thus regular and retain the convergence properties of

eq.(IV.23) as regards the fact that the coefficients c make a square integrable se-

D. The biased density matrix

Among the various methods proposed by many authors we now discuss that of the

"biased" case, namely that which is still available when eq.(IV.5) does not simplifly

into eq.(IV.6). When this factorization does not occur, the generator coordinate

ansatz, eq.(IV.8), breaks down completely since the total center of mass and the re-

lative degree of freedom, R and p, are spuriously correlated.

An analogue of eq.(IV.Il) is available, however. Indeed, one obtains from

eq.(IV.4) and (IV.5) the trivial result

} R ds ̂ (Ç.f-s)

6(R-R) \ift <5(p -s) v j n t <fintj , (IV.25)
~ - i. ~ a ~ A a j

where again there appears the bracket [as> „„. Here however, the total center of

mass is frozen at position R, while it could be integrated out in the case of

eq.(IV.ll).

According to eq.(IV.25) and ary identical equation for another channel, a kernel
H ~ now reads

«irlKlPr'3' " } d 5 dS ds' ^a(R,r-s) ©giR.r'-s') RGM«*fl#? I^'>RGM . (IV.26)

where one has taken into account that the total center of mass must be frozen at the

same location R in the bra and the ket provided by eq.(IV.25). If now one defines

one obtains from eq.(IV.26)

H ' f(r2.E'-S'> V W ^ ' <IV'27>
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In other words, the information carried by the resonating group kernel is still em-

bedded inside the generator coordinate kernel H „, although the ansatz,eq.(IV.8), is

meaningless . If h o can be recovered from H „, one may still solve eqs.(IV.16). This
Otp Up

is of great physical interest for the frequent case where the generator functions

|ctr> are derived from Gaussians of unequal parameters, corresponding to the colli-

sion of ions of unequal masses.
The derivation of h „ from H „ is simple when H . is a Gaussian. For, as seen

earlier, the choice of T. and T as Gaussians makes trivially $ „ also a Gaussian.
A a 4(ip

It is then easy to check that h „ is also a Gaussian. More precisely, assume that,
op

except for unessential coefficients,

Hag = exp í-(r,r') í>'(ji)| . (IV.28)

where '!)' is a (2x2) matrix,and denote the Gaussian form of % o as
0Ctp

, (IV.29)
J

where S i s also a 2 x 2 matrix. Then eq.(IV.27) provides

with

•X>= I©'"1 - € "'] (IV.31)
L J

except for special cases, where h „ is a local kernel, and which can be handled

explicitly.

In the more general case of Gaussian wave functions for clusters where H „

(and all the other kernels under consideration) is slightly more complicated, na-

mely contains products of polynomials and Gaussians, the result, eqs.(IV.3O) and

(IV.31)fcan be extended. One also finds polynomials and Gaussians. Incidentally this

method induced by eq.(IV.31) can also be applied in the special case where eq.(IV.6)

is valid. In this special case Ç is just diagonal.

It is now possible to define the "biased density matrix" which, analogously

to eq.(IV.27), takes into account the conservation of the information about a state

although some spuriosity is introduced by a spectator degree of freedom (the center

of mass). Let d(p,g') be a density matrix inRGM representation. Assume that the

RGM kernel k(p,p') and GCM kernel K(r,r') derive from each other through an equa-

tion analogous to eq.(IV.27)

K(r.r') - fdp dp' <J (r-p.r'-p1) k(p.p') . (IV.32)
j ^ ........
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Define the "biased" (GCM) density D(r,r') by the relation (notice the interchange

of variables)

d(p\p) = [dr dr1 Í (r-P.r '-P1) D<iV> • (IV.33)

Then the RGM and GCM expectation values are equal,

Tr k d = [dp dp1 k(p.p') d(p',p)

f,dp dp1 dr dr1 k(p.p') $ (r-p.r'-p1) D(r',r)

[dr dr1 K(r.r') D(r',r)

Tr K D . (IV.34)

E. Distorted wave Born approximation

Rather than the methods described in subsections C and D, which are attempts

towards a full solution of the dynamical problem of collision, one may look for a

DWBA approximation.

The DWBA form factor for the transition from channel a to channel 0 has then

obviously to do with the generator coordinate kernel

Kag(r',r) = <6r'|VT|ar> , (IV.35)Kag(

where V i s the two body potential operator present i n l a n d the subscript T means
that V1 has been truncated into a residual potential such as the post potential for
instance.

More precisely, one may define a specific set of Wick's theorem contractions

Kg a(r\r) = <0|b(NBr'/N) [AÍN^VN) vf(Nbr'/N)j \TT

A+(N,r/N) [v?(-H.r/N) b+(-N,r/N)l |0> (IV.36)
A" [_ 1 A— A~ J

where Avf corresponds to the decomposition of B into core and cloud and, similarly

t t +

vjj corresponds to the decomposition of a into core and cloud. The rules for con-

tractions are the following,

i) one pair of creation-annihilation operators of "\T contracts from y_ to V.,

ii) the other pair contracts from b to b ,

iii) what is left inside Av, contracts with what is left inside A v., for instan-

t X

ce A contracts with A and what is left in vf contracts with what is left
in V^f
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iv) what is left inside b contracts with b .

The first two rules, i) and ii), correspond to a truncation of Tf into the re-

sidual interaction between core b and the cloud of transferred nucleons. The last

two rules, iix) and iv), correspond to an inert core overlap approximation relating

A to the core of B (and the core of a to b)when connecting the ket to the bra.

Once K R is obtained, nothing prevents to define a resonating group kernel

kR (p',P) by a formula analogous to eq.(IV.27) or eq.(IV.32). Let now ga(p) and

g (p1) be optical waves for the initial and final channel, respectively. The DWBA

amplitude is then

| d e d e ' V £ f - e > «fe<E> *S<e'> • (IV-37)

Alternately one may consider g (p) gj(p') as a density operator d(p,p') and define a
a - p ~ ~ -

density D(r.r') by a formula analogous to eq.(IV.33). One then obtains

d ' KBa(í''í) ^ ' ^ • CIV'38)

V. OTHER EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION

A. Axial rotations

This may be the oldest case of a generator coordinate model and it is well known

since the paper of Peierls and Yoccoz. Let $„ be an eigenstate of J , with eigenvalue

K, usually a deformed Slater determinant. A rotation band is derived from the angu-

lar momentum projected states

¥JK = jd(cos g) d^CB) exp(-ie Jy) \ • (V.I)

The generating function is here, obviously, that obtained from $ by a rotation of
. J

angle 6 around the y-axis. One then uses the reduced rotation matrix element d

as Griffin-Hill-Wheeler amplitude.

B. Triaxial rotations

The deformed (intrinsic) Slater determinant $ is no more an eigenstate of J .

The generating function is obtained by the most general rotation, depending upon

three Euler angles a (5 -y

'Wr = eXp("i ^ J z ) exPf-i B Jy) exp(-i Y Jz) 4> . (V.2)

The Griffin-Hill-Wheeler equation can be solved in two steps. The first one is a

quasi-band and angular momentum projection,

d(cos B)dY?Í(aBT) $a0Y, (V.3)
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with the rotation matrix element O
~ — - Mr

diagonalization between quasi-bands,

with the rotation matrix element !)„„ as amplitude. The second step is a residual
MK

K
The index K disappears, to be replaced by an index K carried by the eigenvalue E

JK
and the amplitude vector f . Full degeneracy with respect to M is obviously found.

C. Three-body problem

An exact, and technically available solution to the non-relativistic three-body

problem is the set of Faddeev equations. When discrete degrees of freedom (spin,

isospin, etc) are involved, however, the number of coupled channels in these equa-

tions may become unwieldy. As an example, if three quarks are heavy enough to be

treated non relativistically and if the effective quark-quark interaction depends

strongly on spin, flavor and color, it may be useful to look for an approximation

such as the Hartree-Fock approximation.

For the sake of simplicity let the discrete degrees of freedom be discarded and

the 3 quarks be considered as distinguishable. Assume, furthermore, that the quark

bag amounts to a harmonic oscillator. The oscillator can be deformed, with three

different constants a, B« Y along the three axes x, y, z. With V a Gaussian, a gene-

rating function reads, in an obvious notation

r(yj/B) r(y2/B) r(y3/g)

r(z,/Y) r(z2/Y) r(z3/Y) . (v.5)

It is easy to check that it has no center of mass spuriosity, namely that it facto-

rizes

Here x is a deformed Gaussian for the center of mass R and ¥ is also a deformed

Gaussian for the'two Jacobi coordinates Ç, Ç 1.

Since x depends on a, B, Yi the GCM ansatz

V = [da dg dY f (ctBY) 3 ^ • (V.7)

introduces center of mass spuriosity. It is clear however that the overlap kernel
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makes sense. Also, if "Ĵ  depends only on the Jacobi coordinates, the energy kernel

also makes sense. AlthoughllZ depends only on Ç, Ç' it can still be written in terras

of r., r», r, and the numerator of the left hand side of eq.(V.9) can easily be cal-

culated in second quantization. As regards denominators <$( ,g, ,|x gy5"» they can be

easily derived analytically and/or tabulated.

The equation

is then equivalent to the ansatz

(H-EI) f = 0

da d B

(V.10)

(V.ll)

a theory of bag vibrations. We insist, however, that all calculations can be nade in

the single quark coordinate representation.

D. Hard cares

It is usually assumed that a single nucleon orbital is concentrated in a certain

domain, but that its tail extends everywhere. Nothing prevents, however, to restrict

a single nucleon orbital <p. to a finite, compact domain £).. This is only a more

restricted class of wave functions.

Assume now that, for i t j, J>. and J). have no point at a distance smaller

than a certain radius r. . If the nucleon-nucleon interaction has a strong short range

repulsion (hard core) of radius smaller or equal to r , that repulsion cannot act

between J)• and '£).. A Slater determinant built out of such orbitais with disconnected

domains is then compatible with the hard core. In other words, the Hartree-Fock

theory applies to hard cores as well.

The parameters of such determinants are then the shapes of the domains S>.

themselves. The radius r is also a parameter, for one may always take a larger se-

paration than needed. In any case, the ansatz

in [D <v.i2)
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"may be understood as a geometrical," or functional integral, generalization of the

GCM ansatz. Here J) ... £) is a set of shapes for the domains allowed for N nucleons,

<J>£) -r\ is the result of a Hartree calculation for that set of frozen shapes, and

the symbol n[D 53.][means superposition of all allowed shapes. In a restricted appro-
i ^ - - , • . ; -

ximation the amplitude f may he understood as a function of a more or less finite set

of parameters for the shapes of JJ....3J.

This opens the way to a theory of a new possible mode of nuclear vibrations,

which can be understood as correlation vibrations.

VI CONCLUSION

There may be three ideas which can be retained from the above considerations.

The first one is the amazing flexibility of the generator coordinate formalism. Any

macroscopic degree of freedom can be forced into the generator function and the re-

sulting dynamics studied. The second idea is the level of mathematical technology

involved. A certain amount of caution is necessary in order to avoid unphysical sin-

gularities, but the situation is less complicated than it looks at first sight.

The third idea is probably the most important and corresponds actually to a ma-

jor, and yet unsolved physical problem. Since the generator coordinate method finally

amounts to diagonalization in a subspace and a reduction of the number of degrees of

freedom, it is essential to understand uhy such subspace is of interest and why such

degrees of freedom emerge from the many body dynamics. It is hoped that section III

has brought a slight progress on this fundamental question.

The considerations in these lectures are the result of a many-year collaboration

with many coauthors, among whom B. Grammaticos,J. Le Tourneux and D. Rowe should

receive special credit for the difficult question of collective motion. It is a

pleasure to thank the organizers of the Symposium for the opportunity of giving these

lectures and thir warm and stimulating hospitality.
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ABSTRACT

The generator coordinate method is used to construct a

collective subspace of the many-body Hubert space. The construction

is based en the analysis of the properties of the overlaps of the

generator states. Some well-known misbehaviours of the generator

coordinate weight functions are clearly identified as of kinematical

origin. A standard orthonormal representation in the collective

subspace is introduced which eliminates them. It is also indicated

how appropriate collective dynamical variables can be defined a

posteriori. To illustrate the properties of the collective

subspaces applications are made to

a) translational invariant overlap kernels

b) to one and two-conjugate parameter families of generator

states.
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I - THE KINEMATICS OF GENERATOR COORDINATES

In the generator coordinate method (GCM) there is a clear

separation of two stages in the setting up of a phenomenological scheme

to describe collective motion of many-body systems.

In the first stage we select a subspace of the many-body

Hilbert space (HS) which is spanned by states constructed as a linear

superposition of the generator states |a> ,

|f> = J ^ f (a) |a> da I.I

with square integrable weight function f(a).

The generator states |a> are specified a priori usually

on the basis of phenomenological considerations in a way to reflect

the distortion of the many-body system during the collective motion.

The parameter a. is the generator coordinate and it establishes a

one to one mapping between the generator states and points in a label

space.

In contrast to other approaches , which use product

type wave functions, the GCM does not require an explicit reference to

any collective dynamical variable at this stage. Indeed, the specifi-

cation of the appropriate collective degrees of freedom is in general

very difficult, the adequacy of a given choice being a dynamical

question which cannot be settled without explicit reference to the

many-body hamiltonian. Furthermore even in the cases when one has a

good phenomenological knowledge as to the nature of the collective

motion under consideration it is, in general, very difficult to find

an explicit expression for the collective degrees of freedom in terms

of the microscopic ones . These desadvantages are absent in the GCM.

The dynamics is established in the second stage with the

determination of the weight function f(o) , the only unknown in eq. I.I.

The states given by the ansatz I.I are used as trial

wave functions in the variational principle

6 <f|H|f> = 0

<f |f>

resulting in the Griffin-Hill-Wheeler (GHW) integral equation for

J{<ct|H|a'> - E <a|a1>)f(a')da' = 0 1.2
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The GCM is probably less a accurate than methods involv-

ing the explicit introduction of collective dynamical variables in

cases for which this explicit introduction is straightforward,

unfortunately this is not the case in general and the GCM provides a

scheme which is very easy to apply in practice . However in this

lecture I would like to discuss the GCM description of collective

dynamics with especial emphasis on questions of interpretation. To do

so, the first difficult that one has to face is the well known fact

that, in many cases, the weight functions f(a) have undesirable mathe-

matical properties . The consequence of this fact is that the GHW

ansatz (I.I) will associate highly singular weight functions to vectors

defined in the many-body H.S..

This difficulty can be shown to be simply a consequence

of the use of the non-orthogonal and, in general, linearly dependent

generator states |a> as a representation in the GCM collective subs-

pace Sand it is eliminated by introducing a standard orthonormal

representation in S. This standard orthonormal representation is

constructed in terms of the adopted set of generator states and it allow

us to define, a posteriori, the collective hamiltonian, collective

dynamical variables and collective wave functions.

The basic tool of the method is the diagonalization of

the overlap kernel <a|a"> ( 4 f 5' 6 )

f*" <a|a1>uk(o')da
1 = A(k)uk(a) 1.3

The eigenfunctions of the overlap kernel form an orthogonal and carolete

set

= 6(k-k')

4" \ ( « ) \ (of)dk = fi(a-a') 1.4

In eq. 1.3, A(k) is always a semi-positive definite function of k (the

overlap kernel is a norm) and for simplicity it will be assumed to be

a monotonic decreasing function of k vanishing only at |k|-*«> . The

general case is discussed in ref. 6. To proceed we need to be

specific and we define the GHW space as the space spanned by the

many-body vectors constructed as in i.l with square integrable weight

functions. The scalar product of two such vectors is equal to
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da1

,(k) dk 1.5

where f(k) is equal to

f(k) = • A(k") ]_„ f(a)u*(a) da

.+0°

= i— da u* (a)<o|£>

/AW '_«, *

= <k|f> 1.6

In eq. 1.6 we introduced the orthogonal states |k>r which
are defined as

]k>. = - r |a>u.(a)da 1.7
/TíkT ; — k

<k|k'>= O(k-k')

Therefore to each vector defined in the GHW space we can

associate a square integrable function f(k), which is equal to the scalar

product of |f> with the orthogonal state |k>. However the inverse

is not true . To show this we write the weight function as

f(a) = /dk u.(a) f ( k ) 1.8

Thus f (a) is a regular function only if f (W/vA^kT goes to

zero when |k| goes to infinite. Otherwise it is singular. At this

point we consider the extension of the GHW space to a subspace of the

many-body H.S. in which the vectors have square integrable f(k). This

extended space is the GCM collective subspace S and the projection

operator in S is given by

S= /dk |k><k| 1.9

From the previous discussion it is clear that not all

vectors defined in the GCM collective subspace S belongs to the GHW

space. However it can be shown that the GHW space is dense

in S and the subspace S is the smallest (closed) subspace which
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contains the G.H.W space. "Therefore we can say that the singular

behaviour of the weight function is related to the fact that strictly

speaking, the generator state is a well-behaved representation of the

GHW space but not of the GCM collective subspace.

II - DYNAMICS IN THE GCM COLLECTIVE SUBSPACE - COLLECTIVE HAMILTONIAN,

COLLECTIVE OPERATORS AND COLLECTIVE WAVE-FUNCTIONS

The description of the dynamics in the GCM is given by the

projection of the many-body dynamics onto the collective subspace S

t | , | II.

where

s
f

In eq. II.1 Hg*-" is the GCM collective hamiltonian. It is the projec-

j-; tion of the many-body hamiltonian onto the GCM collective subspace S,

= S H S II.2

Using the expression 1.9 of the projection operator S, we can write the

dynamical equation II.1 as a wave-equation in the "momentum" represen-

tation | k>

/ h(k,k') ítk-.tJdk1 = i 3»(k'fc) II.3
3t

where

h(k,k') = <k|H|k'>

(k) /A (k ' )

and <|>(k,t) i s the col lec t ive wave-function in the "momentum" represen-
t a t ion

i))(k,t) = <k|<f>(t)> I I . 5
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The above discussion was carried in the specific represen-

tation that diagonalizes the overlap kernel. Although this representa-

tion is very convenient for sorting out the kinematical oddities inhe-

rent to the GCM, other representations may be prefereable from a

physical point of view. They can be obtained by unitary transformations

in S. One which has been considered often in the literature ' ' is

the "coordinate" representation obtained by an unitary transformation

of the "momentum" representation given in terms of the eigenfunctions

of the overlap kernel <ct|a'>

L ^ dk II.6

As pointed out before, in the GCM there is no explicit

reference to any collective dynamical variable. However once one has

a representation in the collective subspace, one can define, ã poste-

riori, collective dynamical variables in S. These collective dynamical

variables would allow us to describe the dynamics in terms of a small
(9)

number of specialized degrees of freedom. As an example we can

associate to the coordinate representation II.6, a pair of canonical

operators in S,

Q nh> = n|n>

P |n> = i3/3n|n> ii.7

= is

These canonical collective operators in S can be easily

expressed in terms of the microscopic degrees of freedom . We can

also express any operator defined in S in terms of Qn and Pn. For

example, the GCM collective hamiltonian is given by* '

HGCM _ - 1^ ; ? m 5 ( B , ( 1 ) ; jiQ

m=0 2 n

In eg. II.8 the normal order is defined as

m anti-ocnnutators
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and

5<m> (n) = (dÇ-tÜHÜ <q+ ç/2|H|n-
ml

m-oannutators

This shows that we can always write the dynamical equation

I I .1 in the form a Schroedinger type equation in the coordinate repre-

sentation |TI>. However, in general, this Schroedinger type equation

has a "velocity"-dependent potential and a "mass-parameter", which

depends on the coordinate.

I l l - SPECIAL CASES AND EXAMPLES

I I I - l - TRANSLATIONAL INVARIANT OVERLAP KERNELS(6)

Transla t ional invar iant overlap kernels depend only on the

difference of the generator coordinates

<a|o'> = N(a-a') I I I . l

and they are diagonalized by a Fourier transformation,

/<a|a'>uk{a')da1= 2irA(k)uk (a) III.2

where

VL.(a) = - ^ — e i k a I I I . 3

^ /2?

A(k) = — /N(a) e~ ika da III.4
2ir

In this case the "coordinate" representation is the Fourier

transform of the "momentum" representation
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1 J Ir v

|x> = -±- /|k> e 1 K X dk III.5

and the pair of canonical collective variables defined as

'x> • xi x* HI.6

satisfy the eqs.

Q |k> = -13 |k>
s * III.7
Ps|k> = k|k>

The gaussian overlap kernel is a special case of a transla-

tional invariant overlap kernel where

— e o III.8
/ir

Until now we considered only the continuous "coordinate"

or "momentum" representations. We could also have considered discrete

representations which diagonal!ze a boson number operator constructed

in terms of Q g and P_. Taking the case of a Gaussian overlap kernel

as an example and expanding the reduced energy kernel, h(a,ct')

in a power series in the generator coordinate one has ,

v h _
hi a,a J —

n'm nlm!

Introducing the boson operators

and using the expression of the GCH collective hamiltonian in the
(8)

"coordinate" representation (see eg. II.4), one can easily show that
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gGCM

n , m n'.ml

Therefore, the expansion of the reduced energy kernel in

the generator coordinate is equivalent to a boson expansion of the

collective hamiltonian, where the boson is constructed in terms of the

collective canonical operators in S, Q s and Fg.

In order to shed light on the origin of the singular beha-

viour of the weight function consider again the case of a Gaussian over-

lap and a quadratic approximation to the reduced energy kernel.

h(a,a') = h + i f" h- (az-i-al2) +2hI1cta'l + ... III.9
O í L 2O Xi- _[

The collective hamiltonian 5 S ^ can be written in this case

as,

-GCM= h 1 -2
C O 2M «j M S P Z

where the zero point energy E „ , the mass parameter M and the spring

constant K^aie respectively given by

EPZ = b o h l l

M"1 = 2(h1 1-h2 o)b; H I . 11

The hamiltonian III.10 i s a standard harmonic oscillator

hamiltonian and i t s eigenfunctions are harmonic oscillator wave functions

<f> (x/bc) and its eigenvalues refered to the unperturbed ground state

are

En=f«oc(n+l/2)-Ep2

where

L-h2o K2

11 2o
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. í
To proceed, consider the ground state wave function

1 -x 2 /2bC

*o(x/bc)
 l e c I I I . 12

The weight function associated to this state is (see eq.

1.8)

f(a) = JO W

which exists as a regular function as long as b2*bo • The nature of

this singular behaviour is equivalent to the high-momentum divergence

considered in ref. 10 and it stems from the fact that when bc<bQ, a

function which has high "momentum" components is being expanded in

terms of a wave-packet which has only "low" momentum components

Indeed, the wave functions associated by the "momentum" representation

to the groundstate and to the generator state are respectively,

/b~ -b2k2/2
<kU > =/_£ e

 c

a n d /b~ -k2b2/2
<k|a> = e-lka/-°- e

which shows the correctness of our statement

III-2 ONE AND TWO-CONJUGATE PARAMETER FAMILIES OF GENERATOR STATES*9*

The one and two-conjugate parameter families of generator

states (OPF and TCPF) are defined respectively as

III.13

|OfB> = e — eiBQ |0>

where Q and P are canonical operators in the many-body Hubert space

= i

The overlap kernel of the OPF is a translational invariant
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overlap kernel and so it can be diagonalized by a Fourier transformation

/<a|aI>uk(a')da
1 =

where i k a

^=r
/2ir

and

A(k) = <o| n£ Y |o>

Ilf is the Peierls-Yoccoz projection operator associated with the

operator P

-PY _ 1 (i*a -iaP
nk - — Je e

= 6(P-k)

— Je e d a III.14

Thus, the standard orthonormal "momentum" representation in the GCM

collective subspace S, associated with the OPF of generator states is

identical to the normalized Peierls-Yoccoz projection of the reference

state |0>, associated with the operator P

/<o|nj;Y|o>
III. 15

By construction one has

and the pair of canonical collective operators in S^ are given by

Q = S1QS1 III.16

However, in general

so S^ is not an eigenspace of Q and we cannot find a base in S^ which
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diagonalizes Q.

On the other hand, the overlap kernel for the TCPF is

and its eigenfunctions and eigenvalues are determined by the equation

/<aB|a'B'><(>n;k(a
I,B1)da'dB1 = 2ITXn(k)<t>n.k (a,B) .

It can be easily shown that $ . (a,g) is given by '

XI7 iC

eika

n ; k ' /2ir n

and the X (k) are independent of k.

The functions (f>n(B) and the X are eigenfunctions and

eigenvalues of the semi-positive definite Hilbert-Schmidt overlap kernel

5(6,6')

N(B,6') = <0|e"ieQ6(P)eiB'Q|0> III.17

The Hilbert-Schmidt kernel III. 17 can have zero eigenvalues and when

they occur there are two-important consequences. One is that the

weight functions defined in the null space of N gives -rise to vectors

of zero norm in the many-body H.S. Therefore there is no loss of

generality if we restrict the weight function space to the orthogonal

complement of the null space of N. The other is that the existence of

eigenvectors of N with zero eigenvalues implies that the generator

states are not linearly independent.

In this case the standard orthonormal representation in

the GCM collective subspace S, associated with the TCPF of generator

states is given by the Peierls-Thouless projection of the reference

state 10") associated with the operator P

0>
— . X 9*0 III.18

In eq. III.18 fij:T is the so-called Peierls-Thouless
double projection operator

fir = Í
k,n 1

dad* ̂  * (B-k)
2TT

 n
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By construction one has

^•k.n"* - ^ V n ^ IIX'19

and it can be easely shown thatv '

Therefore the pair of canonical collective operators asso-

ciated with the continuous label k are in this case given by

PS = S2P = PS 2

III.21

= S2Q = QS 2

Thus in the TCPF case S 2 is an eigenspace of both Q and P

and by an unitary transformation we can find a basis which diagonalizes

Q. This basis is the Fourier transform of the states |t|/k n > T and it is

given by the Peierls-Thouless projection of the reference state |0>

associated with the operator Q,

1 (
= —

2ir )

III.22

i , ^ -ikx ,,
*,. >T e dk
K,n x

To proceed in the discussion about the physical properties

of the GCM collective subspaces, one introduce a canonical transforma-

tion from the microscopic degrees of freedom to collective, Q and P,

and intrinsic degrees of freedom. Together with Q and the remaining

N-l intrinsic operators Ç_,Ç2,...Ç ., which by the canonical nature of

the transformation must commute with both Q and P, we can arrive at a

coordinate representation of the full many-body H.S. defined by the

kets |Q,Ç> chosen as eigenkets of Q and Ç. This representation is a

product representation and the states |Q> span a H.S. of one single

degree of freedom, the collective space and the \K> are likewise

associated with a H.S. of N-l degrees of freedom, the intrinsic space.

However it should always be kept in mind that both S, and S 2 carry all

the N degrees of freedom of the many-body system under consideration .

They are distinguished from the full many-body H.S. in that
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they contain various imposed corre la t ions among the N degrees of

freedom. The discussion which follows wi l l be aimed precisely a t

exhibit ing the general nature of these correlat ions in each of the

two cases.

We begin by considering the wave function associated to

the s ta tes \<i>. >„, by the |Q,Ç> representation ,

<QÇ| 4, >T = — — x (Ç) I I I . 23

where

/Xn

and 0 (Q) is the Fourier transform of $ (B).
n n

The states X (Ç) are orthonormal and depend only on the

intrinsic variables and so \i>. > T comes out as a product of a

collective wave function and an intrinsic wave function, and this holds

even when |0> is not itself a product wave function. Indeed, the

wave function associated to the reference state |0> by the |Q,Ç>
(91representation can be shown to be given by

1> = I .

Thus we see that the reference state |0> is given by a

sum of products of collective and intrinsic states, the number of

terms in the sum being equal to the number of eigenvectors of

N(B,g') with eigenvalue different from zero.

In the case of the OPF ,the wave function associated to

the states l^t>v by the |Q,£> representation are
v '

where

/r;

Therefore the states |i|ik> are given by the product of a collective

wave function and an intrinsic wave function. However, the intrinsic

wave function depends on the eigenvalue k of the operator P. This

property is responsable for the fact that S, is not an eigenspace of Q.
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On the other hand if the reference state itself is a product wave

function

<QÇ|O> = <f>otQ) X Q ( Ç ) ,

in which case N has only one eigenvector with eigenvalue different from

zero, one has

|t|), ->_ becomes equal to I^v>y a n^ t'le subspaces S-̂  and S becomes

identical. If we identify the canonical operators Q and P with the

center of mass coordinate and momentum respectively, the above discussions

shows that in general the subspace associated with the OPF of generator

states is not galilean invariant. It is galilean invariant only when

the reference state itself is a product wave function. This fact is

responsable for the incorrect translational mass that one in general

obtains in GCM with generator states chosen as in eq. III.13. On

the other hand, the súbspace associated with the TCPF is always a galilean

invariant subspace and this is true even in the case when the reference

state is not itself a product wave function. However when the reference

state admits itself a factorization into a product of collective and

intrinsic wave-functions both spaces are galilean invariant and identical.

To conclude, in general the TCPF which depends on two-

generator coordinates describes two-degrees of freedom, one collective

and other non-collective (it depends only on the intrinsic degrees

of freedom) , and its nature depends only on the correlations imposed

on the reference state I0y>. When we make this identification we are

supposing that the dynamical variables which are diagonal in the basis

obtained by the diagonalization of the overlap kernel are the appro-

priate ones (if not, they can be found by unitary transformations in S).

Furthermore the GCM collective subspace has the property

that those two degrees of freedom are kinematically decoupled. They

are coupled by the dynamics, in other words by the GCM collective

hamiltonian, which can be easily written down in terms of these two

degrees of freedom fullowing ref. 9. However we are in general inte-

rested in cases when the coupling of the collective and non-collective

degrees of freedom is small so that one has almost decoupled bands.

In that case we can always restrict the non-collective degree of freedom

to be in the lowest energy state and so the dynamics reduces to the

collective dynamics only x'. on the other hand when the generator

states are so redundant that there is only one eigenvector of N
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with non-zero eigenvalue the TCPF which depends on two parameters

describes only one degree of freedom, the collective one. In this

case the TCPF is redundant in the sense that the collective subspace

associated with the one and two conjugate parameter family of generator

states are identical^ . This happens when the reference state itself

factorizes into a product of a collective wave function and an intrinsic

wave function. However in the case when the reference state does not

admit this factorization, the two subspaces are different and the

collective and non-collective degrees of freedom are knematically coupled

in the GCM collective subspace associated with the OPF of generator

states.
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FOREWORD

Since emissions of electromagnetic waves from- high temperature

plasmas have profound implications to laboratory experiments and astrophysical

problems, the subject has attracted much attention for many years. In the

early days, theoretical discussions of plasma radiation processes relied to a

large extent on the assumption that the radiation from a many-particle system

can be estimated by considering the statistical average of the emission from

individual particles. Now it becomes increasingly clear that such an approach

is far from satisfactory. Recent studies indicate that new radiation

processes can occur in plasmas which are unpredictable by the above-mentioned

method. It has been found that collective plasma effects can give rise to

enhanced spontaneous emission as well as induced radiation processes. The

latter processes are particularly important. The purpose of the present

series of lectures is to review some of the new plasma radiation processes.

It is not our intention to present a comprehensive and complete survey of

the existing works concerning this topic area. Rather, we shall only discuss

a few cases which, in our opinion, may represent the high lights of recent

theoretical developments. These cases are: (1) emission near the electron

plasma frequency, (2) direct amplification of radiation near the electron

cyclotron frequency, and (3) parametric amplification of radiation by

stimulated scattering. The first case is a spontaneous process whereas the

second and the third case are induced processes. These three cases are

discussed separately in the following sections.

*A series of invited lectures presented at the 6th Brazilian Symposium on
Theoretical Physics, held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, during
January 7-18, 1980.
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I . SPONTANEOUS EMISSION "NEAR THE ELECTRON PLASMA-FREQUENCY

1,1 The General Expression for the Emiss iv i ty

The instantaneous power radiated from a plasma, P , can be

ca lcu la ted according t o

P - - J d3r ó^.t) (1)

where ÔJ (;£, t) i s the microscopic source (or extraneous) current

and ôE^r^t) i s the microscopic radiation f ie ld generated by the

source electrons. The source current can be expressed as

N

ff S[*-%(«:)]v^(t) (2)

where ToC )̂ aB^ Kl^ denote the position and velocity, respectively,

of the &th electron at time t , and, moreover, N is the to ta l

number of source electrons in the system.

Evidently i t i s desirable to consider the average value of

P which we denote by P . Thus
1 av

" J d3r (3)

where the angular brackets denote the operation of an ensemble average.

We assume that the plasma forms a quasi-stationary and homogeneous

medium and expect

(2TT)
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Here <6E • 6,J >. represents the Fourier transform of <

. 6 J > - f d
3 a f d T

with R 5 £ - £* and T = t - t1 .

I t i s instructive to point out that <<5j£ 'ils>k m can b e further

expressed in terms of the Fourier-Laplace transforms of the source

current and radiation fiel*1

f d3r exp(iu)t - At-iJ^)«£(;£, t)

o

dt | d3r

where w i s the rea l frequency and A i s a small, posit ive number

which insures the convergence of the time integral. It can be shown

that2

(4)

where the asterisk indicates the complex conjugate. As a resul t

4»

(2ir)
2A <í£qS,d>HA).ç£qç,»HA) . (5)

A self-consistent expression relating to the radiation f i e l d and the

source current can be obtained by the solution of the linearized

Klimontovich-Maxwell equadons,^
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where

and e_Qç,w + IA) denotes the plasma dielectric tensor. From Eqs.

(5) and (6), we obtain

pav
i f 3 r xii

* "% d k dü) Í

where A Qc,(o) and \ (̂ c,u) are the determinant and the adjoint

of Aj. (^u + iA) , respectively, in the limit as A approaches

zero from above, and

5 £ 5 2A<ÔJaiqc,ü*iA)6J*;1Cfc,o>fiA>> . (9)

Hereafter we write

(10)

For the case of interest to us A,(£,ÜJ) •+• 0 , Eq. (8) can be rewritten as

1 f 3 T Xss(£>ü>)
Pav ' ~2 J d k j du - ^ I T - 6[A

r
 (k-'üPav 2 J d k j du IT 6[A

r
_ ao

( ID
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where we have made use of the relat ion

which holds for propagating modes [1. e. , A Qs.iu) = 0] and where

X denotes the trace of X. .(k,io) and â is the unit polarizationss i j *v r

vector of the propagating mode, i. e.,

At this point, i t is apparent that the calculation of the quantity

T..(Jj,(i)) , the spectral function of the source current f luctuations,

i s a crucial task. The details are given in an earlier publication by

Freund and Wu. Here we simply present the result . It is found

f d3u

where

+ » AF (u) / j j ô(u- mü /y — k|>vii) , (13)
e ^lu&m 6 i i 1 1

m——°°

, Vm ( b ) ]

b - k j i ^ / n , , Y - (1 + u /c ) , « e = |eBQ/mec| , ^ = ̂ /me .

J and J' are respectively the usual Bessel function and i t sm is

f i r s t derivative of integer order.

Let us now return to Eq. (11) and introduce the def init ion of the

spectral emisslvity n
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d2P

where 9 is the angle between ,£„ and k and S2, represents an

element of the solid angle subtended by the wave vector \ . Thus

S [A.

T(kyo)

2 .
e N 2 , . r , nX

e ti ,3 . , , r , 2 ss
— = =• I d u F, (u) L I dn -=

2 3 ' Ic3 ' i I, A A (
3n~ r

' 2 P i I 2x ô(n"-n.) X '3* • j i 5f
i ' j in

2 7 2 2

In Eq. (15), n = c~k /a) denotes the square of the index of refrac-

tion and 2 represents a sum over the roots of the dispersion equation
i

A (n,(u,S) = 0 . Clearly in c[A (k,.v) 1 we have imposed the approxi-

mation that the thermal effects may be neglected. This implies that

the frequency u) should not be too close to the cyclotron frequency
2 2 2 2 2

H , and, moreover, ni<vi>/c « SI /u i s also true. The cold

electron approximation leads to the usual Apple ton-Har tree dispersion

relat ion6
2 = . 2a2(l - a2)

n+ = 1 = = Í
2 ( 1 - ^ ) - S (sin 9 + p)

where a - u> Im , B = Í2 /tu , UJ = 4irn e /m , ande e e e e

2 _
P = 4 ( Ü ) W ) ( 1 - a2)2 cos20 .
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For a given mode, the unit polarization vector à(k, u) may be deter-

mined. I t may be written as

here

X12 " " £ 1 2 ( £ 3 3 "" a ± s i n 8 )

+ 2 2A 2
X22 = e l l e 3 3 " n ± ( e i i s i n 9 + £ 3 3 C O S e )

4 2 2
n± - n ± [ (2 + s i n 9

with Che d e f i n i t i o n s

Ell

E12

£33

E22 1

" ~ £21 =

1 2
01

2
Ul -

2,
oi a

i e e
0)(ü)2

<

- n2)

E23 = £ 31 ' £13 = E32

The plus (minus) r o o t in Eq. (16) descr ibes the ordinary ( ex traor -

dinary) mode [or simply the 0(X) mode].
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Ic is straightforward to show

C S . Wu

where

2 e N

n • n+ + n_

p+ sin 6

(20)

-n+8|, cos9) -mfie/Y][V+Jm(b+)+ S^(b+)] • (21)

In Eq. (21) v,,/c , B± = vjc

u r ( l - a 2 ) ( l - n+B cos 9) - n^sin29 "I

4 % L n.sin 8(sin28 + p) -I

mn+B,sin

1 -

(22)

(23)

Furthermore we have used

2

0) ÍÍ p
e e

2 2 2 , 2 O2.
n =n+ u (ID - Si )

(24)

Equation (21) is the general expression for the spectral emissivity

of ordinary and extraordinary modes which includes the essence of col-

lective plasma effects. This result has been obtained by several

authors. ' '
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1,2 Spontaneous Emission from a Plasma with a Population of

Energetic Electrons

In many laboratory experiments or-space environments one often

finds the situation that in addition to a background plasma there

ex i s t s a population of supra thermal electrons. One example i s that

in the "tokamãk" device used for controlled thermonuclear fusion

research, during the process of ohmic heating, a population of so-called

runaway electrons are often produced. I t i s important to understand

the spectrum of spontaneous radiation resulted from these runaway

electrons.

Although the following discussion i s mainly concerned with the

emission produced in tokanak plasmas when a fractional component of

runaway electrons i s present, the analysis i s applicable to any physical

system which displays similar situation.

We shall mainly pay our attention to the runaway electrons,

particularly the emission near the electron plasma frequency. The

theoretical study was motivated by the recent observations of enhanced

9—11r a d i a t i o n f lux i n the frequency range from s e v e r a l tokamak exper iments .

The a n a l y s i s presented1 i n the fo l lowing i s taken from R e f s . 1 3 and 14.

The phys i ca l model under cons idera t ion i s that the plasma c o n s i s t s

of two components, the thermal background and the energe t i c runaways

which have energ ies t y p i c a l l y i n the range of s e v e r a l hundred KeV

along the ambient magnet ic f i e l d and s e v e r a l KeV i n the transverse

d i r e c t i o n . We s h a l l d i r e c t our a t t e n t i o n mainly to the emiss ion from

the runaway e l e c t r o n s .

Under the combined i n f l u e n c e of an e x t e r n a l e l e c t r i c f i e l d and

Coulomb scattering, the runaway electron distribution function is
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generally expected to possess a long flat ta i l in the direction of

the ambient magnetic field. Since we find that the expression for

the emissivity does not depend sensitively on the detailed structure

of the model distribution function, we shall adopt a distribution

which facilitates the computation but without loss of generality.

The chosen distribution function, F , in the laboratory frame,

is as follows:

2 2 / 2
u u . (1
P 1\ "

for U|| > 0 (25)

u for u,| < 0

Again in Eq. (25) JJ = jj/m is the relativistic velocity; u

characterizes the perpendicular momentum spread; u and -s, charac-

terize the parallel momentum and momentum spread. I t is assumed that

u « u^ and u_ << u. . Distribution (25) displays the essential

features of runaway electrons; in particular, i t has a long tail when

u, « u, and vanishes for small and negative u|j .

Before we proceed with the discussion, some consideration of the

relativistic gyroresonance is appropriate. In wiew of the small mo-

mentum spread in the transverse direction, the relativistic resonance

condition may be written as

(26)

2 2
where the term of order u /c has been neglected. Since we require

P
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that the resonant U|| be positive, the Cerenkov (m = 0) resonance

yields the minimum resonant u(| where n+cos 6 > 1 and therefore

dominates in the computation of the emissivity. Because we are

interested in the emission near the plasma frequency and also because

the index of refraction exceeds unity only for the extraordinary

mode when ui *\< tu , we shall ignore the ordinary mode in our d i s -

cussion.

To discuss the resonant velocity U|| based on Eq. (26) we

ovtain the following analytic expression

u* (m|£i n.cos 6 + [mV + u2(n2cos26 - 1)]
™ e - e = (27)

w|n2cos26 -

Furthermore making use of Eq. (21) we obtain after some algebraic

manipulation that the emissivity associated with the runaways i s

2 2
e n oiu n+ °° + _n

2TT cp (u., - u-) m=

- ü)2(l - n2cos26)]|

±2

±2

|exp (" "f3" )

( 2 8 )

where n i s the density of runaway electrons
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2

r - 1 tu2 % 2 . 2 f l

K = 1 -J 2 n±9111 9 >
e

2

*£ 5 l i f1 + V 2 2 )
ta 2 L V ( l - a 2 ) c o s V

¥2

2 +2 2

X = (1 - a2) - Y -7T n?sin29 .rm rm mii ±

As mentioned ear l ier , the Cerenkov resonance is expected to be

most Important. Thus we shall only consider the case m = 0 . For

2 2
to ^ u , 9 < TT/2 , u « c and m = 0 , the emissivity associated

with the runaway electrons for the extraordinary mode is

e n imc Y n
n s i n 9(P - sin 9)

H(n2cos 9 - 1 )
2 2

- exp(-u r 0 /u 2 ) ]

(29)

where n i s the densi ty of the runaway e lec t rons and Y Q
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1.3 Numerical Study of the Emissivity near the Electron Plasma

Frequency

Computational r e s u l t s of the emissivity near the electron plasma

frequency are presented in Figs. 1 to 4. I t i s found that in th i s

frequency range, the emissivity i s highly enhanced. The emission i s

due to a r e l a t i v i s t i c , Cerenkov resonanca which i s possible only when

the index of refract ion exceeds unity. Furthermore, we find that t h i s

enhanced emission can only occur to the energet ic runaway electrons

which are assumed to have energies greater than 100 KeV. Within the

context of our model, the thermal electrons with energies of severa l

KeV cannot give r i s e to the said emission.

The numerical study i s based on parameters of in te res t to the

-3 2 2
tokamak experiments. We choose n /n =10 , oi /fi = 0.6 , v, /c =•

3.9 x 10~3, u£/c2 = 3.95 x 10~Z , u 2 / c 2 = 1.98 and u^/c 2 = 2.05 x 10"1 .

This corresponds to a mean perpendicular and p a r a l l e l energy of 10 and

200 KeV for the runaways, respectively. The plasma frequency,

2 h0) = ( te^e /m ) , is calculated based on the background thermal

electron density, n, . The thermal electrons are assumed to have a

Maxwellian distribution with a thermal speed v, .

In Fig. 1 we plot the emissivity n of extraordinary mode as-

sociated with the runaways which is normalized by the peak emissivity

of the thermal electrons occurring at the second gyroharmonic in the

limit of perpendicular propagation. (Since the ordinary mode in

the frequency range of interes has an index of refraction less than

unity, the Cerenkov emission cannot happen.) I t is shown that n

is sharply peaked for frequencies to >^ U) and angles of propagation

9 .< 5° . Its magnitude can be much higher than the peak thermal emissivity.
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Fig. 1. Plot of the normalized etnissivity due to the runaway electrons as a function of a) for various values of 8.
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I t i s important to recognize that the computation i s based on a conserv-

ative estimate of i^/n^ .

In Fig. 2 we i l l u s t r a t e the overall dependence of the emission on

both frequency and angle of propagation. We consider the same parameters

used in Fig. 1 and p lot contours of constant n wersus u) and 3 ,

The shaded region in the upper portion of the figure denotes the region

in which n cos 8 S 1 and no Cerenkov resonance i s possible. In order

to include the ef fects of cyclotron absorption, we exclude the regime

in which the resonance velocity for cyclotron damping |vn| = |w - fi \

/ |k. , | { 3 v , . The sharpness of the peak in the emissivity for frequ-

encies (u "V a) and small 6 i s evident from the figure, where every

other contour represents an order of magnitude interval.

In order to determine the range of frequencies of the enhanced

emission, we numerically integrate the emissivity over dR, ( = 2 us in 3 d8).

The results of the integration are shown in Fig. 3 in which we plot

dP/dü)(= J dilri) versus m for (a) B. = 40 kG , w = 0.6 !i ,

n ^ i ^ = 10"3 , u 2 / c 2 = 0.205, and u 2 / c 2 = 1.92, 4.36, and 7.74 (which

corresponds to average parallel runaway energies of 200, 400, and 600

KeV respectively), and (b) BQ = 60 kG , (ofi = 0.4 Çl& , n r /nb = 10"3,

u_/c = 0.205, and u / c » 3.03, 7.74, and 13.25 (which correspond

to average parallel energies of 400, 600, and 900 KeV respectively.)

Note that, for given U) , the chosen bounds on the integration are

those shown in Fig. 2. Examination of Eq. (29) shows that rf increases

sharply with decreasin frequency unti l n_cos 9 S 1 , at which point

the Cerenkov resonance i s no longer possible . This i s the source of

the sharp peak in the intensity shown in Fig. 3 for w > ID . There

i s no emission at the plasma frequency (for which n cos Q < 1) , and

the sharp maximum in the figure does not imply the presence of a
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Fig. 3a. Graph of the spontaneously emitted power per unit frequency and

volume versus (i).
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Fig. 3b. Graph of the spontaneously emitted power per unit frequency and
volume versus ID.
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singularity in the intensity. The in i t ia l decrease in dP/dü) as the

frequency increases relative to the plasma frequency is indicative of

the rapid decline of r£ with u( >, ü>e) . However, for the para-

meters chosen in the calculation, the slope of dP/dcu is reversed for

0.68 fi 4- (D < 0.79 Q because in this frequency regime the range of

8 over which radiation can occur increases faster than the magnitude

of nr decreases. Finally, the precipitous decline of dP/du for

ül $, 0.8 ft is the result of the inclusion of the effects of cyclotron

absorption. Thus, i t i s evident that substantial emission i s possible

over a relatively broad range of frequencies.

The range of 6 over which substantial emission can occur is

illustrated in Fig. 4, for the same parameters chosen previously.

In this figure we plot dP/dfi. (« / dun) versus 6 , and note that,

as before, the bounds on the integration are those indicated in Fig. 2.

It i s clear from the figure that while ry_ reaches a maximum for small

8 , dP/díí. i s , init ial ly, an increasing function of 6 . For the

parameters chosen, the peak in the emission occurs for 8 i 27° . At

higher 6 , dP/dil decreases sharply due to the effects of cyclotron

absorption, and emission is expected primarily for 8 .£ 35s. We remark

again, that no emission occurs for 8 - 0".

To sumarize the preceding discussion we conclude that the pre-

sence of plasma effects can result in the emission near the electron

plasma frequeny. In the classical approach which only accounts the

emission of radiation from individual particles cannot predict this

radiation process. The plasma effects which affect the emissivity may

be briefly described as follows:
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0.16 r

Fig. 4a. Graph of the spontaneously radiated power per unit volume and solid
angle subtended by Jc versus 6.
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Fig. 4b. Graph of the spontaneously radiated power per unit volume and solid
angle subtended by Jj versus 9.
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(1) First the index of refraction, n , is no longer of unity. In

the Appleton-Hartree approximation, n is a function of frequency

u> and propagation angle 8 . Because n may be greater than

unity, Cerenkov emission becomes possible.

(2) The finite electron density gives rise to the well known di-

electric polarization. Consequently the emitting electrons are

effectively "dressed". This process in turn can affect the

radiation field, as can be seen in Eq. (6).

In short, i t is not difficult to see that the consideration of

various plasma effects can give rise to significant modification of

the theory of the radiation processes associated with energetic electrons.

The emission near the plasma frequency illustrated in this section

merely represents one of the newly discovered radiation processes

which are peculiar to high temperature plasmas produced in some la-

boratory experiments.
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I I , DIRECT AMPLIFICATION OF RADIATION NEAR ELECTRON CYCLOTRON

FREQUENCY BY CYCLOTRON MASER INSTABILITY

I I . 1 Introduction

I t i s « e l l known that radiat ion processes nay be divided in to

two ca tegor ies ; namely spontaneous and induced radiat ions . The

former i s « e l l discussed in c l a s s i c a l electromagnetic theory. How-

ever, most of the early d i scuss ions are concerned with spontaneous

radiation from single particles. Until recently collective effects

have been ignored in the theory. An approach which takes account

of the plasma effects is already presented in the preceding section.

Hereafter let us turn our attention to some induced radiation pro-

cesses .

First of all , one may ask what is an induced radiation process.

To understand this, let us consider the situation In which initially

a low level of radiation is present in a plasma (or other medium).

Due to the interaction of the radiation field and the medium, the

radiation field can get amplified under certain conditions. Consequently

enhanced radiation can be produced. This is what we call induced

radiation processes, although the specific amplification mechanism

may be different from caae to case. In the present series of talks

we discuss two different induced radiation processes. First, let us

consider the cyclotron maser instability. Before going further, we

think that a few introductory remarks may be appropriate.

In general induced radiation processes are much more intense

than radiation generated by spontaneous processes. Strong evidence

acquired from astrophysical observations indicates convincingly that

induced emissions occur in various regions in space. The auroral
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1 2

kilometric radiation of the earth, the Jovian decaraetric radiation,

and a variety of solar radio emissions represent a few of the wel l -

known examples. On the other hand, important applications of induced

radiation processes to laboratory experiments have also been devised.
4 5

The gyrotxon (or cyclotron maser) and free electron laser experi-

ments are highly representative.

Basic concept of Induced emission i s f i r s t discussed in the
6 7 8

early works by Twlss, Schneider, and Gapanov. Review of some
9

of the early works i s given by Be kef i . Since then there have been

many recent developments. Among the theoretical discussions, several

processes of considerable Interest are the cyclotron maser ins tabi l i ty

and the stimulated scattering. The former gives r ise to the direct

amplification of electromagnetic waves, whereas the latter results

in parametric amplification of radiation. In this section we f i r s t

discuss the cyclotron maser instabi l i ty .

The theories of cyclotron maser ins tab i l i ty are presented in

many publications. References ' ~ are some of the recent publications

from which the readers may easi ly find other relevant works. However,

i t i s appropriate to remark at this point that most of these theories

are concerned with the experiments of gyrotron. The beaming electrons

are considered to have very small momentum spread so that the un-

perturbed electron distribution function may be approximated by the

following form.

Of course, the approximation of zero momentun spread is not always

jus t i f i ed . For example, i f we consider the caw of parallel propagation,
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It Is already seen that the approximation requires

» kAv![-= w^Av /c , (2)

where on i s the growth rate, Av̂  denotes the velocity spread along

BQ , to is the real frequency, and c i s the speed of l ight. Evidently,

mus

Av,if

i f u . /u ^ 10~ , we must require

f « 10 L (3)

This condition can be eas i ly violated in many astrophysical cases when

the electrons of interest have a temperature greater than several KeV.

Furthermore, these previous theories are often developed for the part i -

cular geometric configuration and specific modes in the waveguide of

interest In the gyrotron experiment. Consequently these discussions

are usually not applicable to astrophysical problems. For this reason

in the following we present an analysis which may be more interesting

to those readers who are not particularly concerned with the gyrotron

experiment but are interested in the general physical process of i n -

duced emission by direct amplification.

11.2 Physical Model and Dispersion Equation

The physical s i tuation under consideration in this paper i s that

the plasma consists of two tenuous components: a cold background

plasma and a population of energetic electrons which are weakly

r e l a t i v i s t i c , with energies ranging from 5 KeV to 100 KeV. The

background electrons are Important in regard to the determination

of the dispersion re lat ion and the wave propagation characteristics,

whereas the energetic electrons dictate the damping or excitation

of the radiation.
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Before going further, we f i r s t consider a coordinate system such

that the ambient magnetic f ie ld JJ_ i s paral le l to the z axis,

Furthermore, the wave vector £ of the radiation i s designated as

k • It ê + k ê where e and e are unit vectors. If we denote
" X Z Z X Z

the plasma frequency of the background electrons by u g and the

rest mass gyrofrequency by ti (>0) , the dispersion equation can be

readily obtained from the linearized Vlasov equation as follows

DC&w)

2,2 to
_ c k» _

P 2
at -SI

^zx

2.2

-Q

2
ÜJ - i

yy •Ç.

l -

2,2 2
c k, w

2 2
(i> 01

- 0

(4)

Here, j^ represents the contribution from the suprathermal electrons

2 +=> <=

Ü H . f dr, f dv, ^ ( v , 3Í - - v,( ^ -

2 -K» 00

!k „, fdVt i L J L + ^!!(v a . a
U2 J II J i y [ 3v, Y V ~ 3v,| " 3v_,3 v , / e

•K»

I
(s)

(5)
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2 2 -)í
(1 - v /c )

2
ps

2 2 -)í 2 2where Y = (1 - v /c ) , u " 4irn e /m , F i s the unperturbed
ps s s 6

distribution function of the superthermal electrons, and the tensor

£ ^ i s defined as

« i
2 T , 2 lv«Wi

2T2

(6)

where J^ = J^Cb) and b

The density of the supra thermal electrons, n , i s considered

to be smaller than that of the background electrons, n . However,

i t is assumed that the gyrofrequency Si is larger than the plasma

frequencies u and m , t . e . , Í1 > u > ui . I n thepe ps e pe ps

following we shall use the approximation that in calculating

u , the contribution of the supra thermal electrons to the dis-

persion equation may be neglected. Consequently, i f we define the

index of refraction, N » kc/d) , the governing equation of N is

well known and may be written as

AH4 - BN2 + C - 0

2 2

where A » E s in 8 + T\ cos 9

B = - g2sln28 + en + e(e sin29 + n cos29)

c - n ( e 2 - g2)
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2 2
g » u n / w ( « - n )

pe e r r e
2 2
pe' r

and 6 denotes the angle between £ and ^ . . From Eq. (7) , I t

i s seen that

, B + (B2 - h

l 2Ã

Solutions with subscripts "+" or "-" correspond to the ordinary

node or extraordinary mode respectively. For the extraordinary mode,
2 2 ^

the upper branch has a cutoff frequency u » i 2 ( l + 2 w / f i ) " .
x e pe e

In the following we assume that the distribution function F

of the suprathermal electrons can be represented by F_(y) " F (v,)

Fe | |(v | () where

F ex a
TTBTO!

The index a in Eq. (9) characterizes the width of F or velocity

spread in v_, space. For a given temperature Tj_ , it can be

readily shown that

2 2T,
B? -

and the distribution function F peaks at BL(1 + «) v Q . As

a + « we see
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6(v, - v )

However, in the "ollowlng discussion, we shall limit the index

<x to f in i te and not too large values. The reason wi l l be explained

later.

II.3 Growth Rate and Numerical Results

Since the population of suprathermal electrons is tenuous,

tht; dispersion equation D0j,u) » 0 may be approximated by neg-

lecting terms proportional to or smaller than n . Thus, if we

postulate that the growth rate u os small in comparison with the

frequency u , the growth rate may be approximately expressed as

Im
US. » 1- (11)

After some algebraic manipulation, one obtains from Eq. (4),

Im D - ^ I m < 4 + * y y Im

where

^ =» N4 sin29 - N2(e sin26 + n) + en

ij/ » - N2(e sin2e + n cos28) + en

*zz - N4 cos28 - N2 e ( l + co£26) + e2 - g2

K, ' 2N2(N2 - e)sin 8 cos 8)
AS

*TO - 2g(n - N2 sin28)

* 2 * 2N2 8 s in 0 cos 9
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In the calculation of Ira

proxlmatlon

, Im QS , e t c . , we can use the ap-
yy

where P denotes the principal value. For weakly re la t iv i s t i c

electrons, we may approximate y by

Moreover, in Re D we nay ignore the contribution from the supra-

thermal electrons. I t s i s found that

9 2 2 2 2
UMOsin 9 u cos 8

•Vãèr-^MP-^l-^r^-

+ 2

in2(u2 - SI2) u2n2sin28 \

(%
 e

 Q 2 ) 2 - *- *Jt fl2)2)

r ' \ r e ' r r e

(13)

To evaluate the growth rate by numerical method we f i r s t define

several basic quantities

i 2y\*K*

r Í d3v
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where v i s a streaming velocity as shown in the distribution function
S

given by Eq. (10) .

In the fol lowing, we consider the s i t u a t i o n » , » < » . This

choice i s mainly for s i m p l i c i t y . In order to i n v e s t i g a t e the e f f e c t due

to the var ia t ion of F on the i n s t a b i l i t y , we a l s o choose
6

so that as a. •*•">, F approaches that described by Eq. (1). How-

ever, we remark that for very large a , the method which we have

employed in calculating w, becomes inaccurate because i t implicitly

assumes

jw i

Obviously, when B)t i s sufficiently small, condition (16) may be

violated. We shall adopt a more general approach to this problem

later. In the present discussion, let us restrict our investigation to

the case in which a is not too large, say l i a i 100.

In the following, we discuss the numerical results . We f irst

consider the fast extraordinary mode (or the x-mode) and the ordinary

mode (or the 0-mode). These two modes are normally escapable from a

high f ie ld region to a low field region and therefore are of interest

in the study of radiation processes in astrophysical problems. Next,

we w i l l consider the fast extraordinary mode (or the z-mode). Although

this mode in general cannot escape from a source region, the trapped

radiation may play significant roles in the plasma heating and other

transport processes. Since the argument of the Bessel function
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J.(b) In Eq. (6) i s on the order of o(v/c), which is small, the I » 1

tens i s moat important in Eq. (5). In the following calculation, only the

Jl - 1 term will be retained.

(1) The Fast Extraordinary Mode and the Ordinary Mode

First let us study emissions near the fundamental of the electron

cyclotron harmonics. The f irst set of parameters which we choose i s

that Gj. • 20 KeV, £g - 20 KeV, and %/^& - 0.2. The growth rate

is computed for various values of a . The results are presented in

Fig. 1 in which we plot the maximum growth rate ai of tha x-mode
x f ni3X

o r (a + 1) . It is seen that as ct increases the

growth rate u. also increases. The corresponding values of k||/k

are also given in the figure.

In Fig. 2, we plot (i). of the x-mode versus w /ft . It is
i,max e e

interesting to notice that a peaks at to /ft ^ 0.2. For large
XjUlSX 6 IS

u /ft , the cutoff frequency becomes significantly high above the gyro-

frequency ft the resonant parallel velocity v() must be large. The

population of the resonant electrons diminishes and so does the growth

rate. On the other hand, since the maximum growth rate i s normalized

such that (u m ] t /Ü e) ( n
e / n

a ) . i c diminishes as ^e/\ * 0 .

We now choose to examine in detail, the case in which (J /Í2 = 0 . 2

and a » 9 (the corresponding <!,|| i s 2 KeV). The maximum growth rates

(o for both the x and 0-mode are plotted as functions of u /Q .
i,max r re

The results are shown in Figure 3. The x-mode growth rate vanishes as

the frequency to approaches the cutoff frequency because the index

of refraction diminishes. This implies again that the resonant elec-

trons must have exceedingly large v(. and consequently their popu-

lation vanishes. As expected, the growth rate of the ordinary mode

i s much smaller than that of the extraordinary mode. Thus the 0-mode

i s less interesting.
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Fig. I. The maximum growth rate u. of the X-mode is plotted as a function
_i i,max

of ou Ic or (a +1) , which is related to the velocity spread in

the energetic electron distribution. The corresponding values of

k, /k are also plotted. The maximum growth rate occurs at the real
frequency cor

«e/fie = 0.2,

1.06 Í2 . The plasma parameters chosen are:

- <5g 20 keV.
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Fig. 2. The maximum growth rate u^ of the X-mode and the corresponding

value of k||/k are plotted as a function of the frequency ratio
ue'^e* T h e P l a s m a Parameters used are: S> = 20 keV, <§ = 20 keV,

ay = 2 keV and a = 9. The maximum growth rate peaks at

ID in - o.2.
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Fig. 3 . The maximum growth rates fc). and the corresponding k./k for both

forthe X- and 0-modes are plotted as functions of u /ft
u /í2 = 0-2, & lê - 20 keV, &.. - 2 keV, and a = 9. The growth rate
of the X-mode peaks at in = 1.06 íí .r e
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In Fig. 4, we fix G>e/8 - 0.2 , a - 9 , and

plot oij max for the x-mode as a function of

- Q.I and

. The growth

rate peaks at about 20 KeV. This feature i s Insensitive to the index

a chosen in the calculation. To show this, a similar plot i s shown

in Fig. 5 in which a » 3 i s chosen. The growth rate again peaks at

abour 20 KeV, although the maximum growth rate is sl ightly smaller

than that shown in the preceding figure. For small 6, , say Ç 1 KeV,

the growth rate i s insignificant because the population of the resonant

electrons, which can contribute to positive w. i s small. Nevertheless,

as », increases, the gradient of F in v, space decreases. This

may explain why the maximum growth rate decreases at sufficiently high

£ 2 2

values of » , . Of course, approximation y - 1 + v /2c Imposed in

our analysis i s inaccurate when (£>, :>100 KeV.

The second set of parameters chosen for numerical computation is? a fir *
—' S

6 KeV and a - 3 . In F i g s . 6 and 7, we p l o t to
1

m /ft (for <a /Í2 • 0.2) and w /Í2 , respectively. The essentialre e e e e

features are similar to that obtained in the preceding case, where

fe, » 2 0 K , except that the maximum growth rate for the x-mode de-

creases rapidly as to /ft exceeds 0.2.

(2) The Slow Extraordinary Mode

For the slow extraordinary mode, or the z-mode, wave frequencies

are below the upper hybrid frequency. We consider the case in which

i • Ga 6 KeV , £|| - 3, a - 1 , and 0.5. The maximum growth

rate u and the corresponding frequency u are plotted as functions

of k../k in Fig. 8. It i s seen that US. peaks at k.i/
ii x t H13X <i

k - - 0.8.

In Fig. 9, we plot u. versus oi /Í2 for kfJV. » - 0.8 and find that

the maximum growth rate occurs at ai /ÍÍ » 0.8.

Clearly, the growth rate d> for the z-oode i s greater than
i,inax
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Fig. 4. The maximum growth rate us. and the corresponding k./k.for the
Í )in3x II

X-mode are plotted as a function of the particle streaming energy

&_(.& = ê ) . The plasma parameters chosen are: u /Si = 0.2,
S S J. 6 6

én/é • 0.1 and a • 9, The growth rate peaks at & c 20 keV.
it S X
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c

a
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&i;£s(keV)
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Fig. 5. The maximum growth rate ÜJ. as a function of the particle
l iHRx

energy

g t ÜJ.

&s(é>s - &±) for é , , / é » 0.25 and a = 3 .
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1.0 1.05 LIO 1.15 1.20 1.25

Fig. 6. The maximum growth rates ü). and the corresponding k,/k for both
i,max II

the X- and 0-modes are plotted as functions of u /B . The plasma

parameters chosen are: ia /ti » 0.2, ê = & = õ keV, ».. =1.5 keV
CG X S ||

and a » 3.
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Fig. 7. The maximum growth rates u. and the corresponding V../V. for both
ivmax II

the X- and 0-modes are plotted as a function of the frequency ratio
We^e* T h e p l a s m a Parameters used are: è' - é = 6 keV,

en - 1 . 5 keV and a - 3 .
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Fig. 8. The maximum growth rate u. and the corresponding wave frequency

OJ for the Z-mode are plotted as a function of ^i/k- The plasma

parameters chosen are: w Iti = 0.5, é = & = 6 keV,
c e e ' l s "%

&.. =3 keV and o » 1. The growth rate peaks at k,,/k >v -0.8.
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Fig. 9. The growth rate to. or the Z-mode is plotted as a function of the

wave frequency u^/ti^ for k,/k - - 0.8. The plasma parameters

chosen are: u /fi = 0.5, §, = é • 6 keV, é,, =3 keV and a = i.
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that of che x-mode. Here ic is necessary to remark that in calculating

_j. we have used a method which assumes u. « ?. . Thus, for the peak

value (x./f. ) (n /ns) = 10, the method is justifiable only if

n /n « 1.
s e

The z-mode in general has a large group velocity (comparable

to the speed of l ight), whereas the x-mode may have a much smaller

group velocity when the frequency u approaches the cutoff frequency.

The group velocity of the x-mode is shown in Fig. 10 for various values

of ID /ÍJ . Thus the effective amplification distance of the x-mode

can be much smaller than that of the z-mode, if the growth rates are

the same for the two modes.

The main results can be summarized as follows:

(1) Both the ordinary and extraordinary modes can be excited by the

suprathermal electrons with a loss-cone distribution. The growth

rate for the extraordinary mode is significantly higher than that

for the ordinary mode.

(2) The velocity spread in the distribution function of the suprathermal

electrons may reduce the growth rate of the x-mode by a factor

of "u 10 from that in the monoenergetic beam case.

(3) The growth rate of the x-mode peaks at electron energies ^ 20 KeV

and at u IS. *\J 0.2. The maximum growth rate fo the X-mode occurs
2 2 k

near the cutoff frequency u « (Í2 + 2 u ) .

(4) The maximum growth rate for the z-mode occurs when waves propagating

in a direction antiparallel to the streaming velocity of the

energetic electrons (kjj/k. ^ -0.8) ; the maximum growth rate

for tha x-mode occurs when waves propagating in a direction paral-

lel to the electron streaming velocity (k||/k ^ 0.6).

The discussion presented in Sec. II .2 and II .3 are based on a recent

work by lee and Wu which reoresents a continuation of an earlier work

by Freund and Wu.
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T!

Fig. 10. The growth velocity v of the X-mode is plotted as a function of the

wave frequency U) /fi for k./k = 0.5 and u /ft = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4,

or 0.5.
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I I I . PARAMETRIC AMPLIFICATION OF RADIATION BY STIMULATED SCATTERING

I I I . l Basic Concept of Parametric Exci ta t ion

Let us f i r s t review the basic concept of parametric e x c i t a t i o n

which i s re levant to the theory of st imulated sca t t e r ing . We consider

two osc i l l a t o r s X(t) and Y(t) which may be described by the

following model equat ions

d2X r dX . , 2 2 n ,
L 1 X = ~ T + 2 F 1 d i + ( " i + ' i ^ " ° {1>

at

L_Y - ^ - ^ + 2ro ^r- + (u, + vl)Y = 0 (2)
"2 d t2 2 dt 2 2

where tu and V denote frequency and damping decrement associated vith

each oscillator, respectively. Evidently they are independent to each other.

Now let us consider the situation in which an external field Z(t) is

present. Z(t) takes the form

Z(t) =• 2ZQ cos wQt (3)

where Z. is a constant. If this external field is coupled to the

oscillators X(t) and Y(t) , Eqs. (1) and (2) are modified to the

following form

L2Y » X2Z(t)X(t) , (5)

where X and X_ are two coupling c o e f f i c i e n t s .

Let us fur ther assume
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r.(t) - X(u) exp(-iü)t)

(6)
Y(t) » TC(iD)exp(-iut)

From Eqs. (•>), (5) and (6) we obtain

di0) + Y(w - uiQ) j (7)

X((Ü + 2w0) ] (8)

where D (u) - - t»2 - 2iT u + u)2 + I"2 (n - 1,2) .n n n n

The term X(u + 2 cu_) in Eq. (8) can be ignored because i t i s

nonresonant. From Eqs. (7) and (8), i t i s found

1 ]- u>0) JD2(ui

h i s i s the dispersion equation from which we can discuss the process

of parametric exci tat ion.

Fran Eq. (9) we see that Instabil ity can arrise due to two types

of resonance; (1) D-Cu) » 0 and D2((o - IU ) [or D2(u + u )1 • 0,

and (2) D2((D+ U-) - 0 and D2(ü) - UQ) » 0 . To proceed with the

discussion, we treat D- with the so-called resonant approximation.

Assuming u_ = u2 and iu « -UL. , we obtain

- (u

m +
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6 = uQ - w2 . (10)

Thus Eq. (9) can be rewritten as

2

If we consider F, • ? , • 0 , Eq. (11) reduces to

W 2 L W m J
2 9

(!) - Ü)

One can now show that Eq. (12) supports complex solutions to » oi + iA.

Here we consider the two cases mentioned earlier.

(1) Dx(u) = 0 and D2(tu - iüQ) = 0 .

In this case we assume w » u, = a)_ - u . Thus from Eq. (12)

we find

2

or

(2) D2(ÜJ - u0) = 0 and Djdu + u>0) - 0 but D̂ d̂i)) i< 0

In this case we postulate u » iA . I t i s readily seen that

Eq. (12) may be reduced to

2 2 2 2 ^1^2Zfl^
- (5 + A ) (u^ + A ) -

which implies that the assumed form of solution is indeed compatible,
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if XjXjjiS < 0 .

The above discussion illustrates the process of parametric

excitation by considering a set of simple model equations for two

harmonic -oscillators coupled to an external field. In the absence

damping (F - T, - 0) excitations can occur regardless the strength

of the external field. If T^ and I"2 f 0 , excitation occurs

only when the amplitude of the external field exceeds a certain threshold

value. A more comprehensive analysis of the mathematical nature of

of parametric instabilities may be found in Ref. 1.

III. 2. Coupling Mechanism and Ponderomotive Force

In the preceding section we have described the process of para-

metric excitation based on a simple mathematical model. Evidently

the key point is that there must exist a physical mechanism which

can result in the coupling of the external field Z(t) and the two

oscillators X(t) and Y(t). In the previous discussion we have

postulated that such a coupling process occurs without giving any

justification. The purpose of this section is to discuss the physical

aspect of the coupling process.

To proceed with the discussion, we consider the situation that

a high-frequency electromagnetic wave (u0»JO incident on a plasma.

At the same time we assume that the electron density of the plasma

can fluctuate at a certain natural frequency, say the electron plasma

frequency o> , and wave vector £ . Then a scattered wave

(oi ,Jc ) can occur, if the matching conditions

U m 0) + (i)
s pe — 0
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are satisfied.

As a result of the interaction of the scattered wave and the
2

incident wave, a ponderomotlve force is created. This force i s

characterized by the low frequency oo and can enhance the electron
pe

density osci l lations. Consequently, i t leads to the development of

parametric excitation. Through this ponderomotive force the inter-

acting waves become coupled.

To i l lustrate the creation of the ponderomotive force we f irs t

define £ . and E to be the electric f ie ld and %~ and £ to be

the magnetic f ields of the incident and scattered waves, respectively.

The electric fields £Q and J^ can result in oscillatory motions

with corresponding veloci t ies v . and v ,

Mjs
imüjs

Here implicitly we have assumed that ,vQ and ^ are sufficiently

small so that the re la t iv i s t ic corrections to vQ and v can be

ignored. These motions csn give r i se to a low frequency force

provided Ug = oi - uiQ and k = ]f. - J^ . Since the incident and

scattered waves are electromagnetic, we find
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Evidently this force is parallel to the low-frequency electrostatic field

which can reinforce the original electrostatic oscillations at

(w ,k) , Indeed the discussion is so far very qualitative. How-

ever, it enables us to understand the physical origin of the in-

stability.

III. 3. Stimulated Raman Scattering

The process just mentioned is called the stimulated Raman

scattering. In this section a brief theory is presented. Let us

consider that the electric field associated with the incident

electromagnetic wave can be written as

1 So = 2io cos %'Z - V 5 • (1)

i
•?j where in_ and Jj» satisfy the linear dispersion relation

Í mZ - c 2k 2 + u 2 . (2)
o pe

"!
i In the presence of this field electrons execute oscillatory motion.

A characteristic velocity

eE
0 , (3)

where m denotes the electron mass. We now further consider that

the situation i s perturbed by a low frequency electrostatic wave

(w,£1 with w = u) . Since electrostatic waves can give r ise to
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density perturbation and this perturbation under the influence of

the incident wave can further result in currents with characteristic

frequency and wave-vector, in + S.IDQ and Jc + HJcQ where the harmonic

number SL is an integer. Eventually these currents can generate

the so-called side-band modes. If we shall only consider i = 1 ,

and Raman scattering, the side-band mode is the back-scattered

electromagnetic waves with frequency and wave-vector

ui = a) - ;u

* - " * " *0 •

As mentioned in the preceding section, the backscattered wave can,

in turn, interact with the incident pump wavu field so that the

ponderomotive force i s produced to modulate the low frequency den-

sity oscillation (id ,̂ .J . This process consequently leads to

parametric amplification.

To discuss the instability problem associated with the stimu-

lated Raman scattering, we adopted the following dispersion equation

where

(s = e . i ) (5)

D± - c 2 kj - iuf + ioZ
e = c 2 k Z + 2%-% c 2 + 2oxo0 - io2 . (6)

In Eq. (6) we have made use of the dispersion relation [Eq. (2)] .

The dispersion equation i s readily obtainable from a general form-
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alism due to Drake et a i . Readers who are interested in the deri-

vation of Eq. (4) may refer to this work.

In the case of backscattering the anti-Stokes component D+

i s nonresonanC and therefore can be neglected. On the other hand,

the Stokes component D may be written as

D_ = 2u)Q[w - Jj-y - 6] = 0 (7)

2 2 2
where v » JcQc /uQ and 6 = k c /2iu0

For electron plasma osci l lat ions, the quantities x a n d

X, may be approximated as follows

Xt = 0 (8)

2
ID

Xe T
(ÜI+ iYL)

where y denotes a damping decrement (for example v, the landau
L> L

damping decrement i f co l l i s ional damping i s negligible). Indeed, a

more satisfactory expression of x should include the term pro-
Z 2portional to k X̂  (XD i s the electron Debye length). However,for

the present discussion which i s presented only for a qualitative

i l lustrat ion, the crude form given by Eq. (9) i s sufficient.

Making use of the above mentioned approximations we can simplify

Eq. (4) to

(w - u p e + iv L ) (OJ - Jj-j^ + &) " - s i n 2 * k2VgW e/4u)Q , (10)
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where iji denotes the angle between Jc_ and ^_ . From Eq. (10)

one can show that If he s e t s w = ui + iy ,

y

, 2 , . 2 2 . 2.
YT - IYT + k v s i n $

L L o
- > 0 (11)

meaning ins tab i l i ty always exis ts . However, if we assume that the

incident wave can experience a col l is ional damping, 9ay y , then

Eq. (XX) is modified to

) 2 + k2v

Y *-* ^ (12)

YL + V ~ [(YL ~ V

In that case, y is positive only when

2 2 2 uo

I I I . 4. Free Electron Laser

The stimulated Raman scattering process discussed in the pre-

eding section has a very important practical application. That i s ,

the development of the so-called free electron laser.

The possibility of developing lasers in which the active

medium is a beam of free electrons has been demonstrated both

theoretically ~ and experimentally. The continuous tunability

and the high power operation are two of the several main advan-

tages. In short, free electron lasers have profound implication to

the technology of high-power microwave generators.

The basic notion of the free electron laser is essentially

the stimulated back scattering process associated with a re lat i v-

iatlc electron beam passing through a periodic external magnetic
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field which behaves as a pump wave in Che beam frame. In this

case the pump wave is circularly polarized, whereas in. the pre-

ceding section the pump wave is considered to be plãne-polarized.

In this section we present a brief analysis to illustrate the

parametric amplification of coherent electromagnetic waves via the

aforementioned system.

The physical model is described as follows. First, there is

an externally Imposed static magnetic field which has the form

cos V + % sin ko2)

Of course, it only represents an approximate form since it is not

really curl free. If we consider that a coherent relativistic elec-

tron beam passing through the rippled magnetic field, the zeroth

order electron momentum is

V 4 + Sln k0Z

2 2 2 2So f a r we have Implicit ly assumed knc » u /yn [where ID »u p u p
2 2 2 2 !<

4itnQe /m and YQ • (1 + PQ/ni c ) ] so that the self-magnetic f ield

is negligible.

The pondercDotive force can be calculated as

B0 3 i n k0z " V o C0S
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k0z " PyBO c o s V

Hereafter we shall consider a one-dimensional problem and express the

perturbations of magnetic field <5B and 6B in terns of the vector
* y

potential A such that

a n d

From Eqs. (3) and (4) we can write the z-component of the equation

of motion as

where

eB / 3A 3A O

^ V 0 8 k ° z "̂  " Sin k ° - ̂  )J *
The electrostatic field E is associated with the density perturb-

ation 6n and is described by the Poisson's equation

3Ez
•^5- - - 4m5ne . (7)

Furthermore, 6n and p are related by the continuity equation

(8)

I t is also evident that
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p - 5 . A (9)

p rnS-
y c

The vector potentials A and A and the momenta p^ ard p are

in turn determined by the field equatiore

4™ne r /*„ POzP2 \ ~!

m Y ° C (11)

I t Is apparent that i f we consider Sn = 0 and p = 0 Eqs. (9)

- (11) describe primarily the propagation of an electromagnetic per-

turbation, whereas Eqs. (3) - (8) determine the dispersion equation

of an electrostatic perturbation, if the ponderomotive force is

ignored. In the presence of F and the rippled magnetic field

the two perturbations become coupled and thereby eventually parametric

excitation can occur under certain conditions.

to proceed with our discussion hereafter let us look for so-

lutions of the following form:

5G =• I $Gn exp [ i ( k + Me )a - lot ] . (12)
J, p L

However, we shall only consider Í. » + 1 .

From Eqs. (9) - (11) we find

(13)

2 2where UJ =» eB./mc and m is the electron mass, and OJ * 4im_e /m.
D U D U
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In obtaining Eq. (13) we have made use of Eq. (8).

We now go back to Eqs. (5) and (6) and consider backscattering.

After some algebraic manipulation i t i s obtained that

{'-
Equation (14) describes the coupling of the electrostatic mode with

the electromagnetic wave due to the presence of the ripple magnetic

f ie ld , ^ . If we assume that i t i s possible to find a real frequ-

ency u such that

then we may look for a solution of Eq. (14) by writing ID » u + 6w.

Assuming in » fiu we obtain

6co - + 4 -x - i 5 p- (16)

Of course, in general the beaming electrons may have finite velocity

spread which can result in Landau damping and thermal correction to

the dispersion relation. The electrimagnetic wave may subject to

coll is ional damping. Furthermore, i f condition (15) i s not sat isf ied,

there i s a frequency mismatch. All these factors can affect the growth

rate and instabil i ty can occur only if the amplitude B. exceeds a

certain threshold value which depends upon the real situation.

The preceding analysis follows from a more general theory given

in Ref. 12 in which a uniform guide magnetic field i s included.
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Kwan and Dawson furthermore consider some other effects which are

omitted here. Results from computer simulation are also presented

in. Réf. 12.

The above discussion il lustrates the basic principle of free

electron laser. We see how a relat ivist ic beam passing through

a rippled magnetic f ie ld can result in parametric amplification of

radiation. This induced radiation represents another new and im-

portant emission process which has eixeedingly valuable applications

to the development of high-power microwave generator.
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CLOSING REMARKS

We have d i s cus sed three cases to i l l u s t r a t e some of the new

radia t ion processes which can occur i n plasmas. I t i s necessary to

r e i t e r a t e that the present review i s by no means of exhaust ive .

Furthermore, there e x i s t many other emiss ion processes which are not

even mentioned i n the present s e r i e s of t a l k s . For example, i n t e r -

actions of large amplitude electrostatic waves can result in emissions

of electromagnetic waves via nonlinear processes. This subject has

been discussed extensively by V.N. Tsytovich. However, most of the

radiation processes discussed in that art ic le are not as eff icient

as the ones discussed in the present talks.

V.N. Tsytovich, Plasma Radiation Mechanisms in Astrophysics,
Soviet Physics - Uspekhi, 12_, 42 (1969).
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MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS AND STABILITY THEORY
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ABSTRACT

The Energy Principle far the stability analysis of magnetized plasmas

is presented,in U'lia lecLui-e. IIQUJ. Firstly, a complete developnent of the energy

principle far the ideal magnetohydrodynanics is given, with an example for sharp

boundary plasmas. Secondly o-stability concept is introduced, and lastly,

the energy principle far p. dissipative fluids and plasmas is given.

I . MaGNEKraDRODflEMIC EQUATIONS

An assanbly of ionized atcms i s called plaana.

The s t a t i s t i c a l description of plasma i s given in terms of many-body

distr ibut ion function which obeys the Liouville equation. This description may

be reduced to one-body distr ibution function which obeys the Boltzmann equation

i f the so called plaana parameter, g, i s small [13. The plasma parameter, g, i s

defined as: g = nk- , where n i s the density of electrons, X_ = vQ/u> i s the

Debye length, v . i s the electron thermal velocity and w i s the plasma frequency,

therefore g may be interpreted as the inverse of number of part icles in a

Debye sphere.

The kinetic description of plasma may be reduced to multiple fluid

description by taking moments of the Boltanann equation and calculating the

higher moments of the distr ibution function and collision terms by Chapman-Enskog

approximation [2,3] .

This may further be reduoed to one fluid description with the appro-

xtaations: (a) quasi-neutrality, | p — p. | « p , where p . are electron or ion
6 1 6 Qf X
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charge density; (b) anall mass ratio, m « m.; (c) kw-frequency, IÜJ « c ,

whe rec i s the speed of light [4,5], L the characteristic length, and u

angular frequency.

lhe resulting set of equations i s know as Resistive MHD Equations:

| | + V-pjj = 0 , (continuity) (1-1)

p it t + p)i'V)i + vP + 7 * ; Ç + P 9 - § J x J - l = 0 , faction) (1-2)

| | | + | jj-Vp + | pV-jj = n j 2 , (heat balance) (1-3)

i-^£ + V x j Ç = O , (Faraday) (1-4)

"c" í = V x 8 ' (Ãnplre) (1-5)

E = j - - u x B . (Ohm) (1-6)

where, p(jj,t) is the mass density, ]̂ (}j,t) the fluid velocity

p(jj,t) the total pressure, jr the traceless pressure tensor, g

the acceleration of gravity, i(x,t) the current density,

the magnetic field, Jg(;ç,t) the electric field and n the plasma

resistivity. This is given by n = 3.80 x 103 ZSLnA/T2^2 (Ohm-cm),

where UnA ranges between 7 to 22 for the widest possible existing

plasma conditions [13 and T is the electron temperature given

in degrees Kelvin [6], and Z the degree of the ionization. The

Gaussian system of unit is used throughout this text. Initially

the following condition need to be satisfied

• jg = 0 (1-7)
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This set of aquations is generally valid for low

temperatures. For intermediate temperatures the so called

Magnetic Reynolds Number, 1^ 5 4jrLu/nc , is much larger than one,

and, as aconsequence, the resitive terms in equations (1-3) and

(1-6) become negligible. Equation (1-3) becomes simply the

adiabatic equation of state. The resulting set is known as Ideal

MHD Equations:

- + V . pu = O , (1-8)

pp~Y = O , (I-1O)

V • B = O . (1-14)

5
where y =
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II. ENERGY PRINCIPLE FOR THE IDEAL MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS

A. LINEARIZED IDEAL MHD EQUATIONS

FORCE-OPERATOR EQUATIONS

Consider a magnetized plasma which is in a metal

chamber separated from the wall by a magnetic field. It is

assumed that this plasma is described by the ideal MHD

equations. The question posed here is: how can one study the

stability of such magnetically confined plasmas?

There are three basic methos used to determine

the stability of a plasma: The intuitive method, the energy

principle and the normal mode analysis.

In the intuitive method one considers the forces

which arise when a perturbation is made on an equilibrium state.

If the forces enhance the perturbation, then, the perturbation

grows and there is an instability. In the energy principle

one calculates the variation in the potential energy of the

plasma, SW, due to the perturbation. If 6W is negative it

means that the plasma can attain a lower energy state, and as

a result, the perturbation grows. In the normal mode analysis

the time dependence of the perturbation is Fourier analysed

in terms of e lutl The perturbation equation is written as

a boundary value problem and one solves for the eigenvalue

un" I f un h a s a n e 9 a t i v e imaginary part, the systems is

unstable.

This note treat only the energy principle [7,8,9,
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A stability problem is separated in three parts:

the equilibrium, the perturbation equation, and the solution

of the problem.

In any stability analysis one assumes the existence

of an equilibrium, the proof of which may be, in some cases,

very difficult.

Consider the ideal MHD equations (1-8) to (1-14),

rewritten here

f| + Vp^u = 0 , (II-l)

P A U + pU'Vu + ' P - | j x B = 0 , (II-2)

^ pp"Y = 0 , (II-3)

±H i = V x B (II-5)

and v-B = 0 . (II-7)

To obtain the equilibrium equations one assumes that

the solutions are time independent, -^ ( ) = 0 and, E = u = 0 .

Here the subscript ( ) represents the equilibrium solutions.

From the above set of equations one gets the equilibrium

equations:

I 3o x So = V*o ' t11"8*

T- ío = V x So i11-9»
and v-j=$o = 0 (11-10)
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Combining (H-8) and (II-9) one has the equilibrium

equation,

p = 1 (7 x BQ) x BQ (11-11)

where B is subjected to equation (11-10) .

Next, one considers the perturbation of the equili-

brium quantities

p(r,t) = pf(r) + Px(r,t) , (11-12)

j(r,t) = ;jo(r) + Jx(r,t) , (11-16)

and

E(.r,t) = EQ(r) + E^r^t) , EQ(r) = 0 (11-17)

where the subscript ( ,) represents the perturbed quantities

which are considered much smaller than the corresponding equili-

brium quantities. Inserting expressions (11-12) to (11-17) into

equations (II-l) to (II-7) and subtracting (II-8) from (11-10)

results in the perturbation equations

•k p i

-o" 3O

i t p l + «1 • 'Po + rPoV-Ui = 0, (11-20)

•5" A Si + ' x Si = °' ( I I"2 1 )
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*!• JL = V X Bx , (11-22)

and
7 • B^ = 0 . (11-24)

This set of fourteen f irs t order partial differen-

t i a l equation with variables p, , u, ( p. , B,, j and E, can be

reduced to one second order vectorial equation, with one vari-

able, namely, u .̂.

è (v x « o > x tv x ( u i

The other variables are obtained through time inte-

gration of functions of u.

£ S l = V x tux x Bo) , (11-26)

À P l = - U l ' V p o ~ TPoV'«l ' ( I I " 2 7 )

and p1# ^ and Eĵ  are solved from (11-18), (11-22) and (11-23).

With a given set of in i t ia l conditions u, (r,0) and

^ ( ^ , 0 ) , and appropriate boundary conditions, equation (11-25)

can be solved.

The above equations are written in Eulerian formalism.

The variable u^trft) and the equilibrium quantities, such as,

pQ(r) are expressed in terms of the Eulerian position £, that i s
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to say, for a fixed~position £ the fluid is passing by with a

velocity u. (:ç,t) , pressure p(r,t) etc.

I t is more convenient, however, to write equation

(11-25) in terms of the Lagrangian displacement E; as in Fig.

I I - l . This is the displacement of any elejaent from is equilib-

rium position and is expressed in terms of the equilibrium

position ç and time t as | (£ o f t ) [7, 12, 13J.

path of fluid
element

equilibriuti position of the
fluid element.

Fig. I I - l Lagrangian Perturbation of
a fluid equilibrium

The time derivatives of £j(r , t ) a t fixed r

describes the velocity of the same f luid element as i t varies

in time.

(11-28)
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The Eulerian velocity at r, u(£,t), coincides with £(rQ,t)

within the same order of magnitude for

by expanding i t for small £ around r . The second RHS term

is a second order term, for £; and u are both first order,

therefore

JüíiEo'*5 - í ^ ' * » ( I I ' 3 0 )

(For a complete description of this subject refer to Goedbloed

[7J).
One may write equations (11-25) to (11-27) in terms

of the Lagrangian displacement |. Integration of equation

(11-26) results in

For l a te r convenience the quantity B. is renamed 0..

S = v x % x ?o )" (11-32)

From (11-27) results

Pi = - | - V P O " T V S ' ( I I " 3 3 )

and from (11-25) one obtains the equation of motion

3 1

where one defines the force-operator

TO = V <|"P O
 + YPOV-|) + ^ [(V X jg) X Bo + (V x Bo) X g ]

(11-35)

The equation of motion (11-35) may be solved when

i n i t i a l conditions £(£ ,0) and £(£ ,0 ) , and boundary conditions

are given.
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B. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Assuming that the plasma considered here is confined

by the magnetic field, there could be a vacuum region between

plasma and the wall. Therefore, it is needed to set up plasma/

vacuum interface boundary conditions, and, vacuum/conducting

wall boundary conditions.

( I I" 3 6 )

(11-38)

(11-39)

JJ • jç B = 0 (11-40)

The symbol j[q ]] means the jump of the value of q across

the interface, that i s , {[q1]] = q - q1 where, q i s the value just

inside and q1 i s the value just outside the plasma. The vector

n i s a unit vector normal to the interface pointing into the

vacuum. Its counterpart is n1 which points into the plasma.

Equation (.11-35) i s written in terms of the equilib-

rium position r . When there is a displacemnet e, the interface

; changes position. This has to be taken into account in these

:!•" boundary conditions, but s t i l l the quantities have t i be written

q in terms of çQ. This complicates the equations a great deal.

Equation (11-36) may be written explicitlys

Plasma/Vacuum

T + _BJ

««me
?j - [ T B

Interface

2
IT

[I "

1 =
Vacuum/Pe rfe c tly

1 x £ = 0

n - o

= 0

Conducting

l> I[B 1

Wall Interface
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(I-I-41)

Since r = £ + £, one may expand each equilibrium term around

ç with displacement £.

Collecting terms and using (111-33) one obtains the

first order boundary conditions:

-yp V - £ + 7T- B -Q + i - E - V B 2 = - p - B ' - B ' + • — E - V B ' 2 ( 1 1 - 4 4 )
O * 4TT "^o ̂ 5 Srr* 'v-O 4ir "̂ O "v<l 8 ^ ^ -\,o

Now, from (11-37) and Ohm's Law (II-6) the following

relation i s obtained

n x E' = i (n .u)B' (11-45)

Since E and u are f i r s t order quantit ies , and considering the

vector potential £ with Coulomb Gauge (v»A = o) , defined as

E = - — •— A , B,1 = V X A (11-46)
>\< c at >v ' •vi <\i

one has, after integrating in time

" So x A = (So * *'«i ( I I " 4 7 )

Condition (11-39) at the interface vacuum/wall becomes

n o x A = 0 (11-48)

-Finally, collecting the equations of motion and the

conditions, and droppir

i s no more need for i t , one has

boundary conditions, and dropping the subscript ( ) , for there
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h k W (II"49)

where

C(^) = V(j|-Vp + Y PV|) + i [(V x 0.) x B + (V x B) x 0.]

(11-50)

with the boundary conditions

-YP V | + ̂ B . q + i $ - V B
2 =ÍB'-V x A + Í£-VB'2

(11-51)

and Qo X ft = ° (II-52)

This completes the specifications and the problem is now well

defined.

C. SELF-ADJOINTNESS OF THE FORCE OPERATOR

It may be proved that the force operator is a self-

adjoint operator. In order to prove it one has to, show first

that an energy integral exists, and proceed to demonstrate

the self-adjointness. The system of equations (II-l) to (II-7)

may be written in the conservation forms. In particular, the

equation of state may be transformed into the energy conservation

equation

(See, for instance, Goedbloed [7].
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Integrating (11-53) over all space, and assuming that

the outgoing energy flux is zero at the wall one obtains the

energy integral

r + "IU = Í (4- pu2 + -^r + "I—) dt = constant (11-54)
•p i. y—X. BIT

where dx is the volume element, P represents the total plasma

space (including the vacuum region) , and U is the total energy.

One may separate U into kinetic K and potential W energy:

U = K + W (11-55)

with K = ( -i- u2dt (11-56)

and W = I (~5j- + -§—)dx (11-57)

P

Since u Q = 0 the variation of the kinetic energy <5K

due to the perturbation is exactly

n 2 f l " '
K = ( i pu (ix = ( i PÊ-Èdx (II-58)

yP -T»

The variation of ;:he potential energy due to the perturbation,

represented by 6W, depends on p and J3, and since these vari-

ables and their perturbations do not depend on £ but only on

£, one can assume that 6W is a functional of | as SW[£,£].

From the conservation of energy
K = - «Ã (11-59)

and from (11-58) with (11-49)

J
P
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But, -sw = -

,and\inserting_(11-60) ̂ and Jll-61) in (ll-59K;one has

Jk-Vk)dz- - 6 WU ti -

Since the boundary conditions (11-51) and (11-52) are sa t i s -

fied for I as-well as £, | may be considered as another pertur-

bation, TJ - 4i» and i t L satisfies the equation. Therefore one may

cons truct

X r £ ! = - 6Wh»Ú - swU'fll' (n-63)

r ^ - s ^ ) ^ = - 6 WU'.Q] - swU'.|] (n-64)

Since the RHS of equations (11-63) and (11-64) are

equal one obtains the proof of the self-adjoinbnass of the

force operator, that is,

^p
and also

The self-adjointness of the force operator may be

proved directly from the definition of F (see Goedbloed [7J,

but this is a very long and tedious work.

Now, substituting (11-49) into (11-66) one obtains

the variation of the potential:

> (11-67)
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The integration is performed o_ver the space occupied by the

plasma only/ excluding the vaccum regions.

Using the following vector identities

.) + (V • |) [ <£' 7P + ^P <7 " & 1

(11-68)

B) • (?XOJ

= Q2 + £.[(VxQ)xB] , • (11-69)

and |-[(V x B)xig] = - (v x B) • (£ x $g) , (11-70)

in (11-66) and applying the divergence theorem results in two

surface terms. Using (11-51) and (11-52) and rearranging the

terms, one obtains a more interesting form of the variation

of the potential energy

6W(£) = 6Wp(|) + 6Ws(^) + 6Wv(|) (11-71)

where

!-7P> +"TiT +

A
 dT '

\ ( W 2 n • IV(P + Tir B2) II dT '

6Wv(£) = J^-l- (7 x ^ ) 2 dx . . (11-74)

The subscript p represents the plasma volume, V the vacuum volume

and S the plasma/vacuum interface. The boundary conditions

n x A = " (JJ

for the plasma/vacuum interface and



n x $ = 0 (11-76)

for the vacuum/perfectly conducting wall still have to be satis-

fied.

Equation (11-66) means that the variation of the po-

tential energy is the work done agaisnt the force F(|). This

work leads to an increased potential energy of the plasma, W ,

of the surface W and of the vacuum, W v #

It is interesting to notice that from (11-67) it

seems that the variation in the potential energy does not depend

on the vacuun region. This is only apparent Lecause its depen-

dence is hidden under the form of boundary contritions (11-51)

and (11-52), for (11-71) shows that 6W has contributions from

the plasma, the interface and the vacuum.

Consider, now, a normal mode solution with an expo-

nential time-dependence exp(-iwt). The time derivative of the

equation of motion (11-34) may be eliminated so that

P~V|> = - u2! . (11-77)

where £ = |(r) function of r only, and with the boundary condi-

tions it becomes an eigenvalue problem. The natural definition

for the inner or scalar product of the two vector fields f and

TJ for the study of this problem is

Then, one may talk about the spectrum of the operator P F. Its

? spectrum consists of the collection of eigenvalues { - u 2}
n

i

I corresponding to the eigenfunctions £; (r) .

' Since the force operator is self-adjoint (or Hermitian)

its eigenvalue should necessarily be real, positive or negative,
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and therefore m is real or purely imaginary. The eigenvalue mn

being real means that the mode is a stable oscillation, and a
. fj

imaginary means an exponentially growing mode, that is, an

unstable mode.

The Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle may be applied

to this eigenvalue problem: The eigenfunctions of the operator

p F are obtained for functions £ for which the functional

6W(|)
* — (H-79)

becomes stationary [7], where the virial

and SW(ç) is given in (11-66). The virial is written I(t) when

it is necessary that the parameter t be explicit.

If one assumes that the eigenfunctions of the ope-

rator p~ £ are a subset of the class of square-intagrable func

tions, then one may say that the eigenfunction ^ is a linear

combination of a base functions { Q\ tt\2,...} of the square-

integrable functions.

Starting with a trial function

2.
n=l

one may find, using the variational method, a set of coefficients

{ a n } which extremizes the functional S2
2(|). Then, the eigen-

function is given by £. = S a n and its corresponding eigen-
1 h^l n *

value ai.2 = flz{£.). In particular, the ground state is that
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which makes SI2 (£) minimum. Thus one may find a set of eigenvalues

[ ui } and their corresponding eigenfunctions.

However the representative spectrum of a typical MHD

plasma contains both discrete and continuous regions, such as,

in the models studied by Goedbloed 77,14,15']. Grad ^16] and

Kruskal and Oberman [17] have also shown earlier that the oper-

ator p F does not have a complete set of eigenfunctions in the

space of square integrable functions. This introduces complica-

tions for the analysis of next subject: the energy principle.

D. ENERGY PRINCIPLE

The energy principle states that an equilibrium is

stable if and only if SW(|) > 0 for all displacements £,(r) that

are bound in norm and satisfy the boundary conditions.

This is the Raylelgh-Ritz variational principle

applied to marginal stability analysis, i.e., ui2 = 0. To apply

this principle one uses a finite class of trial functions cover-

ing a subspace of the Hilbert space of the system to calculate

6W given in (11-71). If any one of 6W is negative, that is

enough to say that the equilibrium considered is unstable. If

one has a good physical intuition and constructs a trial func-

tion which renders 6W < 0, the problem of instability is solved.

If the modes are all normal and have exponential

dependence in time exp(-w t) the demonstration of the principle

is straight forward. In this case one considers a complete basis
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' ( r i" 8 2 )

and the orthonormality: Um»5n> = « ^ • (11-83)

An arbitrary trial function is expaneded in the eigenfunctions:

Therefore, applied to SW results

6W = - (í.p-^íí)) = J x an*«na (H-85)

Thus 6W can be made negative if and only if there

exists at least one fjn(Ç) with eigenvalue u
 2 < 0. This completes

the proof.

A correct proof of necessity and sufficiency is given

by Laval, Mercier, and Pellat [9][, in which no assumption of a

complete basis of discrete eigenfunctions is made. Besides the

proof, they provide the lower and upper bounds for the growth

rate of the unstable perturbation.

They proceed to use the virial and the energy conser-

vation equations to demonstrate that the kinetic energy of the

possible perturbation remains bound for ill values of time if

and only if SW > 0 for all . They use the concepts of unstable

equilibrium according to Lyapunoff's definition.

Virial Equation:

T 7 *W = ̂ r (£'&> = 2(t4> + 2^'k) = 2K " 26W-
(11-86)

Energy conservation equations

H = K + 6 W , H = 0 - (11-87)
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Sufficiency; If 6W > 0 for all 5, then the kinetic energy k is

bound for all values of time.

Proof: If 6W > 0 for all £, whatever the evolution of £j(t) , then

from (11-87) k < H, for all t. Since H is a constant of motion,

k is bound.

Now if £ grows linearly in time, £ *> t, then £ = constant,

therefore k is a constant and bound. Hence, fiW > 0 does not

exclude the linearly growing instabilities. These instabilities

arise from the continuous spectrxim which reaches the origin

oi = 0 .

Necessity; If or a displacement Q, íW(ri) < 0, the system will

present an unbound kinetic energy.

Assume 6W(r.) = - Y 2 K T ; ) « Y real. (11-88)

One chooses e(r,0) = n(r) and l(r,0) = ynU)- (11-89)

Inserting (11-89) in (11-87) one obtains

K[|(r,t)] + 6W[|(r,t)] =H[|(r,0)j =

and from (11-86) and (11-87)

I(t) = 2K - 2fiW = 4K - 2H = 4K > 0 (11-91)

The Schwartz inequality gives

I2(t) = 4(|,|)2£ 4(£,|)(|.,!) = 4I(t)K = í(t)I(t) (II-92)

Then

i(t) ii(t) , (II-93)I(t) 7^

1(0)
(11-94)
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From (11-87)

ii§j- = 2Y (11-96)

From (11-95) and (11-96)

I(t) ^1(0) exp (2Yt) (11-97)

consequently, £ grows at least as fast as exp(yt). q.e.d.

The upper bound for the growth rate is demonnstrated

by:

Theorem: If one can find a positive number r such that for all

functions F

-r2 1 - Y2(|) = 6W(£)/IC£) (11-98)

then <|(t) cannot grow faster than exp(r t ) .

Proof;

i' = 2K(t) - 26W(t) = 2H(t) - 4fiW(t) <_ 2H(t) + 4r2I(t) .

(11-99)

Hence, I(t) - 4r2I(t) <_ 2H(t) = 2H(0). (11-100)

Therefore, I(t) cannot grow faster than exp(2rt) and |(t) cannot

grow faster than exp(rt). a.e.d.

In conclusion, the energy principle is a very practi-

cal stability analysis device, for one does not have to solve

the time dependent equation nor the eigenvalues equation for

the normal analysis. From the analysis of all possible displace-

ment from equilibrium one can check its stability, and not only

that, one can obtain the upper and lower bound for its insta-

bilities .
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The energy principle is a very powarfull tool to study /i

the stability of MHD plasmas. The extension of this principle to

the double-adiabatic equations is made by Bernstein et. al [8].

E. APPLICATION OF THE ENERGY PRINCIPLE

STABILITY OF SHARP BOUNDARY PLASMAS

Consider a non magnetized plasma with a constant pres-

sure, confined by a vacuum magnetic field. Assume that the plas-

ma is representable by the ideal MHD equations and that there is

an equilibrium. . .

What is the stability of this equilibrium? {:

One may apply the energy principle to answer this ques- !
k

tion. With no magnetic field, B = 0, and constant pressure,

Vp = 0 the equation for 6W (11-71) becomes ';

. , 2 1 I 2 VB'^
6W = i | Y P ( V - | ) " dt + j \ <.§.'%)* n — ^ dS

Observing that V-Ej contributes with a positive definite

term in W, the mos unstable cases should be those with £ which

are divergence free, that is, incompressible perturbations of

the fluid,

V-| = 0 (11-102)

Then 5W becomes

B¥ f <S'SW = ~- \ (|«n_) n/VB1 dS + — I (VxA) dt
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= 0. However one minimize 6Wv by chosing the trial func-

The vacuum term is a stabilizing contribution since it

is also a positive definite term. One cannot set V x £ = 0

arbitrarily here because ĵ  must satisfy the boundary conditions

with (11-75) and (11-76) and the Maxwell equations v x v x £ = 0,

with

tions £; and £ such that iW is negligible compared to 6Wg.
2

The surface term is a destabilizing term, for n-VB1

is negative when the field lines are curved out from the plasma,

and so its magnitude decreases away from plasma. If £ and Â

may be chosen such that SW is negligible compared to 6W and2
n-VB* < 0 on some surface region, then there is a

which

makes 6W < 0, that is, the equilibrium is unstable.

Stable Curvature

If n-VB' > 0 everywhere on interface the equilibrium

is stable, for 6W > 0.

into page

Field line
curved into
plasma

(a) (b)

B = radius of
curvature

Fig. II-2 (a) Stable Magnetic Configuration. Cusp Field

(b) Hadius of Curvature of Magnetic Field in

Vacuum
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If the confined plasma in Fig. II-2 (a) has an axial

symmetry, such as the topology obtained by rotation around the

xx-axis, or a toroidal symmetry, such as the figure obtained

by rotation around the zz-axis the plasma is surrounded every-

where by a stable magnetic configuration. It is presumed that

the equilibrium is stable. However for plasma confinement pur-

pose this is not enough because of the loss of particles through

the magnetic point or line cusps. These cusps have windows of

the size of the ion Larmor radius.

In Fig. II-2 (b) one defines the radius of curvature

R of the vacuum magnetic field lines. In vacuum V x B1 = 0 for

j 1 = 0 . Therefore, from Stokes theorem the integral around the

closed curve ABCD gives S.B ' = S B '. The arc S. is proportional

to R^, so

v V =BO'V- (I

Therefore

XV

The stability of the confining field is then related to the sign

of n'§-

Unstable Curvature

If n-VB1 < 0 for some region of the interface the

equilibrium is unstable since 6W < 0 for some e.

This statement has to be proved.

Consider a coordinate system (x,y,z) such that the plas-

ma/vacuum interface is tangent to the plane x = 0 touching at the

P ° i n t So = <0'°'°>- L « * Ç'(íEo> " B(o'o) Sz' and B^o» = «x be

the mormal to the equilibrium interface. Choose the trial dis-
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placement | and the vector potential A so that

£x(0,y,2) = ço f(y,z) sin ky , (11-106)

o y ) _kx

and A(x,y,z) = f(y,z) V (— cos ky e K X ) , (11-107)
k

where f is a function of order unity which falls to zero in a

characteristic distance a such that
ka >> - >> 1 (11-108)

The vector potential A satisfies the boundary conditions (11-75),

and satisfies V x V x fy = 0 with V«j|V = 0, up to the order of

0(l/ka). The function f(y,z) is determined from an equation

of the order of 0(l/ka). The other components of E, may be chosen

BO that it satisfies V-| = 0.

The vacuum contribution is written

ço -kx 1 2

E x V(-g- B1 (x,y) cos ky e )J dt

-ikx j o AS ,__ ._-.
— = — e dt = 5— r̂;- (11-109)
a^ 8 a'5 2k

while the surface contribution is

6Ws = T?7 J (4'« ) 2 n'7B'2dS = °16ilR *S (11-110)

Then, if n-VB1 < 0 a trial function £ may be chosen

so that 6W < 0. Therefore the equilibrium is unstable. q.e.d.

One may proceed to calculate the lower bound value of

the growth rate from (11-97).

v R/a
Therefore 5 ^ = ̂  < < 1 (11-111)
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Expression (11-106) is the value of £ for x = 0. One

may choose an x-dependence of ç within the validity of the
X

(11-112)

above analysis

Cz = 0,

çy = ço

, so

f e k x

„ kx
f e

The virial results

Therefore

2

•fie
<5W

that

cos

sen

in

dz =

one

ky.

ky.
•

defines

2

B-2 k

(11-113)

In conclusion, the growth rate is at last 12, that is

to say

Y > £2= V — - (I]

2 2

where vft = B' /4 irp is the Alfvin velocity in a plasma of den-

sity p in the magnetic field jg'.

The great advantage of this principle is that the

stability of plasma is decidded without having to solve the

equations with time dependence. It is enough to find a negative

variation of potential energy, 6W, to know that the system is

unstable.
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III. EXTENSION TO o-STABILITY

The purpose of studying MHD stability is to learn the

mechanism and features of instabilities which shorten the

confinement time of thermonuclear fusion plasmas, and from that

knowledge improve the configuration to eliminate or at least to

damp those instabilities.

If the instabilities grow so slowly that for the charac-

teristic time T needed for fusion its growth is negligible then

the configuration may be considered stable for all practical

purposes. One could also, take T to be another time-scale, such ,.
"<• i

as the time-scale for which the ideal MHD model is a valid : '
[•• .

description, or one may choose T to be the time-scale for the j

decay of external currents used for the magnetic confinement >;

experiments [7]. For all these purposes one may allow pertur-

bations that grow at most like exp(at), where o = 1/T. We shall (

call o-stable equilibria, those equilibria which do not have

instabilities growing faster than exp(at) £18] .

From theoretical point of view the o-stability concept

serves also a purpose. The MHD spectrum has a continua which

reaches the origin u = 0 from positive side and from negative

side there is a set of point eigenvalues with an accumulation

at u = 0 , Fig. III-l [IS"].

a - unstable

- a 2

, . jun- • i — _j ° ~ stable

-ff2 0

Fig. III-1 - MHD spectrum
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The marginal point u. = 0 is then, a singular point

with a continuum from one side and an accumulation point from

other and defies any numerical analysis. Besides that, i t s prac-

t i c a l value i= small. The o-s tabi l i ty analysis simplifies

th is analysis enormously.

In o-s tab i l i ty analysis,only point eigenvalues are

considered. Therefeore one may define equilibrium to be a-stable

if no point eigenvelue w < - o exis t , and a-unstable if such

eigenvalues do ex i s t .

To developed a -s tab i l i ty theory, one defines the mod-

fied force operator;

2
This force is reduced by pa | in relation to the force f to

drive instabilities under the usual definition.

Next, one introduces the modified potential energy

5W°,

SWa = 6W + a2l , (III-2)

where a part of kinetic energy is abosrved by the potential

energy. If one assumes that the plasma is surrounded by a

conducting wall,the modified potential energy becomes:

(III-3)
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Furthermore the modified force operator is self-ad-

joint and the energy principle applies here too.

Modified Energy Principle:

An equilibrium is a-stable if and only if 5Wa(|)> 0

for a l l possible t r ia l functions | .

Its demonstration is quite analogous to the demon-

stration of the ordinary energy principle.

Sufficiency: If SWa > 0 for all £, then 6Wa = H - (K-52I)> 0

for al l I . Since H is a constant (K-6"I) cannot grow without

bound for then the energy conservation would be violated.

Necessity: If for some rj SW0^) < 0, one defines

mtf 2 2 2 n
- a = Y - a > 0 .

Then

Y2 = _ _ ^ £ = V2 + a2 > ^2

so that £(t) grows at least as exp(yt) = exp p2 +a z t and the

equilibrium is, therefore, a-unstable.

The advantage of o-stability analysis over the normal

mode analysis is that while in the normal mode analysis u is

determined as an eigenvalue, in the former analysis o is a

fixed' parameter and one needs only to find the sign of 6W° .

Aplications;

This new stability concept has been applied to cy-

lindrical plasma with circular cross sections by. Goedbloed and

Sakanaka fl4, 20], where stability of a wide range of equilib-

rium profile has been studied. More recently, effects of

toroidal correction has been studied under a-stability anal-

ysis [21] .
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IV. ENERGY PRINCIPLE FOR DISSIPATIVE SYSTEMS

A. ENERGY PRINCIPLE

The energy principle described in Chapters II and III

are applied to conservatine systems, in which the Lagrangian

displacement, £(x,t), from equilibrium satisfies the equation

of the form:

p'( (x,t) + Q £(x,t) = 0 (IV-1)

where Q is a symmetric operator with no time derivatives.

For a dissipative fluid, such as, resistive and viscous

plasma, occupying a volume U with surface S, one may find a

convenient representation to describe perturbations around an

equilibrium in the form:

NY(x,t) + (P + M)Y (x,t) + QY(x,t) = 0 (IV-2)

where Y(x,t) is a vector representing perturbations, N positive

and M positive non-zero symmetric operators, Q symmetric operator,

P antisymmetric operator, and x and t space and time vari-

ables. The variable Y(x,t) satisfies appropriate boundary con-

ditions on S, dictated by physics, and certain properties

imposed on Y(x,t) in U, such as, incompressibility, V . £; = 0.

The symmetry of above operators are defined according to the

inner product.

5 Jo(Z(x,t), Y(x,t)) = I Z* . Y dx (IV-3)

where Z* de notes the complex conjugate of Z, dx is the volume

element, and Z(x,t), Z(x,t), Y(x,t), Y(x,t) are in D, where D

is defined to be the set of all functions which satisfy the

boundary conditions on S, the properties imposed ond Y(x,t) in

Ü, and n-times continuously differentiable on U. The differ-

entiability n is 2,3 or greater, depending on the physical

system.

Barston [22, 23 "j and Tasso [24] have demonstrated that

any system described by equation (IV-2) is stable if, and only
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iff (Z, QZ) 2. °- T n e stability depends only on Q. The opera-

tores, N, P and M affect the values of growth rate, but do

not change the stability. It follows then:

ENERGY PRINCIPLE:

A necessary and sufficient condition for the stability

of the system described by equation (IV-2) is (Y,QY) _> ° f°r

all Y in D.

(I) Sufficient Condition:

If Q is a non-negative operator, that is (Y,QY) >_ 0 for

all Y in D, then the system is stable.

Proof: If one considers the inner product between Y(x,t) and

the terms of equation (IV-2) , it results in:

(Y, NY) + (Y, PY) + (Y, MY) + (Y, QY) = 0 . (IV-4)

Since N and Q are symmetric and P antisymmetric opera-

tors ,

(Y, NY) = \ -g| (Y,NY) , (IV-5)

(Y, QY) = \ -jç- (Y,QY), (IV-6)

and (Y, PY) = 0, (IV-7)

hence equation (IV-4) becomes:

I -̂ - [("/,NY) + (Y,QY)] =-(Y,MY). (IV-8)

The time integration of (IV-8) gives:

(Y,NY) + <Y,Qir) = [(Y,NY) + (Y,QY)]t=Q -2^ (Y,MY)di

(IV-9)
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Since M is a non-negative operator, (Y,NY) + (Y,QY):

is a monotonically decreasing funtion of time, and since N

is apositive operator, if (Y,QY) _> °/ o n e concludes that Y

cannot grow in time, that is, the system is stable.
q.e.d.

(II) Necessary Condition:

If (Y,QY) < 0 for some Y in D, then the system is expo-

nentially unstable.

Proof:

Cons ide r t h e f o l l o w i n g d e f i n i t i o n s :

, _ inf [ (Y,QY) "I , „ , , , n.A = D [ (Y,Y) J ' ( " A ' 0)'

D H < Z / Z in D, (Z,QZ) < oS ,

,QZ) 1
' N Z )J

kjf (Z'MZ)2 . (Z,QZ) 1 1/2 _ (Z,MZ)

(IV-11)

\
1/2jf

2\L (ZNZ) 2 (Z'NZ)J lZ'NZ)

for Z in D (IV-12)

r = sup Y (IV-13)
D

M = 2yN + M (IV-14)

Q^ = Y2N + Y(M + P) + Q (IV-15)

Since (Z,QZ) < 0 in 5, Y Z > 0, so that r > 0. Let e such

that 0 < e < r. Consider a particular Z, in 5 such that

r - E < y < T
Zl

Now, by definition,

( IV-16)

S i n c e N and M a r e p o s i t i v e and (Z. , ,PZ,) = 0 , (Z ] r Q Z,) i s a mono-
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tonically increasing function of y which vanishes for y = y z

(from definition (IV-12) , therefore for y = V - F. < vn , its
zl

value is negative, ^I'^V-E^X^ K "'

Now let Y(t) be a solution of equation (IV-2) sat-

isfying the initial conditions Y = Y(0) = Z, and Y

= Y(0) = (a -£)ZX. Then the function X(t) = Y(t)e"(r"e)t

satisfies the equation

NX + (P+Mr )X + Q X = 0 (IV-17)

One can verify that inserting definitions (IV-14) and (IV-15)

equation (IV-17) becomes equation (IV-2) for Y(t).

Carrying out the inner product with X, equation (IV-17)

becomes

-~ [(X,NX) + (X,Qr_EX)] = - 2(X,Mr_EX) <_ 0 . (IV-18)

From definition (IV-10), positivity of N and M, and

equation (IV-18) one obtains

A(X,X) <_ (X,QX) _< (X,NX) + (X,Qr_gX)

1 (Xo,NXo) + (Xo,Qr_eXo) = (Zl,Qr_eZl) < 0,

(IV-19)

where (XQ,NX ) = 0 by construction.

Inequality (IV-19) implies that

[ [ X j = [(X,X)]1 / 2 > [cz1flr_eZ1y/A]1/2 (IV-20)

Hence

[[Y(t)U = [Tx(t)Ie(r-E)t > [(Z^Qj,,^^]1/2 e(r-e)t ,

(IV-21)
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and this holds for sufficciently small positive E, i.e. the

exponential growth rats r may be approached arbitrarily closely

by solutions of the equation.
q.e.d.

In conclusion, if (Z,QZ) >0 for all Z in D, then

the system is exponentially stable, while if (Z,QZ) <0 for

some Z in D, then the system is exponentially unstable whith

the maximal growth rat r given by

( I V" 2 2 )

where D is the subspace of D in whicn (Z,QZ) < 0, Z in D .

B. APPLICATIONS

Barston in £ 22 ̂ applied this principle for the sta-

bility of one dimensional resistive sheet pinch and has shown

that: (a) there is no exponentially growing "tearing" mode for

a constant resistivity equilibrium with no gravity; (b) a non

constant resistivity equilibrium with insulating boundaries

cannot be gravitationaly stabilized; and (c) a non constant

resistivity equilibrium with gravity but constant mass density

and the magnetic field non-unidirectional is exponentially

unstable to all perturbations.

Barston in ^23} has applied this principle to the

viscous fluids and plasmas, and has shown that the necessary

and sufficient conditions for exponential stability is

VpQ . V*o <_ 0 where p and * are, respectivily, the un-

perturbed mass density and gravitational potential.

Tasso has applied the principle to two and three

dimensional resistive instabilities [ 24,25,26] with effects

of viscosity and finite Larmor radius effects, FLK, were in-

cluded. Basically he has^shown that: (a) the viscosity and
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FLR effects do not change the stability of a system but the

growth rates; (b) for: the resistive kink or ideal internal

kink the growth rate reduces by a factor of 100 by inclusion

of the viscosity parallel to the magnetic field; (c) helical

perturbations can always be unstable.

Caldas and Tasso in [27,28,29} have applied the

dissipative energy principle for the stability of two-fluid

plasma model taking into account viscosity, gyroviscosity,

resistivity, compressibility, the Hall term, and electron

inertia. Most previous results on MHD, resistive and univer-

sal-type instabilities have been recovered in a simple way

that demonstrates the power of this formalism. This allows

3-dimensional tearing mades for general cross-sections to

be investigated.

In summary, the energy principle is a very powerful

tool to study stability of fluids and plasmas, in which

inclusion of complicated geometries and physical effects are

possible without turning the problem insoluble. One cannot

obtain the growth rates but one may estimate its value.
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1. Introduction

The elaboration of a thorough and correct mean field theory of spin

glasses appears now desirable. Indeed, the lack of such appears as the main

barrier to any major progress of understanding in this dcmain of physics.

A mean field theory might be defined as a theory valid in the

limit of large space dimensionality. Without further ado, i t will be

defined here as the theory which solves the famous Sherrington-

Kirkpatrick (SK) infinite-ranged model ̂  .

In this direction, during the last five years, two main paths have

been opened and vigorously pursued. The replica method has revealed the depth of

the problem, where an apparently innocent procedure leads to the paradox of a

negative entropy . Subsequently, replica-symmetry breaking schemes of

increasing complexity have been contrived, at an ever longer stretch fran

physical intuition . The second method, initiated by Thouless, Anderson and

Palmer , involves consideration of mean field equations for an arbitrary

sample followed by a delicate averaging over disorder.

The results presented here a l l stem from a simple central idea,

vrtiich may be seen as defining a third path. The idea is to reconstitute

the probability distribution p(Z) from the knowledge of i t s moments

<Z >, where Z is a partit ion function and < > an average over disorder.

This approach is a pr ior i more ambitious than the replica method

because i t aims a t a knowledge of the full p(Z) instead of just <Log Z>

and the average free energy. However, i t may prove to establish
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the larger s e t t r within which the problem i s to be understood.

One is-reminded-that-the SK model i s characterized by the

Hamiltonian of N interacting (Ising) spins :

(ij) i j i i i

whore the J. . are distributed randanly according to the Gaussian law :

2

o(J. .) = . exp ^ — , with o2 = TT- , (2)
1 1D /ãTa 2o2 ''

and H is an external magnetic field (taken as zero unless otherwise

specified).

2. Annealed and quenched models

In the quenched (physical) model, one looks for the free energy,

obtained from an average of the logarithm of the partition function :

F = - T < log Z > , k_ = 1 .

However, one can consider an annealed version where the free

energy would be defined as

F = - T Log < Z >

The average of the partition function is easily performed and

gives : 2

N N 4 ~ - J
< Z > = 2[ e , Y = BJ = ± , (3)

where N, the-nur.iber of spins, i s assumed to be large. Hence,

F
a J2

if" = " 4T ~ T L°9 2 • (4)

Since this is precisely the hiqh tanperature (T > J) expression that is

found for the quenched model, it is instructive to plot the free energy

F and the entropy S.= - -rpr- of the annealed version as a function of
ct a dx

temperature (Fig.1).
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Figure 1

On the same figure, have been plotted in dashed lines the numerical

simulation estimates for the entropy and free energy of the quenched

model at low tenperature (T < J) . I t appears clearly that the quenched

model, which behaves like the annealed model at high temperature, must

depart from i t , at some temperature, because the latter suffers an

entro:// catastrophe (entropy becoming negative) below T = T =
2.f/5g2"
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An approximation, to be called later the zeroth order approx-

imation .(or :the random energy model), suggests itself immediately,

with the quenched free energy following Fg down to Ta, and staying

put at the value - J /Log 2 below Ta. This behaviour, with minimal

avoidance of the entropy catastrophe, may be derived from a physical

hypothesis : the assumption that all the energy levels are independent

N
random variables (this means 2 independent variables instead of the

N (N—l)
correct number of —•*=—- , the number of bonds). It predicts a

IP
ground state energy — = - /Log 2 « - 0,83 , which is not that bad

MJ
an approximation to the number predicted by numerical simulations :

- 0,765. SomSfihat reminiscent of the ideal Bose-Einstein condensation

(a minimal avoidance of a chemical potential catastrophe), the random-

energy model can be worked out in many details and thus provides many
(4)suggestive hints

3. The moments < S n >

Clearly, the quenched and annealed free energies will be iden-

tical if < Z n > is of the form e8" for 0 f n í 1.

A knowledge of < Z n > can be obtained, for n integer, by the

replica method . Traditionally, this knowledge nas been used in the

restrictive context of the "replica trick", where a limit n •* 0 is being

taken to reach < Log Z >. Here, we want to use all the information con-

tained in the moments : actually, we simply recognize in < Z n > = < e n ^

the characteristic function of the random variable s = Log Z.

As an illustration of this point of view, consider an expansion

in powers of n for the logarithm of < z n > :

Z n > = e™"""
 T*" (5)
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The coefficients a, b, ... are related to the cumulants of the distrib-

ution of Log Z. Thus, for the first-cumulant Kj ,

a = Ki = < Log Z >

this is just the content of the "replica trick" ; besides, for the

second cumulant K2 ,

b = &• = \ [> (Log Z) z > - < Log Z >2 ] = lp , (6)

where 0" is the standard deviation of the distribution of Log Z.

Quite generally, < Z n > is obtained, after standard procedures ,

as

<Zn> = exp( £ n(N-n))/ [n ( -^ ) 1/2d yag]exp{- |

+ N Log Tr exp(y V y DS
aSB+6 7 Sa) } (7)

a (aB) a S a

where the indices a, 3 run from 1 to n, (ag) denote distinct pairs with

a ^ i , and Tr is the trace over the 2 n values of the Sa = ± 1. This
a

formula includes the effect of an external magnetic field H, with 6 = = .

Of course, for n = 1 and n = 2, simpler expressions may be given :

Y2

< Z > = (2ch 6)Ne T <N~1) , (8)

o N "T *N~2' , IW ~1 y Z r w -w-i N

< Z2 > = 2Ne 4 . / dy/|- e * [eTy ch 2S+e Y y ] (9)

For n > 2, a saddle-point integration is sought after in a space of

^ - 5 — - variables (the integration variables y . ) . For n > 2, this is

not a trivial task ; in their initial calculation, SK restricted the

search to the first diagonal (all y equal, and moreover positive),
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"since the replicas are indistinguishable". Within this hypothesis

(no replica-synmetry breaking), < Z > is obtained as

< zn> = e x p N { ^ n + nLog2- R(y)} (10)

With R(y) = I ^ L y2 + SL y - Log T^y) , (11)

In(u) = - i - J^dt e" t % [ch(t^u + 6)]n , (12)

the position of the saddle point being determined by the stationarity

condition :

mâ. = o (13)

1t> be consistent with the saddle point integration, only terms of

larger order in N have been kept in the expression of < Z n >.

The saddle-point condition (13) can be rewritten as :

% = C (u) , u = Ty , (14)

Y n - 2 ( u )

with Ciu) = i--ii-= ,
T

Ci

Tn(u)

It is quite instructive to solve graphically Eq.(14), firstly in

the absence of an external field. In this case (6 = 0), the function C

and the integral I will be written without a bar. For u small, one has

the following expansions :

nu nf3n-'>1 V "5 l"l
I (u) = 1 + 2p + n u n -' u2 + n -r| n(n-2)+ -± u3+0(u") , (16)n 2 8 |_16 3J

Cn(u) = u + (n-2)u2 + n(n-5) + -=-^ u3+ Oiu1*) . (17)
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Whereas, for u large and positive, one has the expansion :

In(u) = 21-n
un2 u(n-2)2

e + C n" e

(n even) -̂  CT^

n-1 u

(n odd ) C R
2 .e2

and thus,

Cn(u) % 1 - 4 e - 2 ( n 1 ) u + . . . , n > 2

149

, (18)

(19)

Besides, some further useful bits of information are listed below

u
1Io (u) = 1 , Ij (u) = e , I2 (u) = y^

and for u large and positive :

- iflk
t2

The expression of Ji (u) = —— / dt e Log ch(tÂi) will also

be useful, with Jj (u) = lim^Q - • For u large and positive,

one has the expansion :

jj (U) = /^H - Log 2 + / § . £ t ^ * 1 e 2 p 2 u /" e" "^ dt (20)
" p " 2ptiT

so that

^ - Log 2 + ç (2) +

This knowledge enables to draw the function C (u), for u positive

(Fig.2), and to derive expansions of < Z n >, around T = J and T = 0.
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Figure 2

For a given value of n, one can distinguish two regimes, a high

temperature regime and a low temperature regime.

In the high temperature regime, the dominant saddle point is at

the origin and

< Zn > x 2Nn e 4 , and thus < Zn > -v. < Z >n , (21)

asymptotically in N.

In the low temperature regime, the dominant saddle point is away

from the origin

u = y2 + 0(Y) 3<-KI

Hn2y2

Z n > o. 2 N. e" (22)

asymptotically in N and y. However, the stability of this saddle point

is proved only for n > 2, and actually, for n = 0, this formula makes

no sense. For n > 2, the position of the dominant saddle point changes

discontinuously (first order behaviour) at a temparature T > j , whereas

it varies continuously (second order behaviour) for n = 2. At the temper-

ature T = J, the saddle-point at the origin becanes locally unstable for

all values of n In >, 2 ) .
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4, High temperature phase

It is instructive to plot a diagram (n,T) showing the dorains

o^existence of the t*o characteristic regies (Fig.3). The dividing

line is n = nc(T), and its equation around the point (n = 2, T = J) is

r— ^ C
n f- 2 ^ /3r , with T rn—

C Ac

, whereas for T large, n c **• T
2 .

J

JFigure 3

The shaded region in Fig.3 is the dcmain of validity of the high

taiçerature regime, with the daninant saddle point at the origin (at

least for n > 2), and where, asynptotically in N,

< Z n > = < Z >n

As a consequence, the free energies of the annealed and quenched

models are equal (justifying the statements of Section 2) and the probab-

i l i t y distribution of Log Z i s quite sharp, since i t s second cumulant

vanishes. Actually, i t i s possible to go to next order in ^ :
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£. n(N_n) _ nlpl
c Zn > -. 2 N n e 4 (1 - Y?) , n < n (T* , (23)

c

and therefore

< Log Z > = N [Log 2 + ̂ -] + •£ Log(l-Y2) (24)

2 i
K2 = < (Log Z)

2 > - < Log Z >2 = - ̂ - - -2 Log(l-Y2) • (25)

The expression (24), which agrees with the results of TAP (not with

those of KS ), shows a divergence of the subdominant term. The ex-

pression (25), which to our knowledge is new, shows a similar divergence

in the second cumulant. This behaviour suggests that the spin glass

transition is marked by a change in the probability distribution of

the free energy, most notably in its width.

The expression (23) for < Zn > can be written

n _ an+bn2 ,_c.

< Z > = e (26)

This is the analytical form of the moments of a log-nonral distribution

(provided it holds for ail values of n, which is not the case here, ex-

cept asymptotically in T) . The log-normal distribution has special

properties : for _.:tance, it is not fully determined by its moments .

It is found for quantities which are products of many independent random

N
variables. In the 3K model, the partition function is a sum of 2 terms

N (N—1)
which are themselves products of „ ' random variables. This is the

reason why the log-normal distribution .will be recurrently found as a

limiting behaviour, when one term of the sum dominates.

Thus, in a situation where all the moments < Z n > would follow the law (26),

the normalized probability distribution q(s) of s = Log Z can be written,

modulo the undeterminacy mentioned above, as :
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(s-a) 2

q(s) = _ i— e 4 b , and (27)

< Zn > = J+" q isKe" 3 . ds

If — + 0, when N is made large, the parabola in the exponenta

of (27) becomes very narrow and the distribution q(s) tends toward a

singular S-function behaviour.

Returning to the high temperature phase of the SK model, and

keeping only dominant terms in N, it is found convenient to make the

change of variable :

s = Nx ,
o

and to write :
q(s) = e"

Nf (x) , so that

Z n > = N r HV"^ V A |- l uy dx . (28)

The integral (28) is then evaluated by saddle-point Integration

f'(xn) = n , (29)

< Z > ^ e

The function f(x), depicted in Fig.4, which is a combination of a

v2

point (at xQ = Log 2 + -̂ - , with f (x ) = 0) and of an arc of curve
X2

(given approximately by f (x) = —- - Log 2, with x > x ) , reproduces
yd O

well the dominant contributions in IJ for the moments.
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f(x)

Figure 4

Indeed, for n snail enough, the saddle-point condition (29) is nowhere

satisfied on the arc of curve and the integral is dominated by the point

at x , yielding
o •*

< Zr > -v e
Nnx°

which is the correct high temperature regime.

When n increases, the condition (29) can be satisfied for a point

x > x but it gives a subdominant contribution until x reaches theno n

value x for which the tangent to the curve passes through the point at x .

One has,approximately,

x -v 2 leg 2 ,

so that the critical value n is given as a function of the temperature by

n Y 2 = 4 Log 2 or

n c -̂  T
2
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For n > n , the dominant contribution cones from the saddle-point

now a t x •> x, and one gets :
,2,,2

n N
Z n > -v. 2 N< Z" > -v. 2" e 4

which is the correct asymptotic expression in N and n.

Note that, in the framework of the zeroth order approximation,

the arc of curve in f (x) is rigorously an arc of parabola, and the

phase transition is obtained, at T = — , when the intersection

point of the arc with the abscissa axis, at x = /Log 2, reaches x .

It should also be noted that the manents < Z n > are blind to the

portion of the curve in the interval x < x < x, or at the left of xo-

One may think that this curious curtoiguity might be lifted by consider-

ing the subdominant contributions to < Z > • however, there is no

reason why the expression (28) should be valid at all orders. Actually,

examination of formula (23) shows that the scaling expression (28)

does not hold at next (after leading) order in N and reveals how the

singular limit for f (x) is reached.

5. The behaviour at T = J

At T = J, the function R(y), defined by Eg. (11), can be written,

up to fourth order in y, as

R ( y ) = - n(n-l)(n-2) y3 _ n f r p H r(n_2) (n_3)_ h yM + Q[S) (3(J)

6 o J'

As a oonsequence,with the proviso of no replica-symnetry breaking, the

moment < Z > is obtained as
tin

< Zn > i. ̂ e 4 , forni2 , (31)

this is the high tanperature behaviour (21) at y = 1 ; whereas, for n > 2,
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(32)

where the beginning of an expansion in powers of (n-2) is written

in the exponent.

In terms of the function f (x), defined by Eq. (28), this implies

that

f(x) T> 2(x-x J + |
V3

(33)

for x & x = log 2 + -r . This behaviour is depicted in Fig.5.

f (x )

tongant with
slops * 2

Xo X

Figure 5

Indeed, it is easily checked by saddle-point integration, that

for n Í 2 the dominant contribution canes from the DOint at x and
o

gives (31), whereas for n >, 2 the expansion (33) reproduces correctly

the term in (n-2)" in the exponent of (32). Carparison of Figs. (4)

and (5) i l lustrates the modification of f(x), when the transition

temperature T = 5 is approached from above.
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A

The appearance of the cr i t ical exponent -̂  in the probability

distribution of Log Z i s interesting : as a matter of fact, i t can

be written as -̂ r— , where the exoonent 6 assumes i t s classical
o

value, 6 = 3, for a homogeneous ferromagnetic transition.

Finally, note that this "critical" behaviour differs from the

one of the random-energy model, not only in the value of T c and xQ,

but also because, in the latter model, the slope of f (x) at x Q is

equal to 2/Log 2 and there appears no non integer exponent.

6. Low tatperature phase

This section contains

i) a new and direct proof that the SK solution is incorrect below T = J,

ii) speculations about the shape of f (x) (i.e. the probability distrib-

ution of Log Z), and its physical significance,

iii) an approximation for the ground state energy and the low-tenperature

behaviour of the thernodynamic functions.

Firstly, the proof

If one calculates < Z n >, within the hypothesis of no replica sym-

metry breaking (SK solution), not only up to first order in n, but up to

order nz, one gets

< z n > = e (34)

for T = J (1+T), T < 0, up to fourth order in T, and

< Zn > = e

at very low temperatures, for y asymptotically large.

This shows that, both below T and at low temperatures, the SK

X '•
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solution (saddle-point integration on the positive first diagonal

in y-space) leads to an unacceptable result : a negative second cumulant

for the distribution of Log Z. Note that this negative number appears

to increase in absolute value from T down to T = 0, and that it starts
c

initially being fourth order in T, whereas the deviation of the free

energy (from the continuation of its high temperature expression) is

initially of order T3, leaving a possibility that this first term is

correct.

Secondly, the speculations.

An exact calculation of the low tenperature phase properties for

the SK model appears difficult. Some attempts, through various replica

synmetry breaking schemes, have been very interesting but, so far, un-

controlled. Within the present analysis, and in the absence of the final

solution, two typical possibilities (among others) emerge naturally and

are worth examining. They are best discussed on drawings for the function

f(x), see Fig.6.

f(x)

Xe

(a)

f(x)

Figure 6

Xe

(b)
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In the drawing of Fig.6a, the curve f (x) intersects transversally f !

the abscissa axis, as it is the case at T c (Fig.5). The slope of f (x)

at x_j n (T), might be a decreasing function of taiperature ; for

n < n (T), one would get

< Z n > = < Z >n

iitplying that (reminder : at dominant order in N) the probability distrib-

ution of Log 7. has no width in the low tanperature phase, like in the

high temperature phase, except possibly at T = 0. This is actually what

occurs in the random energy ncdel.

In the drawing of Fig. 6b, the curve f (x) touches tangentially the

abscissa axis. One assumes that, in the vicinity of x , f (x) can be

expanded as

f(x) ̂  A(x-XQ)
2 + 0[(x-xQ)

3] , (35)

which yields, for the logarithm of < Zn >, the following expansion in

it 4. X

power:, of n :

< Z n > * e " ~ . (36)

Therefore, in this hypothesis, the second cumulant of the distribution

of Log Z would be of order N in the low temperature phase : otherwise

stated, the ratio of the standard deviation .of (see Eq. (6) ) to the

average x of Log Z would be, in the low temperature phase,

o M

whereas, in the high temperature phase, it is

x~ ̂  N (38)
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Strangely enough, within this hypothesis and as far as the function

f (x) is concerned, the high temperature phase would appear more singular

than the low tenperãturê phase.

Thirdly, an approximation for the very low temperature properties.

In the framework of the second hypothesis (corresponding to Fig. 6b),

one can make an Rnsatz for the function f (x), requiring that it satisfies

some known constraints, and derive frcm it the ground state energy and an

expansion in T for the thernodynamic quantities. As an example, consider

the following Ansatz :

f W = ~T- X(Y>.x + |§4--Log 2 , (39)

with x = Y Ijog 2. The first and last terms have been chosen because they

yield the correct low temperature asymptotic regime for < Zn >, the middle

terms have been chosen on grounds of convenience and simplicity. It is

required now that f (x) is tangent to the abscissa axis :

f(xQ) = 0 , f(x o) = 0 , (40)

in order to satisfy the unitarity requirement :

< Zn > = 0 for n = 0

Besides, i t i s required that the f i rs t mcrant assumes i t s value (3),

implying that

f (x,) - x i = - L o g 2 - ^ - , f' (xj) = 1 . (41)

It is easily checked that these requirements are satisfied, asymptotically

in y, i.e. at low temperatures, with

X
»(Y) = ^T+0 ( T T ) , b = b oY
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The ground state energy is then obtained, independently of \

and b, as

The agreement with the number obtained from numerical simulations

should not be over-emphasized because the choice made for X was

partly made ad hoc. At higher order in Tr one finds for the free energy

with

C o = 4 I 1 - , X , I * 0,26

As a consequence, one finds for the specific heat an ini t ia l con-

tribution linear in T, with a coefficient of value snail enough to be

conpatible with numerical simulation estiirates :

§ = 0,016. Z + O (T2)

Finally, the Ansatz function f (x) can be expanded in the vicinity

ot its minimum :

f(x) = A (x-xQ)
2 +o[(x-xo)

3] ,

and the coefficient A is then found to be of order Tz, at low temperatures,

A = 23 (4-) + 0 (T3)
J

As a consequence, from formulae (6) and (36), the second cumulant K2 of the
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distribution of Log Z is found to behave at low temperatures, like

This somewhat primitive calculation has been presented as an

illustration. One could contemplate a larger programe, incorporating

more constraints (behaviour of < Z2 >, systematic corrections for high n)

and encompassing the whole temperature range from T = 0 to T = Tc.

7, In presence of an external magnetic field

This section examines the modification of the results of the

previous sections, in presence of a magnetic field H.

The annealed model of Section 2 is easily solved since

Ny2

< 2 > = (2 ch 6 ) N e 4 , 5 = pH (8)

at dominant order in N. Therefore the annealed free energy F is ob-

tained as

•f =-g-TLog(2 Ch|) . (42)

In the phase diagram (T,H), there is a line T (H) on which the entropy

S= vanishes. Since, for H small,

•f = LOg2-g2--^r +

and, for H large,

S - Si

one gets for T (H) the drawing of Fig.7.
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Figure 7

Por H sjrall, T. (H) depends quadratically on H

Ta(H)
2/tog 2

(43)

the external field H producing simply an effective vádth for the probab-

ility 'distribution of the bond values.

An important fact mist now be noted : the quenched and annealed models are

no longer identical in the presence of an external field. Indeed, the

saddle-point in y-snace moves away from the origin, as is shown on Fig.8

(vrtiich replaces Fig.2).

th'S

Figure 8
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For u small, Eqs. (16) and (17) are replaced by

In(u) = (ch 6 )
n + ̂  (ch5)nQn-l)th26 + Ü + 0(u2) (44)

Cn(u) = th
25 + u Q + 2(n-2)th26 - (2n-3)thH6] + O(u2) . (45)

As a consequence, at daninant order in N, < Z > written as

N {n£_ L ( y ) )
< Z > = e with

y - Log I n fty) - n

u = yy and ^ = Cn(u)

can be expanded at high tetrperature (in powers of y and 6) and for n not

too large, n < n (T,H),

Nn N { S l i + ^ T2th*fi + . . . }
< Zn > <v. (2 chô)'*1 e 4 q . (46)

It is recognized that, in contradistinction to (21), one has now, even

at high temperature,

< Z n > f < Z >n

abolishing the equivalence between quenched and annealed models. Indeed,

the expansion above (46) for < Z > has the log-normal form (26), and one

can extract from it a parabolic expression for the corresponding function

f(x), defined in (28), - •

f(x) = A(x-xQ)
z

yielding for the average of Log Z

\ < Log Z > = xQ = Log 2 ch f + ̂ [l - th" | ] , (47)
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and fear the second cumulant

165

K 2 = < (Log Z ) 2 > - < Log Z >2 = ̂r- zF**1 T (48)

One is reminded that these expressions are not closed analytic express-

ions but beginnings of expansions at high T and low H.

This widening of the probability distribution of Log Z is inter-

esting because it suggests how an external field might allow a snooth

transition from the high temperature phase, in a way which would be

superficially analogous but deeply different from what occurs for a homo-

geneous fermiagnet. The physical idea would be that the external field

has the effect of breaking the system into a mosaic of disconnected parts

leading thus to a smearing of a transition, when the temperature is varied

under fixed applied field. Of course, this interpretation would be in

best agreement with the second hypothesis presented in Section 6.

The previous results can be illustrated by a drawing of the function

f (x), as sketched in Fig.9. It shows, in reverse, hew the singular limit

of Fig.4 is reached in zero field.

f(x)

Figure 9
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The calculation above has been done assurrting no replica-symnetry

breaking, i.e. searching for the domijiant saddle-point on the positive

first diagonal in y-space. Staying within this hypothesis, as the tem-

perature is lowered, the following expansion in y will be useful.

Defining, as in Section 3,

< Z n > = exp tl { ̂ - + n log 2 - R(y)} ,

R(y) is obtained, up to fourth order in y, and for 6 snail, as

R(y) = - n log chi - n-Ç^-.th26.Yy+
 íi^-Dl-v2)-2(n-2)th26+(2n-3)Y2th't6]y2

|jn-2) + (n-3)

)- 3 + O(th26)]YV + 0(y
5) , (49)

and the saddle-point condition remains (13)

dR(y) _ n

This expansion allows to calculate < Z n >, up to second order in n,

and up to fourth order in 6, at T = J ,

_ N{nL4 + ^ 2 + T " 3^ + 96 ̂ J+ 47T L1" ~ r -6-J}' (50)

u

where 6 = — . The second cunulant is found to be third order in 6 , in-
J

stead of second order at high temperatures, and still positive, though with

a dangerous negative fourth order contribution in 6. Actually, if one

considers the same quantity, but up to third order in 6 and up to fourth
T-Tc

order in T, with T = , t < 0, one will get a positive contribution
_ c

in 63 coming from (50) and a negative contribution in T1* caning from (34).
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The second cumulant vanishes on a line given, in the vicinity of the

point (H = 0, T = T c ) , by the fontula

!t>st probably, the calculation has became incorrect at temperatures

higher than the ones given by the above condition, that is before the

vanishing of the second cumulant is reached. At low tençeratures, and

for the same purposes, one writes

R(y) = n Ri(y) + n2R2(y) + O(n
3)

with

Ri(y) = - Ç + ^

H2iy) = i + [J
where

Jl(u) = -4=- f° dt e't?i Log
—CO

J2(u) = -^ f ^ d t e " ^ (Log

In presence of an applied field, formula (20) becomes

/ e dt+e^6 / e dt } (52)

The position of the saddle-point is found as :
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y - . - / I . e - ^ +

and finally, one obtains

Zn > = e

-i- n2[-Y2( - e"6-^ - i )+O(Y)]+O(n3)} (53)

From this expression, one extracts the following results of the SK

hypothesis for the low temperature behaviours of the free energy and

the second cumulant of log Z :

*L = _ II . e-^H _ ̂  ^ e"t>2 dt+ J ^ e-̂
2
 + 0(T2) (54)

NJ -6 2TTJ

f-eo(H)]- | / I .e" ̂ with eo(H)= - ò / l ^ - ^ /"*! e ^ dt
H

Tne last formula shows that the second cumuiant becomes unacceptably

negative for

e£(H) > H2 + Í - (55)

It is then possible to sketch in the (H,T) phase diagram the line where

the second cumuiant (55), calculated à la SK, vanishes (Fig.10).
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H
\
• \
'. \
• \

\
. \
. \

T
J

Ficiure 10

On the same Fiq.10, the dotted line sketches the locus where

the entropy, calculated ã la SK, vanishes and the dashed line the locus

where the instability of the SK saddle-point, as calculated by de Almeida-

(8)Thouless , occurs.

Fig. 10 is a summary of the bewilderment which springs from the

innocent-looking hypothesis of no replica-symmetry breaking.

8. The spherical model

The spherical model is obtained by relaxing the condition that

each spin has unit norm and replacing it by the weaker constraint that

I S±
2 = H

It is also obtained as the limiting behaviour, for m -*•«•, of the exchange

Hamiltonian (1) with m-component spins. Indeed, following the calculation

of Ref.9, with the normalisation choice |s| = iin, one finds at low temper-
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atures T < J :

< Log Z > = Urn [_G + ^ J

where G i s a function of y, and

K2 = < (log Z)2 > - < Log z >2 = Nm [m32 - ( Y ^ 1 ) 2 ] .

This shows how, in the limit m •+ •», one recovers a oositive K2. Moreover,

this kind of behaviour is in accordance with the second hypothesis of

Section 6, corresponding to Fig.6b, that has been formulated for the

Ising case.

9. Conclusion

This study, which stresses the importance of the probability

distribution of Log Z, calls for a net/ generation of numerical simulation

studies. More detailed knowledge of the variation of this distribution,

with temperature-and applied field, would provide much useful guidance

for solving the analytical mysteries, .^steries which constitute one of

the main challenges in the history of statistical mechanics.
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CONNECTIVITY AND THEORETICAL PHYSICS: SOME APPLICATIONS
TO CHEMISTRY *

H. E. Stanley ( ' ) , A. Conigiio, W. Klein, and J. Teixeira (2)

( ' ) Center for Polymer Studies and (2) Department of Physics, Boston
University, Boston, Massachusetts 02215 - U.S.A.

When Belita asked me to give the opening talk of this symposium, I accepted: I can
never resist the urge to proselytize. In my opinion, the essential connectivity
problems posed by polymer gels and low-temperature r^O and D2O present some of the
greatest challenges to theoretical physics today. Although there are but a handful
of theoreticians nowadays concerned with these problems, striking progress has
recently occurred—in part through the close interplay between experimentalist
and theorist.

The gelation experts in the audience have already heard what I have to say on
gel theory in tauch more detail than I could possibly present in an hour.
Therefore I shall deliver a very elementary and non-mathematical introduction
to the subject, suitable—at best—for "bedside reading."

A brief outline of this talk is presented in Fig. 0. After a word of
philosophy, we will start from the very beginning with a description of the
basic phenomenon of gelation. Then we will describe "Model #1", a very elegant
and simple model of gelation due originally to Paul Flory and elaborated
extensively by Walter Stockmayer. We shall see that this model is equivalent
to the random—bond percolation problem. Flory solved his model exactly for the
case that the lattice is a Cayley tree—i.e., a pseudolattice in which cycles
or "loops" do not occur. Flory's solution allows one to obtain properties
exactly for systems with dimensionality d greater than six! The inclusion of
loops (d < 6) makes the problem much harder (as yet no exact solution has
been found), though great progress has been made in recent years using
techniques of modern statistical mechanics such as renormalization group, Monte
Carlo computer simulation, and series expansions.

OUTLINE

0. Philosophy
1. The Basic Phenomena of Polyfunctiona!
2. Model #1: "Random Bond Percolation"

a)
b)

Classical theory, Flory 1940: "no
"Loops" (d < 6)

3. Model #2: Site-Bond Percolation with
a)
b)

A. The
a)
b)

Solvent effects
"Queer" points (£p -+ °°. ÇT •*• °°)
Solvent Itself

Is liquid water a "gel", at least

Condensation

loops" (d > 6)

Correlations

at low temperature?
Is amorphous silicon hydride a "gel"?

FIG. 0

*Talk delivered by HES.
**John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Fellow, 1979-1980.
•Permanent address: Laboratoire de Physique Thermique, École de
Physique et Chimie, Paris.

++Supported by ONR, ARO, and AFOSR.
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We shall see that Model #1 neglects the solvent. To see that solvent Is
Important, 1 want you to examine this specimen of a common
gel—polyacrylamlde—which I am passing around the audience. By the end of the
conference, I predict that this gel will occupy a great deal less volume, as it is
prepared with a recipe that calls for 19 parts water of 1 part of acrylamlde
and the water solowly evaporates from the gel network. Consideration of
solvent effects by us was motivated entirely by our interactions with the
experimental group of Toyo Tanaka, which has undertaken a detailed study of
some unusual solvent effects. We shall see that a simple and straightforward
elaboration—correlated site-bond percolation—of the original Model III is
sufficient to obtain good qualitative agreement with the Tanaka experiments.

Finally, we will consider the gel solvent itself. In the sample you are
examining, the solvent is water—~and we shall see that water itself is a
hydrogen-bonded liquid whose highly unusual properties may be usefully
Interpreted in terms of simple percolation and gelation considerations. We
shall see that the same correlated-site percolation model used to explain the
unusual properties of liquid water has also been very recently applied to
elucidate the unusual behavior of amorphous silicon hydride, an amorphous
semiconductor.

Before beginning, It is appropriate to state my owa degree of indebtedness to a
number of individuals. In addition to those of my colleagues who join my as
co-authors of this chapter, I must als acknowledge the fact that my own
interest in connectivity arose from interactions with Bob Birgeneau, in
connection with trying to understand novel features he had discovered in random
magnets near their percolation thresholds. The theoretical models to be
presented here were motivated strongly by discussions of experimental phenomena
with C. A. Angell, R. Bansil, and T. Tanaka. I must also acknowledge fruitful
Interactions with R. Blumberg, M. Daoud, A. Geiger, A. Gonzales, J. Leblond, S.
Muto, P. Papon, S. Kedner, P. J.Reynolds, P. Ruiz, and G. Shlifer. Finally, I
should state my indebtedness to the "grand masters" of polymer theory, the
physical chemists P. J. Flory and W. H. Stockmayer. It is still very much a
debatable point whether or not we physicists will ever significantly augment
the marvelous theoretical framework built 30-40 years ago by the chemists!

0. PHILOSOPHY

The overall theme of this talk is that exhaustive si-udy of simple
models—suitably generalized—can lead to Insight and eventual understanding of
comparatively complex systems.

Much of the progress of the last decade in statistical mechanics can be
summarized in the simple process illustrated in Fig. 1. One first seeks to
abstract the essenti.il physics of a given system, and then one constructs a
model that reflects this essential physics. Two familiar examples are

(1) a fluid near its critical point, for which the essential physics is an
interparticle interaction potential characterized by a hard-core repulsion and
short-range attraction, and

(ii) a dilute polymer solution, for which the essential physics is the
hard-core repulsion (or "excluded volume") alone.
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Useful progress has resulted on system (1) and system (11) using, respectively,
two cases of the n-vector model—n = 1 and n ~ 0.

The third example shown In Fig. 1 is that of polymer gelation. In my opinion,
the essential physical feature of a gel is connectivity, and to this end one
expects the s = 1 case of the s-state Potts hierarchy to be relevant. On the
other hand, temperature-dependent effects such as those due to the presence of
solvent are excluded from this simple "pure percolation" case—and we shall see
below that some straightforward extensions are necessary.

1. THE PHENOMENON

The simplest example that illustrates the basic phenomenon of gelation is
polyfunctional condensation of monomers. The simplest example of
polyfunctional condensation Is the situation shown in Fig. 2.

Suppose all our monomers are identical, and that each has f functional groups
that can raact with one of the f groups of another monomer. The simplest
case— f • 0 —produces no reactions at all; an example might be argon! The
next simplest case, f • 1, results in dimers only. If f • 2, we can have
unbranched linear polymers. For f ̂  3, we form branched polymers, as
illustrated in Fig. 2 for particular f " 3 example, trimethoyl benzene. Each
benzene ring has three reactive methyl groups. Methyl groups from two
different monomers can react to form an ester linkage. This process is
characterized by a parameter ot, termed the conversion, which is the fraction
of reacted methyl groups. Clearly if a " 0 only monomers are present. If a
> 0, there exist finite polymers of all sizes. However the probability of an
infinite polymer is zero for all a less than a critical value a •
For a > a , however, there is non-zero probability of occurrence of a
single poSymer that is Infinite in spatial extent. The probability of this
infinite molecule to occur jumps from zero (for a < a ) to unity (for a
> a ). Thu3 the connectivity of the system changes drastically at a
» ac, and this "phase transition" is termed the gelation threshold.

2. MODEL #1: RANDOM-BOND PERCOLATION

The first successful model to capture the essential physics of the gelation
threshold was proposed 40 years ago by P. J. Flory, and developed in series of
classic papers by both Flory and W. S. Stockmayer. The Flory-Stockmayer (FS)
model not only predicts the gelation threshold, a - a , but also provides
the "critical exponents" characterizing the behaviour 8f various quantities in
the immediate vicinity of a .

The FS model is most easily explained after first introducing the problem of
random bond percolation. Random percolation is to "connectivity" phase
transitions what the Ising model is to "thermal" phase transitions: an
appealingly simply model that embodies the essential physics yet is
sufficiently subtle that it eludes exact solution. In percolation, however, we
are still waiting for an "Onsager" to provide us with an exact solution in two
dimensions!

Random bond percolation can be easily illustrated with the use of Fig. 3.
Suppose we have an Infinitely high and infinitely long wire fence. Imagine also
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(c) P - 0.6 (d) p - 0.8

FIG. 3

(a)
finite clusters

(bl
sol phase

(finite molecules)

infiniCe cluster
plus

t~mi.ce ciusLers

gel phase ("infinite" molecule)
plus

sol phase

FIG. 4

that a randomly chosen fraction p of the links of this fence are
conducting while the remaining fraction (1 - p_) are insulating. Computer
simulations of a finite (16 x 16) section of this fence are shown in Fig. 3
for p - 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. Clearly for pB small, as in part
(a), the system consists of small clusters of conducting bonds.
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In (b) the conducting fraction p has doubled, yet the system still
consists of only finite clusters . . . the "scale" has increased, but not the
essential macroscopic conductivity. In (c), p - 0.6, and the system is
macroscopically different: in addition to the finite clusters, there is a
single cluster that is infinite in spatial extent (of course, the fence must be
infinite if the cluster is to be infinite!). For some value of p in
between part (b) and (c), there is a threshold pfl

c ; below
p c, the fence cannot conduct, while above p it can. Thus its
macroscopic properties change suddenly as a microscopic parameter p
increases infinitesimally from p c - & to p n

c + 6 (Fig. 4a).
o o

Similarly, below the gelation threshold a , the system of fig. 2 consists
of only finite-size polymers; it cannot, e.g., propagate a shear stress. Above
the threshold it can. Thus the macroscopic properties change suddenly as a
microscopic parameter a, the extent of reaction (or equivalently, the
fraction of formed crosslinks) increases infinitesimally from
a - 6 to a + 6 (Fig. 4b).
c c

The FS model was formuated in a fashion that at first sight seems to be lattice
independent: he merely required that a given polymer be forbidden to loop back
upon itself—in short, intramolecular interactions were excluded. Today we
recogize this assumption as fully equivalent (as far as critical behavior is
concerned) to the statement that the polyfunctional monomers be required to
occupy the sites of a Cayley tree pseudolattice: to each and every
configuration of the f—functional monomers there is a one-to-one correspondence
with a configuration of bonds on the Cayley tree with coordination number z =
f.

What is the effect of allowing for loops? Clearly the threshold is expected to
increase, since extra bonds will be formed that will merely create a loop
rather than contributing to the formation of an infinite branched network.
Moreover, we expect that the behaviour of the system in the immediate vicinity
of the gel point to be characterized by different critical exponents. In fact,
if we are to believe the utility of lattice models, then it turns out that
exponents are shifted from their Cayley tree values quite considerably (Fig.
5). Of course, one could well question the appropriateness of a lattice model
to represent a continuum system. Hence much-needed are calculations for
"continuum percolation" that are sufficiently accurate to make meaningful
predictions concerning critical-point exponents.

Is there experimental evidence for departures for "classical" critical point
exponents? A literature search focussed on answering this question was
recently carried out by Brauner, who concludes that no clear-cut answer emerges
despite rather extensive analysis of existing data. Much of the problem has to
do with the paucity of data extremely close to the gel point—since only there
are exponents expected to depart from their classical values. The very recent
Ph.D. thesis of Manfred Schmidt, working in Walther Burchard's laboratory in
Freiburg, may answer this question more definitively.

3. MODEL #21 CORRELATED SITE-BOND PERCOLATION

In Model #1, solvent effects are not included. Nor are temperature effects
included in any statistical mechanical fashion: all 2 states ol a
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system consisting of N bonds are equally probable. This simplifying feature
has great merit in that Model #1 Is extremely tractable. However we know that
solvent effects are quite profound in gelating systems.

In FS theory, all sites are occupied by monomers. Two simplifying assumptions
of the FS theory are

(i) the absence of solvent molecules, and
(ii) the absence of correlations between the molecules.

Recently both solvent effects and correlations have been taken into effect via
"Model #2".

(a) Solvent Effects

Suppose we allow the slteB to be of two sorts, M and S. M sites are
occupied by monomers and S sites by solvent. The original "random-bond"
percolation problem is now a "random-site-bond" problem, and the phase diagram
is given in Fig. 6, and the FS critical point in the simple phase diagram of
Fig. 4b is now an entire "line" of critical points.* If p is the density
of M sites, then FS theory corresponds to the special case p - 1
(heavy solid line). A typical experiment corresponds to moving to the right
along the horizontal dashed line.
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FIG. 6

- U

FIG. 7

(b) Correlations Among Molecules

We shall assume that the monomers and solvent molecules are not randomly
distributed among the sites. Rather, we shall assume a correlation of the
standard lattice-gas model sort (Fig. 7 ) . In specifying the interactions, we
must consider that the monomers can interact with each other in two ways. One
is the usual van der Waals interaction, and the other is a directional
interaction that leads to chemical bonds. The particle-particle interaction of
this system is reasonably approximated by the following nearest-neighbor
interaction.

— W " solvent- solvent

~ Wc-U * solvent-monomer

i- W van der Waals (with weight P )

J HW U

*•— E bonding energy (with weight 1 - P u).

The energy of a given configuration is then

H - -
<ii

- W I
<ii

c M ̂ (1)

where the summations are over nearest-neighbor parts of sites <ij> and

*There is RG evidence for "universality" along this entire line.
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TT S (IT ) = 1 if site i is occupied by a solvent molecule
(monomer), and zero otherwise; obviously ir.s + i, " 1 since
each cell must be occupied by either a solvent molecule or monomer.

Finally, we take into account the fact that the bond probability is temperature
dependent (Fig. S).

The resulting model has been solved for the.Cayley tree—i.e., in the
intramolecular interactions. The resulting phase diagram is shown in Fig. 9.
He see that in addition to (i) a line of connectivity critical points
separating the high-temperature sol phase from the low-temperature gel phase,
there exists also (ii) a phase separation curve characterized by a consolute
temperature T c below which the system splits into two seperate phases. We
should emphasize that curve(i) corresponds to looking at the system through the
eyeglasses of a "Percolation freak", whose only concern is connectivity,
curve(ii) corresponds to looking at the same system wearing now the spectacles
of an Onsager whose concern is with ordinary thermal phase Trans itions'and
critical phenomenon.

The calculations are in qualitative agreement with recent experiments of Tanaka
and co-workers. Quantitative agreement is not to be expected due to the
complete neglect of intramolecular interactions.

It is possible to adjust the experimental parameters in such a fashion that the
sol-gel phase boundary intersects the consolute point. At this point, labeled
Q in fig. 10, we expect that both connectivity fluctuations and concentration
fluctuations are simultaneously critical. Percolation is relevant to the
former, while the lattice-gas (Ising) model is relevant to the latter. A
particularly intriguing open question concerns the sort of phenomena that one
might expect in the immediate neighborhood of such a "Queer" point. There is
some evidence that the Q point has a much richer structure than the ordinary
percolation point.

PJT)

•mall

FIG. 8
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4 . THE SOLVENT ITSELF:
RELEVANT TO WATER?

ARE CORRELATED PERCOLATION CONCEPTS

In Model t2, we neglected the possibility of bonding between solvent molecules.
This assumption may be appropriate for many gel solvents, but almost certainly
is not OK for water—which is a strongly hydrogen-bonded solvent. The hydrogen
bonds are thought to be directly responsible for the highly unusual properties
of water at low temperatures. Three of these are described in the following
section.

5. WATER AT LOW TEMERATURES: THE OBSERVED PHENOMENA

(i) Mass Density

Fig. lla shows schematically the temperature dependence of the mass density p~
found for many liquids, while Fig. lib shows the situation for water. At high
temperatures, water is qualitatively not unlike a normal liquid, but at low
temperatures p~ actually'decreases as T is lowered. This unusual behaviour
is accentuated when one examines the Bupercooled domain (Fig. lie). In fact,
at the lowest temperatures on which reliable density data exist (about

-32°C>, P has decreased almost 3Z from its maximum value (at +4 C).
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a) Normal Liquid

b)H20

c)Supercooled H20

FIG. 11
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(11) Isothermal Compressibility

The isothermal compressibility K Is a measure of the density of the
system to a small pressure change, it. is also a measure of the spatial density
fluctuations. Fig. 12a shows the situation for water. Again, at high
temperatures water is qualitatively not unlike other liquids, but at low
temperatures K actually increases as T is lowered. This unusual
behaviour is exaggerated as T is decreased below 0°C (Fig. 12c). At the
lowest temperatures, K has increased by roughly 100Z from its minimum
value at 46 C.
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(ill) Transport Quantities; Self-Dlffualon and Shear Viscosity

For many liquids, a semi-log plot of the self-diffusion coefficient D vs.
1/T is roughly linear (Fig. 13a). At high temperatures, water is roufhly the
sane; however, at low temperatures D drops off.much faster (Fig. 13b).
Finally, foe supercooled water, this anomalous decrease becomes even more
pronounced (Fig. 13c).

There are many other anomalies in transport properties. For example, at high
temperatures pressure acts to decrease D , just as for most fluids.
However at low temperatures water moleculis diffuse "faster" under pressure!
The above remarks about D apply equally to [ n J"1 , where n is the
shear viscosity.
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6. WHY ARE WE INTERESTED?

One reason we are Interested in the behaviour of supercooled water is that the
anomalous properties of normal water are greatly exaggerated. Fcr example, the
thermal expansivity of normal water is negative only for 0 < X < 4 C, while
if we include supercooled temperatures this temperature range is increased by
almost a factor of ten.

A second reason is that Angell and his collaborators have discovered that many
properties of water, when plotted on log-log paper against the variable t= (T
- T )/T are found to lie on straight line. Here T is regarded
as § frie variable and is adjusted to make the data linear: for most functions
T B

 a -45°C, which lies on the vicinity of T H (the homogeneous
nucleation temperature)', a temperature 10-20 C lower than the lowest
temperature at which reliable data are generally obtained. The obvious caveats
are that
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(I) The smallest values of e are perforce somewhat large; hence instead of
data over, say, several decades (as in many critical phenomena experiments),
one has data over less than one decade.

(II) The exponent values are somewhat unusual (e.g., y - 0.3) unless one takes
pains to try to extract the singular part of the function in question, and of
course there is considerable flexibility in this procedure. Angell and
collaborators have displayed considerable ingenuity and physical insight in
adapting this procedure to the data in question—with the result that, e.g.,
the effective compressibility exponent increases to 0.9 or so. Interestingly,
most of the exponents for other singular functions are rather close to unity,
when suitably corrected.

7. "POSSIBLE CLUES"

I'd like to present this section somewhat like a mystery story. First one
identifies clues, then one make a "hunch" (of course, in theoretical physics a
hunch is termeti a conjecture!). Finally one must test the hunch by the extent
to which it is consistent with all the known facts of the case.

(1) The first clue is provided by examining the solid phase. Fig. 14 shows a
schematic illustration of the local environment of an oxygen atom in the phase
"ice I.", indicating the fact that there are four nearest-neighbor oxygens, C
linked by hydrogen bonds. The ice I lattice formed by the oxygen atoms *
has coordination number z - 4, and the angle made by any two of the four J
hydrogen bonds is very close to the tetrahedral angle, cos~l(-1/3) - 109°. J,

(ii) Â second clue is provided by observations of Linus Pauling on the -
isoelectronic sequence H2Te, H^Se, ̂ S , and H.O. As we see in Fig. 15, .-.
the melting and boiling temperatures are elevated by roughly 100 C from
what one might have anticipated from the values for the non-hydrogen bonded '••
molecules. Also the latent heat of vaporization is increased by 100%,
indicating that the additional "interactions" (hydrogen bonds) present in
H.O have a rather profound effect in stabilizing the more ordered liquid
(or solid) phase, relative to the less ordered gas (liquid) phase.

(Ill) A third clue is provided by examination of the latent heats of fusion,
vaporization, and sublimation (Fig. 16): clearly most of the hydrogen bonds do
not break on melting ice!

(iv) A fourth clue concerns the fraction of intact hydrogen bonds as T is
lowered below 0 c. The IR spectra reproduced in Fig. 17 suggest that the
fraction of broken hydrogen bonds is a smooth function of T, even when T
passes through 0°C.

FIG. 14 From D. Eisenberg and W. Kauzmann,
The Structure and Properties of
Water (Oxford University Press,
New York, 1969).
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8. A "HUNCH"

' 1 8 9

I have always believed that an essential feature of theoretical physics is
willingness to "play"—as soon as we take ourselves too seriously, we are less
apt to play, creativity is hampered, and we become as "pompous" as most of
academic society. So let us put the "clues" in the back of our mind for a
minute, forget about real water, and simply play the following well-defined
game.

Begin with a huge ice 1^ lattice, and randomly place bonds between a fraction
pB of the nearest-neighbor pairs of sites. Now color a site black if it has
four intact bonds, and white otherwise. This is all there is to the game.

Next we ask two questions:

Question (i): The "Census-Taker"

Since the bonds are placed randomly, the fraction of 4-bonded "black" sites is
simply

f4 - *B4- <2>

Thus we conclude that (a) f, is quite small unless p is rather large,
and (b) there is an "amplification mechanism" implied by the form of equation
(2): a 1% increase in pg implies a 4% increase in f,. For example, when
pgis 0.8, f. - 0.4096 (Fig. 3d), but when p = 0.9, f. has
increased by 60% to 0.6561.

Question (li): The "Sociologist"

A more sophisticated question concerns the "connectivity" aspects of the black
sites. At small values of f^, tt.e black sites mostly form isolated
one-site clusters, but as f, continues to increase the mean cluster size
S(f^) increases rather dramatically. Moreover, the clusters of black
sites are more "compact" (less ramified) then the corresponding clusters in
random-site percolation. This is because the problem we have defined in our
game is a correlated-site percolation problem. In random-site percolation,
each of thiê2^ sites of an N-site system is equally probable, while in the
present corre.tated-site problem, many of these 2 states cannot occur at
all (e.g., fi£. 18).

We can visualize the "compact" nature of these black-site clusters easily by
means ofcomputer simulations. Since it is easier to show you- 2-dimensional
rather than 3-dimensional lattices, let us consider the square lattice. Like
the ice lattice, it too has coordination number z - 4. The sites of each of
the four random-bond -simulations of Fig. 3 have been colored according to the
rules of our game. Fig. 19 is still another simulation, with p
increased still further, and the number of sites increased from Z56 to 2500.
Since it is hard to visualize the clusters of black sites when p_ is so
large, we have removed all bonds except those joining nearest-neighbor pairs of
black sites.

Thus far, we have accomplished nothing—other than defining a rather novel sort
of correlated-site percolation problem. It is "novel" because the correlation
arises from a purely random process, that of random bond occupancy, rather than
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from an interaction such as the lattice-gas interaction that served to
partition the sites of "Model #2" into two colors.

Host games that we theoretical physicists play are not relevant to anything.
However despite the fact that;there are almost as many different models of -
water as there are authors on the subject, it seems that no model has
systematically applied the concepts of conectivity (or "percolation theory") to
the hydrogen-bond network present in water—at least at low temperatures. At
first glance, it might be tempting to regard our game as the construction of
topological maps that correspond to the connectivity patterns present in water
at low temperatures. Thus we could call the sites "oxygen atoms", and the
bonds would then be "hydrogen bonds". Computer simulations, such as those of
Figs. 3 and 19, correspond to photographs with the following two very peculiar
properties: :- ..-._-

(a) The shutter speed is much shorter than the bond lifetime (which is probably
less than a picosecond), and

(b) the film is sensitive only to the connectivity properties of the

o—®-—o o—

I*) to

FIG. 18
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ia) pB = 0-875 (6) Pt = 0 90

(c) pB = 0-925 (d) Pa = 0-88

FIG. 19 From H. E. Stanley, J. Phys. A12, L329 (1979).
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hydrogen-bonded network—two atoms can be close to each other but if their net
potential interaction energy is not beiow a threshold V , they are not
considered bonded and no line is drawn. The subtleties Involved in the precise
choice of the "threshold parameter" V has been thoroughly elucidated
by Stillinger, Rahman, and their co-woriers in seeking to interpret results
from molecular dynamics. Since the Interaction potential between tuo isolated
water molecules is strongly dependent on their relative orientation, it is to
be expected that a given water molecule can be unbonded to molecules that are
closer to it then those to which it is bonded. Indeed, x-ray evidence suggests
that more Chan four water molecules are within a "nearest-neighbor" sphere
about a central water molecule, yet for realistic choices of VHB

essentially no water molecules have more than four intact hydrogen bonds.

In short, our "game" results In the construction of an infinite hydrogen-bonded
network (i.e., a "gel"), characterized by bonds of extremely short lifetime.
Since this system cannot "act like a gel" unless we were to interact with it
using some probe of characteristic time much shorter than the bond lifetime,
one might at first wonder if this game has any physical implications at all!

To answer this legitimate concern, let us focus on the simulation of the
hydrogen bond networks of Figs. 3d and 19. We have a gel, well above the
gelation threshold, and characterized by the existence of patches the mean size
of which is rather small. It is important to stress that these patches are
local regions of the infinite hydrogen bonded network characterized by
four-bonded molecules; in no way do they resemble "clusters" of ice in an
unassociated "normal liquid".

Suppose p = 0.9, and let us return to our metaphore of a Maxwell demon
sitting on a given oxygen atom. Oxygen atom A is in the center of such a
patch, and our demon measures the distances to his nearest and next-nearest
bonded partners. Oxygen atom B is not in a patch, but does belong to the gel
molecule.* We can reasonably assume that the distances to the nearest and
next-nearest bonded partners of atom B will be modestly larger than for atom
A—from the very fashion In which bonding is defined. To the extent that this
assumption is plausible as a working hypothesis, we can conclude that the local
density well inside the patch is just slightly smaller than the global density
of the entire hydrogen-bonded network (gel).

It is possible that one might confuse our proposed picture of low-density
patches of an infinite hydrogen bonded network with a class of "cluster" models
that date back to Roentgen (1892) and have been developed by many workers,
including a series of papers by Scheraga and his collaborators in the 1960's
and early 197O's. The cluster models by definition Imply that the majority of
oxygen atoms are unbonded and four-bonded—i.e., they lead to a "bimodal"
histogram for the density of each species f . of oxygen atoms with j
intact hydrogen bonds. By contrast, the present theory leads to unimodal
distribution, namely the simple binomial distribution

V

•Almost all the atoms belong to the infinite conected network, since the

PB)fraction f of unbonded oxygens is (1 - p ) - 10
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where z * 4 .

A second possible confusion concerns the relations betweeen topologic
distinction between real space configurations of H,0 molecules, and the
sort of connectivity (or "topological") diagrams such as those of Figs. 3 and
20. The connectivity diagrams are cnly representations of the specific
connectivity patterns among oxygen atoms, and are definitely not
representations of the real-space configurations of these atoms. Indeed, many
different possible molecular distributions in real space can correspond to a
single unique connectivity pattern: to each oxygen atom configuration in real
space there corresponds a unique configuration in our "connectivity" space, but
the converse is of course false.

A third possible confusion is the apparent absence of any "energy term" that
can give rise to the apparent "clumping" of the four-bonded oxygen atoms (I am
grateful to Frank Stillinger for emphasizing this concern). The black sites
clump because they are correlated, yet no energy is present!

Previously-studied correlated connectivity problems involve "clumping" than
specifically arises from an energy—e.g., the lattice-gas or Ising interaction.
Here, the clumping arises from a purely random process, that of random bond
occupancy. This is a subtle and extremely surprising point, at first glance,
and certainly it took its instigator (HES) a long time to believe that the
black sites could clump without being "driven" by an energy term. Indeed, the
magnitude of this "énergy-less correlation" can vary from an infinitely strong
interaction (e.g., a site whose four neighbors are black must itself also be
black) to very weak (e.g., a site only one of whose neighbors is black has but
a slightly increased probability of being black). A useful example is shown in
Fig. 18 for which p - 0.8, so that f, - 0.4096. In (a) we consider
an arbitrary site A of an ice lattice, all four of whose neighbors are black.
The conditional probability pA that site A is black is of course

P A - l » f 4 . (4a)

In (b), three of the neighbors are black and nothing is known about the fourth
neighbor, so that

\ - PB > V . W>)
In (c), two neighbors are black, and

PA ' PB2 " °'64 > V (4c)

In (d) one neighbor is known to be black end nothing is known about the other
three neighbors, so that

P A = pB3 ° 0-512 > f4. (4d)

Finally, in (e) nothing is known about the four neighbors, and hence

PA - pB
4 - 0.4096 - f4. (4e)

The above example concerns the tendency of blaclc sites to clump, despite the
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clear absence of any interaction. The converse effect—the tendency of black
sites to appear Infrequently in regions of white sites—is also readily
exemplified. For example, we can calculate the probabilty W^ that a
randomly chosen site has four white neighbors; H^ is, equivalently, the
weight fraction of the gel consisting of 1-site patches.

In the uncorrelated problem, we have

since the probability that each of the four neighbors is white is simply one
minus the probability that it is black. On the other hand, for the correlated
problem,

wiC " P B
4 < 1 ~ P B

3 ) 4 • ( 5 b )

by the same reasoning. Clearly

V J ^ B J " , (6)

with the equality sign holding only in the limit p. — > 0. In fact, for
our example with p • 0.8,

a

W1
C - 0.023 ; Wj" - 0.050. (7)

The effect of correlations is thus to reduce by more than half the probability
of finding an isolated black sitel Consistent with intuition, the ratio
H. /W. decreases as pjj increases, in a very non-linear
fashion. The effect of the black-site correlation becomes stronger and
stronger and as pg approaches unity, this ratio approaches (3/4) - 0.32.

In the time that it takes to enjoy a good feijoada, one can calculate on one's
napkin the probabilities W for s-site patches of black sites in a gel
for s up to 3 or 4; beyonS that, it is a job best left for the computer.
Clearly the sum on all s of these weight fractions W must equal
p , the fraction f, of all the sites that are black. . . and
tnis "sum rule" will make you more confident in the accuracy of your
calculation.

The interesting fact is that in all cases, the effect of black-site correlation
increases as p_ increases. Since p increases when the temperature
T decreases, we have a clumping effect which increases as T decreases, just
as might have been expected were there an explicit "energy term".

Before concluding, we must make clear that the present "hunch" is not in
contradiction with any of the current "random network models" and molecular
dynamics pictures of water—in fact, we shall see in the next section that the
results of molecular dynamics provide one of the more striking tests of the
quantitative accuracy.of this approach. However it is important to qualify our
enthusiasm by emphasizing that this picture is very much a "zeroth order
approach"—and many systematic improvements immediately Buggest themselves. In
the next section we shall see that even in its zeroth order form, the present
picture provides a physical mechanism for understanding—at least
qualitatively—the unusual behavior of water at low temperatures.
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9. TESTS OF THE "HUNCH"

A. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

It is one thing to construct models, and It is quite another to put these
models to qualitative and quantitative tests. A detailed comparison with
existing experimental data—as well as suggestions for further experiments
designed to test the "hunch"—is under development. The results are quite
satisfactory in the sense that all measured properties are in qualitative
agreement with the predictons. Here space permits us to summarize only three
of the findings, corresponding to the three anomalies discussed above in
Section 5. A complete discussion has recently been submitted to the Journal of
Chemical Physics.

(i) Mass Density.

In part (i) of section 5, we discussed the fact that the density falls off
increasingly rapidly as T is lowered below 4°C, the TMD ("temperature of
maximum density"). This fall-off is clearly rationalized by the picture, as is
the decrease of the TMD with pressure and with the addition of most impurities,
both of which serve to "weaken" (or "strain") the hydrogen bonds.

(ii) Isothermal Compressibillty.

The isothermal compressibility is directly proportional to the density
fluctuations. For most liquids, these decrease as T decreases. However in our
picture, there is a second competing effect: as we lower the temperature, the
low-density patches (and hence the density fluctuations) increase. The two
physical phenomena—normal vs. bond-dominated phenomena—balance at 46°C,
while below 46°C, the net compressibility actually increases 1

(iii) Transport Quantities; Self-diffusion and .Shear Viscosity.

Thus far our discussion has concerned the static properties of water—each
computer simulation corresponds to a snapshot of water. Suppcse we take
iigg snapshots, each separated by a time interval T B (the hydrogen
bona lifetime). This is a very crude picture of dynamics—but it is amusing to
note that it provides a qualitative explanation of the transport anomalies of
low-temperature water. As T is lowered, the weight in the unimodal
distribution of Fig. 20 shifts from low values of IL,. to larger values of
njjB, and there is a corresponding decrease in the "mobility". Suppose
Fj. is the fraction of "mobile" molecules; e.g., F.. might be some
linear combination of the unbonded species [occurring with density f »
(l-p)4] and the singly-bonded species [occurring with density f, "
4p(l-p)3], The fraction of immobile atoms is then Fj. - 1 - F... If
we neglect the spatial correlations, then the probability that oxygen atom A
Is immobile during the time interval 0 < t < T B is given by F_ .
The picture of dynamics mentioned in the previous paragraph implies that after
time TB, we create a new random-bond realization, so that, the probability
that oxygen atom A remains immobile during the time interval 0 < t < 2T B 1B

FJ . let us now define the parameter n through i, •
nig, where xR is the rotational relaxation time. Then we have

FI«=(FI)
TR/TB = 1 (8)
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TR - <-ln2)TB/ln Fj. . (9)

Equation (9) relates the rotational relaxation time to the mean hydrogen bond
lifetime and the density of "immobile" molecules. As T decreases, F
decreases and T_ certainly does not decrease; hence (9) shows that the
effect, of the hydrogen bonds Is to increase i . Since n~Tp and
D ~ n the experimental anomalies mentioned in Section 5(iil) are
explained qualitatively. Preliminary calculations suggest that Eq. (9) is
also in quantitative agreement with experimental data (Fig.21).

B. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

At the present time, molecular dynamics computer simulations provide us with
detailed information against which to test the microscopic predictions of our
"hunch". Very recently, Alfons Geiger of Karlsruhe has analysed the famous
Rahman-Stlllinger molecular dynamics data from the viewpoint of both the
"census taker" and the "sociologist". He finds complete accord in both "
categories of analysis. The fractions f of oxygen atoms belonging to
each of the 5 species (j=O,l,. . . ,4) confirm the predictions of equation (3),
while the connectivity properties of the black sites are consistent with eqn.
(5). Gaiger has also calculated the weight fraction Wa of black sites
belonging to clusters with 8*2,3,4,. . . sites and thi agreement with the
predictions is quite encouraging. Finally, he has calculated the "total
number of black-site clusters", and this too agrees. While Geiger's analysis
is still unpublished, the degree to which the predictions are borne out of his
microscopic calculations is quite encouraging.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Let me summarize In the brief time remaining. The subject of thermal
phase transitions is an ancient subject. Recently, there has been a sustained
interplay among both exerimentalists and theorists, and considerable progress
has resulted.

The relatively simple conceptual topic of connectivity is at least as
difficult to treat formally as the subject of thermal phase transitions. It is
hoped that a sustained interplay between workers from many disciplines will
result in comparable progress in this subject over the next decade or so.

In this talk we have tried to illustrate the potential for this hope being
fulfilled. Specifically, we have treated two classical problems—polymer
gelation and liquid water. In the first problem, the concept of connectivity
has been used since the classic work of Flory and Stockmayer in the 1940's.
In the second problem, the concept of connectivity has only very recently been
proposed to be of possible relevance—and It remains to be seen if this proposal
Is In fact correct.

In both problems, generalizations of the original 1956 percolation problem
are necessary to describe the system under consideration. In the first problem,
one requires a correlated-site model where the correlation is introduced through
a lattice-gas or Ising interaction, while in the second problem one also
requires a correlated-site percolation, but the correlation arises
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from the definition of the site species—the fundamental physics is that of
random bond occupancy. Ihe first model haa been studied for several years and
is almost certainly relevant for a number of physical systems. The second model,
on the other hand, is completely new and may not•turn out to be relevant for
water.

To conclude on a more optimistic note, we should note that even if the new
correlated-site percolation model should turn out to be totally irrelevant to
the physical mechanisms operative in low-temperature water, it is still likely
that it will be relevant to some physical system. For example, very recently
Broksky has successfully applied this model to a solid-state system, aSiHx
(amorphous silicon hydride). Specifically, Broksky proposes that pure Si
corresponds to our model with pg =1. Hydrogenation corresponds to breaking
covalent Si-Si bonds, and therefore correspond to decreasing pjj from unity.
By doing band theory calculations on the resulting system of disconnected Si
patches, Brodsky succeeds in predictine the results of several hitherto
unexplainable experiments.
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ABSTRACT

The "ingredients" which control a phase transition in v e i l defined systems as well

as in randan ones (e.g. randan magnetic systans) are l i s ted and discussed within a

somehow unifying perspective. Among these "ingredients" W»-£ÍMB> the couplings and

elements responsible for the cooperative phenomenon, the topological connectivity as

well as possible topological incompatibilities, the influence of new degrees of free-

dom, the order parameter dimensionality, the ground state degeneracy and finally the
&ti( Jo x\\A&ti Jo ix\\A_j

"quanticity" of the systemJTH^rgeneral trends, though illustrated in magnetic sys-

tems, essentially hold for all phase transitions, and give a basis far connection of

this area with field theory. Theory of dynamical systems, etc.

7. —

Since the early 70's a very rapidly increasing (theoretical as well as experimental)
effort has been dedicated to study partially dpifinpfl systems (glasses, polymers, ran-
dom magnets, etc) in the sense that the definition of the system itself involves ran-
dom aspects (e.g. the nature of the elements of the systems, their interactions, their
mean positions in condensed matter, etc) . In particular, in random magnetism (spin-
glasses, band- or s i te- mixed or dilute magnetic systans, etc) converge several pro-
blematics, related to the kind of long range magnetic order (oonmensurate or rot), to
the cross—over between different universality classes, to the underlying geometrical
structure in what concerns i t s topology (regular lattices, Bethe's trees, cacti, par-
tially removed loop structures, amorphous systems, etc) or i t s occupancy (independent
or correlated s i te and/or bond percolation), to the method of preparation (annealed or
quenched) of the system, etc. By new only a few of these points are clearly under-
stood, some of them are only partially enlightened by preliminar theoretical and/or
experimental work (therefore quite a number of controversies exist an these grounds),
and finally a great number of aspects are s t i l l to be attacked. Within the theoreti-
cal approach a new non trivial difficulty must be handled: configurational averages
besides the traditional thermal ones.

In the present work we have no intention of exhaustive review of the area of random
magnetism, not even of all of i t s outstanding featuresiwe shall indicate here and there
the appropriate References): we shall restrict ourselves to l i s t down the main "ingre-
dients" which control phase transitions in well defined systems (Section II) and hew
they emerge in random systems (Section III) , Though the general trends we intend to
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point out pratioaliy hold for any phase transition, we have voluntarily chosen mast

of our illustrations related to magnetic systems. Let us also stress that the list

(certainly inccnplete) has been constructed an simplicity or familiarity (for search-

ers in the area) grounds rather than within a strict logical classification; there-

fore seme of the "ingredients" are closely related among than, and could of course

have been i i sted together.

tor clearness reasons let us introduce sane precision in the current words we stiall

use. A critical phenomenon is characterized by the fact that small variations of the

causes lead to big variations of the effects (for a mathematical formulation of this

concept see R. Them's Catastrophe Theory; for example Jtef. (1)). "Hie critical phe-

nomenon will be called cooperative (or rum cooperative) according to whether it is

(or it is not) driven by the mutual enhancement of a particular tendency of the ele-

ments of che system (the fall of a ruler at the edge of a desk can clearly be consider-

ed as a nan cooperative critical phenomenon). Each element might "know" about the

others through energetic couplings (in the Hamiltonian or Lagrangian), through quan-

tum effects such as syinoetrization-antisyniBBtrization of the wave functions, through

particular bounds, etc. Among the cooperative critical phenomena we find the phase

transitions and the regime changes, The farmer connect two or wore phases (collective

states* of thennodynanical equilibrium) of a macroscopic** system (e.g. ferromagnet-

ism or gravitational condensation of a gas of stars to form a galaxy }; the latter

connect two or more regimes (collective states of non equilibrium) of a (not necessa-

rily macroscopic) system (e.g., the trigger of the laser effect, the laminar or turb-

ulent water flow through a tap).

The theoretical study of a phase transition typically (but not exclusively) leads to

the analysis of the thenaodynamic free energy F=CF15 (U,T and S being respectively

the internal energy, the teoqperature and the entropy). In the limit T+0, D dominates

and the cooperation (hence the order) is favoured; in the limit T » , S dominates and

the cooperation (hence the order) is depressed. Anything which "helps" D enhances

the phase transition, i.e. the critical temperature T c increases (Bare generally the

less disordered phase expands in the intensive parameter space where appears the phase

diagram) and/or the eventual long range arder becomes stronger and/or several correl-

ation functions decay more slowly with distance. We shall next list the various "in-

gredients" which enter an these grounds.

* Two phases might be different even if there is no breakdown of the symmetry (i.e.
both are invariant with respect to the sane group of symmetry), in other words if
both have the same type of macroscopic order or disorder (see for example itefs.(2-5)).

** Only in the thernDdynandcal limit (It*») appear the various singularities which
characterize a phase transition.
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II - MEU. DEFINED SYggtC ' "'

II.1 - Cooperative couplings

Obviously the phase transition is enhanced if the coefficients of the couplings res-

ponsible for the cooperation become stronger, Ferromagiwtisni exhibits this fact as

typically T °tf, where J is the exchange integral which couples neighboring spins (see

for example Bef^fi.a)).Another example might be superconductivity where, in the limit

up •+ 0 of the BCS approximation, it is (see, for example, Ref. (7)) T^l-l^a" ̂ P F

(T_, u and p_ are respectively the Debye temperature, the electron-lattice interaction

coefficient and the density of electronic states at the Fermi level), hence T c monot-

onically increases with u. Finally in gauge theories on lattices where a gauge invari-

ant interaction appears characterized by a coupling constant X (see, for example,

Ref. (8)), the correlation function < exp i « $ > is assymptotically proportional
p X b ~A

e~A i smallto e p if X is big enough and to e~A if X small enough (<- - •> denotes the canonical

mean value, <t>. an angle associated to the j-th site, 0 a sum over a closed path

(Nilson loop), and P and A respectively the perimeter and the area of the Wilson

loop). In other words, the less disordered phase corresponds to big values of X.

XI.2 - Cooperative elements

Hie phase transition will be depressed if the concentration of cooperating elements

decreases. B u s is self-evident and clearly related to the previous Subsection, as if

the cooperation comes from let us say a two-body interaction, anything which weakens

either the two elements or their interaction will obviously depress the critical phe-

nomenon. To illustrate this let us imagina a regular IÍT«»T- chain Where exist first-

anâ second- neighbour ferromagnetic interactions. If we call M(N) a certain magnetic

(non magnetic) atom, we will clearly have lower magnetic disorder in a crystal

... M M ... than in a crystal ...HM«...

II.3 - Ttapological connectivity

If the connectivity between the cooperating elements of the system is increased, the

stabilizing "messages" which a given element receives from the others will also in-

crease, therefore the phase transition will be enhanced. This fact explains why for

any particular model (e.g. the Ising model) T itonotonically increases with the space
c

dimensionality d. By the way, this is the reason why the Mean Field Approximation
(HEft) , which underestimates the fluctuations, systematically averestiirales T ; further-

c
mare i t i s not surprising that at sufficiently high dimensionality the ME& becomes
exact, as there the high connectivity makes the fluctuations: to become neglectable in-
deed. Fran Ref.(9.a)we can obtain an illustration of the preceding statements, namely
for the simplest ferromagnetic Ising model (n=l) we have that T/T 1*A (where T and
T are respectively the actual and the MEA critical temperatures) equals 0 for d=l
(linear chain), 0.57 for d=2 (square lattice), 0.75 for d=3 (simple cubic lattice)and
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1 for d -*••*> (simple hypercubic lattice)..

A second illustration (still for n=l) of the influence of the connectivity might be

taken from Bef. (10) where, for different two-dimensional lattices, we have that

kjr/qJ (where q and J are respectively the coordination number and the exchange

integral) equals 0.51 for the honeycomb (q=3), 0.57 for the square lattice (q=4) and

0.61 for the triangular lattice (q=€).

A last, illustration can be taken from the range of the cooperative interactions. If

we have a ferromagnetic exchange integral J.. which decays with the distance R..

(between the sites i and j) as e'^ij^ (or as VR?.) then T c must be a nonotonie-

ally increasing (or decreasing) function of A (or of x); furthermore the MFA becomes

exact in the limit A -»• •» (or x + 0) (see, for example, Kef. (11)).

II.4 - Topological incompatibility

There exist situations where topological constraints prevent, even at 'vanishing temp-

erature, the full and simultaneous "satisfaction" of every single few-body micros-

copic interaction. In such cases, on one hand the total internal energy is not as low

as it should be without those topological constraints, on the other hand the entropy

tends to be favoured by a high degeneracy of the ground state. As a consequence of

these facts, the eventual long range order that might appear is not a simple one dike

ferromagnetism or antiferromagnetism), it tends to be inocnnensurate* with the under-

lying (crystalline) structure (as it is frequently the case of helimagnetism; see.for

example, Bef. (6.b)), and its stability is quite vulnerable.

Such situation appears in the triangular lattice with first-neighbour antiiierrcmagn-

etic Ising interactions. This case is a fully frustrated one in the sense that

if we mreriffer an elementary triangular plaquette, there is no up-down configuration

of the three spins (at the vertex of the triangle) which simultaneously satisfies

the three bonds.

Another illustration of the influence of a topological incompatibility is given
(14iby the R-S model . ibis magnetic model essentially consists in a set of parallel

layers: within a layer the spins are strongly coupled through a ferromagnetic inter-

action, and between first- and second- neighbouring layers exist exchange inter-

actions respectively characterized by J. > 0 and J 2 > 0. At low temperatures the

system presents, for sufficiently high (low) values of a = JV Ji' a ferronBgnetic

(helical) long range order. At high temperatures the system is paramagnetic for any

value of a. the three phases coexist on a very special point, the Lifshitz point

(noted L on the plane p=l of Fig. 1); another very interesting point (noted M on

the same figure) is the multiphase point , which separates at vanishing temper-

ature the two ordered phases. How, all the interesting features of this model cane

* through t M s fact appear analogies with the Theory of fractals (see, for example,
Bef. (12)}.
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from the topologica l inoançat ibi l i ty which appears far a < 0, namely i f we consider

three consecutive layers of the system (each of them being ferrcnBgnstically orcter-

ed) , there i s no up-down configuration of the spins which can simultaneously s a t i s f y

both f i r s t - and second- neighbour in teract ions . l o r such a system T should nonotõn-

ically increase with o.

Big. 1 - Possible critical surface
of a site dilute R-S model: i t s
"outside" corresponds to the para-
magnetic phase (P); the "right"
Cleft") part (with respect to the
first order transition surface IMJ)
of i t s "inside" corresponds to the
f errcuagnetic phase (F) (helimagn-
etic phases (H)); UN ,\s a iAfshitz
line and Mi a multiphase line; the
T=O line connecting (P) with (F)
and (H) i s oversimplified in the
figure as i t overlooks the conse-
quences of the fact that the a = 0
percolation cannot be via 2™ neigh-
bouring layers.

H.5 - New degrees of freedom

A new degree of freedom, besides those responsible for the phase transition, presents
two faces: on one side i t "helps" O because i t introduces mare possibilities for ex-
ploiting the cooperating couplings, but on the other side i t "helps" S because the
raafeer of fluctuating variables i s increased, to a new degree of freedom might be
"useful" to the phase transition i f i t "helps" more D than S, or "destructive" in the
opposite case. Let us illustrate the latter situation. An asserbly of localized non
interacting (electronic) spins leads, in the presence of an external magnetic field,
to the Brilloitin paramagnetism, characterized by a divergence, at vanishing tajper-
ature, of the isothermal susceptibility Xj (see Fig. 2). If we release the electronic
translational degree of freedan, the overlap of the wave functions will increase and
through Pauli principle, the spins wil l be prevented to be parallel, therefore the
function. Xj,(T) wi l l be depressed and the singularity wil l desappear [Pauli paramagn-
etism). Of course there i s no phase transition in the present case, but i f there was
the depressing effect would be the same.
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Fig. 2 - lhe isothermal magnetic susceptibility for
vanishing external field for an ideal assembly of lo-
calized (Brillouin paramagnetism) or free (Pauli para-
nagnetism) electrons as a function of temperature.

of

the

left-right"

Bri l louin

T

let us now give an example of an "useful" degree

freedom. In KHJO. (KEPJ-type ferroeleetriclty

protons nove in daubJ.e-wells and their

ordering (isoraorphic to the up-down configurations of

Ising pseudo-spins ) leads to tha phase transition,

the tunneling through the central harrier of each

double-well creates a dynamics which can be seen as

pseudo-magnons (see i lg . 3), When the critical temperature T is approached by above

a soft mode appears (in a quasi harmonic framework) for vanishing wave vector: when

i t s frequency vanishes, the crystal beccmes structurally unstable and the ferro-

electric phase appears. Now i t happens in the real system that, through dipolar in-

teractions, the pseudo-roagnons are bilinearly coupled to a new degree of freedon, na-

mely a particular type of collective oscillations (transverse optic phonons) of the

heavy ions (see Fig. 3). lhe diagonalization of the Hamiltonian which describes the

«hole system leads to two new types of elementary excitations, which might be

raiw» quasi-phonons and quasi-pseudo-magiums. lhe interesting feature i s that the

instability i s now related to a new soft mode whose frequency i s slightly Zower than

before, hence i t will vanish "earlier" (at higher temperature) than before. "Hiere-

firc_e we see that the essential effect of the new degree of freedom i s to increase T .

gig. 3 - lhe frequencies (as functions of the
wave vector q) of the elementary excitations be-
fore (pseudo-magnons (m) and phonons (pi) and
after (quasi-pseudo-magnons (gm) and quasi-phonons
(qp)) taking into account the bilinear interact-
ion between protons and heavy ions, lhe empty
(full) dot marks the original (final) soft mode;
q^ denotes the frontier of the f irst Brillouin

H.6 - Ground state degeneracy

Die entropy effects at low temperatures are clearly determined by the degeneracy of

the collective fundamental level of the system, and a strong degeneracy wil l provoke

a weak phase transition, lhe dimensionality n of the order parameter (or of the field

in Field theory) provides a direct manner for modifying the ground state degeneracy.
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T i s a raonotonically decreasing function of n, as n gives the number of fluctuating

variables per element of the system; in other words, i f n increases, the probability

for a given element to be in the "right" direction (the one that has been favoured

by the eventual breakdown of the symmetry) decreases. See Table I for d=3 and Fig. 4

for d=2. Within thisccntext i t i s worth while to recall the:: Onsager's Reaction

Field Approximation (KE2V) always underestimates T because i t overestimates fluctua-
G

tions: this is why REA becomes exact in the limit n •*• « (spherical model).

«•del

Ising

XT

Heisenberg

Spherical

«W7J

£~ Si Sj
irj

i r j

i , j OE=1

n

1

2

3

CD

order
parameter

scalar

ocnçJfix
number

vector

tensor

Tc(n)

1

0.99

0.97

0.91

Table I - Various three-dimensional models («Hand J being respectively the Hamilton-
lan and the first-neighbour ferromagnetic exchange integral) and theix approximative
critical temperatures (Hef. (9.b)) for the foe lattice.

Besides n there are many other ways of increasing the ground state degeneracy. it«r

example the q-state Potts model ' attributes to each sibe of a gLvm lattice a va-

riable 0 ± (for the i-th site) which might take the values a = i,2,...,q, the Hamilt-

onian being, for example.

where J is a first-neighbour positive coupling constant and 6CT. CT. is the Kronecker

delta (q=l leads to bond percolation and q=2 to the -|- - spin ising model). The elem-

entary two-body interaction of the present model has a ground state whose degeneracy

clearly equals q. We verify'"""* ' that T c mcnotonioally decreases with q.
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II.7 - "Quanticity"
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("•1)

M(T)/MIO) « T/Tc

(v».=

M(T)/M(O)
1 T/Tc ftt t

The present "ingredi-

ent" is directly re -

lated to the previous

one: more a system is

classical, the bigger

is the number of sta-

tes within a given

energy interval, there

fore we can say that

in a loose sense, its

degeneracy increases

(remember that in

Classical Statistical

Mechanics the Third

Principle of Thermo-

dynamics is violated

because lim S(T)=-">),

hence the phase tran-

sition is depressed.

A trivial illustrat-

ion of this factcanbe Fig. 4 - Spontaneous magnetization and isothermal susceptibili-
.. _. . . , ty for too-dimensional ferromagnetic Ising (n=l), X5f (n=2) and
the Einstein conden ^ £ 3 ^ ^ ^ (n=3) rodeis. For n>Xthe susceptibility diverges for
sation of a three- T <_ T and the correlation function decays for T < T (T > T )
,. , .. , as a Sewer (exponential) law with distance (see Bats. (2-5)).dimensional ideal ^^
gas of bosons of mass m and concentration p : the critical temperature is given (see,

for example, Ref. (20)) by

T = 0.084 h 2 pv 3/m kg

hence the.Planck constant h •*• 0 leads to T_-*• 0 .
c

Another illustration can be given by the MEA results for simple ferromagnetism asso-

ciated to spins with length S: the spontaneous magnetization (as it is presented in

Fig. 5; see, for example, Ref. (6.c)) monotonically decreases with S.

< T/Tc

I H - RMCXM SYSTBE

m . l - Introduction

Until now we have discussed wel l defined systems, particularly pure magnetiaD, where

the space dimensionality d, the order parameter dimensionality n, the spin s ize S,

among others, are perfectly defined, and where the s i t e concentration p s and bond

concentration p. equal unity. The s ta t i s t i ca l treatment of such systems involves only
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thermal averages. We intend now to discuss randan

systems, and more precisely randan magnetism, whe

re one or more of the "ingredients" mentioned in

Section II become randan variables, so that the

system is partially undefined (typically p g < 1

and/or p. < 1 ) . Its statistical treatment obliges

vis to simultaneously deal with thermal and confi-

gurational averages: a further difficulty appears,

There is however a particular case, the pure per-

colation, where the situation is greatly simpli-

fied because it corresponds to the limit of va-

nishing temperature,* therefore there is no ener -

getic uwtefinition, and the statistics reduoes to
Fig. 5 - MEA spontaneous magnetiza-

configurational averages only. tion as a function of temperature.
The spin length S + <= corresponds
to the classical limit.The systems of interest can be classified into

two main categories: the insulating (where no

electronic translation is allowed) arei the conducting (where the electronic transla-

tion is released, appearing therefore phenomena like hopping, valence fluctuation ,

etc) magnetic systems. We shall be concerned here with the former, where the critical

aspects appear in a more pure manner.

The regions of interest in the external parameters spaoe of dimensionality D (e.g. ,

T-p space, where p denotes a concentration) can be classified as follows (see Fig.6):

a) the critical frontier (or phase diagram) of dimensionality (D-l) (e.g., aline

in the T-p space), i.e. where the various singularities appear; in the T-p space the

limits p -»• 1 (pure magnetism) and T -*• 0 (pure percolation) are typically less diffi-

cult to discuss; the point p=l (or T=0) itself might be approached by let us say high

and low temperature (or concentration) series;

b) the neighbourhood of the critical frontier, in other words how and what singular-

ities appear; this is where the critical exponents come in, and also eventual cross-

over from one critical set of exponents to another;

c) the rest, which from a certain standpoint is less interesting, as there are no

singularities (with possible exceptions at T=0 and/or p=l); this is a very hard re-

gion in what concerns exact results, excepting the point (p,T) = (1,0) (where there

are no averages at all to be done) and the limits T •*• •» and p •*• 0 which are usually

trivial.

Finally the physical quantities of interest can be classified into tiro (related)

* There are situations
limit T -*•«>.

(21) where the pure unoorrelated percolation appears in the
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groups: macroscopic and microscopic quantities, Among the former we find the equili-
brium thermoaynamical quantities (extensjyertype functions of intensive-type varia-
bles, e.g., equations of states, specific heat, isothermal susceptibility, compress-
ibil i ty, piezcmagnetic andmagnetostrictrve coefficients, etc) and the non-equi librium
thermodynamical quantities (transport properties, such as viscosity, heat and electric
conductivities, etc). Among the microscopic quantities we find static ones (e.g., spin
correlation functions such as < S? S? > which might be proportional to exp - -Ü— ,
where R. . is the distance between the i-th and j - th sites and Ç the correlation length
which typically diverges at the critical frontier; or eventually the space Fourier
transform S(Sc) of the correlation function, where k i s a wave vector) as well as
dynamic quantities, which might generalize the static ones (e.g., the correlation
function < S?(0) S^(t) > or i t s space and time Fourier transform S(íc,u) where t i i s a
frequence ; in this function appear the central peak related to solitons , etc). Let
us next see how the various "ingredients" we mentioned in Section II can becane random
variables, and their consequences.

II I . 2 - Cooperative couplings

On these grounds, the typical discussion concerns the so called bond problem. Let us
consider, as an example, the following first-neighbour Ising Hamiltonian:

« • - = ' « «

where J. . is an independent random variable whose distribution law is given by

= (1-p) 6 (J, J2)

As the law is the same for each bond, the present problem is a quenched one. The

particular case J,=0 is called the bond-dilute problem? the general case J. f J, is

called the bond-mixed problem. If J. and J_ are both of the same sign the problem

is normally less complicate than when they have different siqns (as here spin-glass

orders might appear).

Die simple dilute problem has received attention fron

several authors (Refs. (22-28) among others ). The critic

al frontier for the case J_ > 0 is indicated in Fig. 6.

In the pure bond percolation point (A in the Fig.) the

slope is infinite because the Ising model has no dynamics,

therefore in the magnons spectrum appears a gap, hence in

the limit of low temperatures one should assymptotically

expect e~ ' c « p - p . In the pure Ising limit p •+ 1

(point C of of the Fig.) one should expect a linear be-

haviour because it is essentially a one hole (or absent
(29)

bond) problem; however there i s no reason for expect-

ing the frontier to be analytic in the point p=l, because

the next assymptotic correction concerns a two-hole

problem; and the two holes "see" each other critically

through the correlation length Ç , i .e . we expect

fTc

(P)

/
/

/
A|

0 pc

V
/

(F)

i
1C

i
i
I
i

• i

* 'p
Fig.6 - Critical tempera-
ture as a function of bond
concentration of the ferro-
magnetic Ising model (d>U;
P(F) denotes the paramagnet
ic (ferrcmagnetic) phase.
A and C respectively corres
pond to the pure peroolat-"""
Ion and pure Ising fixed
points; B corresponds to
the possible random fixed
point; the arrows denote
the possible flow senses.
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in the limit p •+ 1,

209

T -T (D-vcted-pJ-tcte1 (l-p)2+x (d i> 1)
c c

with' x eventually different from zero. Another inter-

esting aspect concerns the set of crttical exponents,

and now we shall restrict ourselves to (3=2. For p=pc

there is a percolation critical set which is differ-

ent from the pure Ising critical set (p=l). What

about p < p < 1 ? It is commonly believed that the

eventual random critical set is different from the

percolation one (in Renormalization Group (RG) terms,

the pure percolation fixed point is expected to be

unstable, with a crossover to another fixed point).

Is it the same as the pure Ising one? (in RG terms,

is the pure Ising fixed point a stable one?). The

Harris criteriun/22* says "yes" if the specific heat

critical exponent a < 0, says "no" if afc > 0, and

gives no answer in the marginal case a. = 0, (which

is precisely the d=2 case I). Nevertheless the spec-

ific heat logarithmic divergence of the pure Ising

model can be represented by afc = + 0, therefore

suggesting that the unknown correct answer could be

"no", i.e., a third critical set could exist (with a

"random" fixed point, like point B in Fig. 6), valid

for the whole critical line, excepting its two ends;

if so one could expect a < 0 (r stands for "random"),

because it is rather intuitive that the weak loga-

rithmic singularity characterized by afc = + 0 should

be smeared under dilution. More precisely, a possi-

ble answer could be ( 3 0 ) that presented in Fig. 7. Vfe

see that the divergence might become a cusp, which

should of course disappear at p=Pc. Furthermore a

Schottky-type anomaly, due to the ensemble of finite

clusters which coexist with the infinite one for

p > p , could be present. The total area is expected

to decrease with decreasing p. Let us finally remark

that the smearing effect makes experiences as well

as Monte Carlo (or other computer) treatments quite

difficult in the neighbourhood of p .

Tc(0 T

Tc(P)

(pc<p<

Tt(p)

t'jg. 7 - Possible specific heat
vs. temperature for two-dimen-
sional bond-dilute Ising models
(p denotes the bond concentra-
tion).
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In what concerns the mixed problem^31'32' for the case 0 < ̂  < J 2 (with a = JJ/JJ) ,

typical results are presented in Fig. 8 (the different sign mixed problem will be

mentioned in Subsection III.5). An experimental realization of the bond-mixed model

can be obtained in systems such as(33' Co(S Se^ ) 2 where the Co atoms interact between

them essentially via superexchange through the S atoms or the Se atoms (and this of

course simulates J, and J 2 ) .

III.3 - Cooperative elements

The site problem is very analogous to

the bond one, the dilution concerning

the cooperative elements of the system

instead of their interactions. A typi-

cal problem is the first-neighbour fer-

romagnetic site-dilute Ising model; the

Hamiltonian and the independent occup-

ancy probability law are respectively

given by

j*f = - J y~ c. c. S?S? (J > 0)
*— 13 13

andp(cjL)=(l-p)6(ci)+pô(ci-l) V i

Because of the independent occupancy

the problem is said to be quenched. .

In ELg. 9 we compare site and bond

critical frontiers for the same latti-

ce and interactions. We verify that

T (site) <_ T (bond) for all concentrations. It is easy to understand why; let us think

on the square lattice: in order to make a perfect covering we must associate two

bonds to each site. If one bond is absent we loose one cooperative interaction, if

one site is absent we loose four cooperative interactions, i.e. twice the topologi-

cal proportion, hence site dilution deteriorates the cooperative phenomenon more than

bond dilution. The theoretical treatment of the site problem is more complicate than

that of the bond problem: the absence of a bond does not perturbate the contributions

of the neighbouring bonds, whereas the impact of a site absence depends on the absen-

ce or presence of the neighbouring sites. On the other hand, the site problem is easi-

er than the bond one in what concerns the experimental realizations, and various sys-

Fig. 8 - Critical lineVJ ' separating, for
different values of a H J./J-, the ferromag-
netic (F) from the paramagnetic (P) chase in
the square lattice first-neighbour -L - spin
ferromagnetic bond-mixed Ising mode]?.

terns have been studied: Mn ZnL_ F

(40) ^

(36)
1 F 4

(37,38)
Fe .-PC12

(39)

(43)

Cdl. Mn Te
•~P P

p

*44*, among others. As an illustration we present in Fig. lo the EPR re-
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suits (Ai)
obtained with a single crystal of Cd

Mn Te (antif erronagnet with the zinc blende struo-

tore). Furthermore, in the same work , the expo-

nent x defined by AH=|T-Tc(p)
i-x (where AH is the

EPR line width) has been measured; the results, for

(p,x), are (0.25, 1.00), (0.40, 0.96), (0.50, 0.91)

and (0.60, 0.93), clearly exhibiting universality

along the critical line T vs. p.

The site-dilute problem might be gereralized into

the site-mixed one, where atoms A (B) might indepen-

dently occupy a given site with probability p (1-p).

the exchange integral J,, willAA
with probability p % j _ with (1-p)2 and

DO

Therefore

appear

J^ with 2p(l-p). Wa see that this problem implies

3 different coupling constants, instead of only 2

for its bond analogous.

Another possible generalization might be the in-

clusion of further-neighbour interactions ' :

if we respectively call J. > 0 and J_ > 0 the

first-and second-neighbour interactions in a gi-

ven lattice, we have represented in Fig. 11 a

typical phase diagram parametrized by a s Jy^i •

It is easy to understand, through topological

connectivity arguments, why T (p) mDnotonically
c

increases when a varies from 0 to 1.
Let us finally mention another generalization :

the uncorrelated quenched site-bond-dilute pro-

blem. The Hamiltonian and probability laws are

respectively given by

- Tc

IP)

o p

/ /

' 1 IF)

• Pt iI P

Fig. 9 - Typical critical
frontiers for site-and bond-
dilute ferromagnetic Ising
models. It is always (see,for
example, Kefs. (34,35))
P C

B < p s (the equality holds
for structures with no loops,
like Bethe trees).

6 0

SO

20

10

0

TC('K)

; i .
* • * - > i m

0 0.1 0,1! D.< p

Fig. 10 - Critical temperature vs.
concentration obtaii«d(44) through
EPR measurement on Cd. _ Mn Te (the
arrow points the percolation thres-
hold) .

+p B
(J > 0),

= (l-ps)fi(Ci«) + p
s Sicr-1) V i .

The expected critical surface is indicated in Fig. 12. If M (N) is a magnetic (ron

magnetic) atom, and V (U) is (is not) an atom which allows for superexchange inter-

action of the M atoms between them (which otherwise do not interact), an experiment-

al realization of the above model can be imagined with a substance of the type
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«ps Nx_^ V

III.4 - Topological connectivity

In order to illustrate the effects of random

ness on the connectivity of the system, let

us imagine a layered Ising ferromagnet (J > 0

and I > 0 respectively being the intra-layer

and inter-layer exchange integrals). If we

call a = I/J, we have that the dimensional-

ity d of the problem is respectively 2,3 and

1 for a = 0, a = 1 and a •+ <*>. Furthermore, if

we remember that the site occupancy critical

probability p (d) monotonically increases

with decreasing d (and that pc(l) = 1), it
Fig. 11 - Perro-para critical line of
a site-dilute first-and second-neighbour

is natural to expect for the critical front interacts» (^ and J respectively)
t^ - Ising model (ct = J-/JÍ); p (1) and p

iers the intrincated tailing behaviour in- (i+2) respectively denote the first and
dicated in Fig. 13. The problem of the and first-and-second neighbour critical

a ^ probability for site percolation,

complex crossovers between different di-

mensionalities critical sets of exponents has

not yet been attacked, to the best of our

knowledge.
III.5 - Tbpological incompatibility

In Fig. 1 we have represented a possible crit-

ical surface for a dilute R-S model1 '. Pract-

ically nothing is known about such a model

where no doubt very interesting features must

exist: one of the most fascinating certainly

is the point N of the Fig., as it is simulta -

neously a Lifshitz and a multiphase point.

Another interesting illustration of random to-

pological inocmpatibilities certainly is the

different sign bond-mixed problem, where a

spin-glass phase might appear (Refs. (13, 48-

50) among others). To fix ideas let us imagine a random distribution of first-neigh-

bour Ising interactions ̂  < 0 (with probability (1-p)) and J2 > 0 (with probabili -

ty p)on a square lattice of _L - spins. If we consider an elementary square plaquette,

we see that, for any bond distribution which contains an even number of each exchange

constant, two spin configurations exist which simultaneously satisfy all the bonds,

whereas for any bond distribution which contains an odd nuntoer of each exchange constant,

T./J

v

Fig. 12 - Critical surface for the
uncorrelated quenched site-bond-di-
lute first-neighbour Ising model
(the T=0 critical line has recently
been studied'47').
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there is no configuration which simultaneous

ly satisfy all the bonds: the plaquette is

said to be frustrated J; if this phenome *•

non occurs frequently in the system, a phase

(spin-glass) which is neither ferro- or antL

ferromagnetic might be the most stable (the

higher the dimensionality of the system, the

easier for the spin glass phase to appear);

see Fig. 14.

III.6 - New degrees of freedom

Let us illustrate this "ingredient" by comp-

aring the quenched models (where migration

of the elements or of the bonds is forbidden)

and the annealed ones (where that migration

is allowed). Though an annealed crystal is

frequently easier to prepare, its theoretic-

al treatment presents usually greater diffi-

culty (with respect to its quenched version), |

precisely because of the additional degree

of freedom.

let us fix our ideas on site dilution on a

square lattice ferromagnetic model. If we

have only one absent site, both quenched and

annealed problems are equivalent to a one

hole problem, hence their slopes in the li-

mit p + 1 should be identical. The situation

is quite different if we have two absent

sites. In the quenched problem the two ho-

les will probably be far away one from the

other, therefore 8 cooperative interactions

will be lost; in the annealed version, the

two holes will probably migrate in order to

become first neighbours, therefore only 7

cooperative interactions will be lost. As a

consequence of these facts we expect T

\

Tc (P)/T

(P)

PcW

/

_

P

1

r)
IF)

c(i) PcU)-l~p

Fig. 13 - Ferro-para cri t ical lines for
a layered site-dilute Ising ferranagnet

(a = I / J where I and J are respect-
ively the inter-and intra-layer exchan-
ge constants) .

j k.lc

\ IP)

\

CSG)

0

l

/ 1
/ 1

/ 1
/ 1

/ i
/ i

/ |

IF) I
i

1 *p

Fig. 14 - A possible phase diagram for
a bond-mixed Ising model with J,<0<J2
(P,F,AF and SG respectively denote the
para-, ferro, antiferrcmagnetic and
spin-glass phases).

(50)(annealsd) >_ T (quenched) V (n,d). An example is presented in Fig. 15
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III.7 - Ground state degeneracy

Until now we have basically restricted ourselves

to the Ising model (n = 1). Not very much is

known about randan magnets with n > 1. If we call

p*(n) the probability where the critical temper-

ature of a dilute n- model vanishes, and p the
c

corresponding percolation critical probability ,

it is obvious that p (n) ̂  p V (n,d), because

the existanee of an infinite cluster is necessa-

ry for the development of a long range order.

The equality will hold if it is also sufficient.

That seems to be the case for the Ising model,

i.e. p (1) = p Vd, but the question is oontro-
c G (51)

versial for n > 1 (for example, Barma et al

found p*(3) > p for a particular model; see

Fig. 16). In any case it is clear that p*(n)

Fig. 151 - Approximate phase dia-
gram^U) of a planar quenched (full
lines) and annealed (dashed lines)
bond-mixed Ising model (with
-J,=J2); P, F and AF respectively
denote the para-, ferro-, and anti-
ferromagnetic phases.

cannot decrease with increasing n, as the phase

transition weakens in this situation, lhe critical frontier is expected, for the same

reasons as for n = 1, to be linear in the limit p •* 1. In the simple n- models, T
v c

is expected to follow a power^law (T <* (p-p*) , with x > 0) in the limit p •*• p*, be-

cause of the absence of gap in the spectrum of elementary magnetic excitations (mag-

nons); the absence of a gap is of course due to the fact that, for n > 1, the Hamil-

tonian of the system is invariant with respect to a continuous group of symmetry.

A very rich (and, to the best of our knowledge, complete

ly unexplored) discussion is certainly related to a let

us say three-dimensional first-neighbour model like the

following one:

sM) (J > 0)

We see that a. = 0, 1, °° respectively correspond to n = 1,

3, 2, therefore quite a number of unknown possibilities

(in what concerns the critical lines and sets of expo-

nents) must be involved for arbitrary values of a. In

Fig. 17 we have indicated two possible results (and have

omitted the eventual complicate tailing effects for arbi

trary values of o).

16 - Critical line
or site-dilute

ferromagnetic n- model
(d j> 2 and n > 1); P and
F respectively denote the
para- and ferromagnetic
phases (it is expected
p*(n) 2. P = percolation
threshold0.

Another illustration of randomness related to the ground state degeneracy might be
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the quenched bond-dilute q - s ta te ferromagnetic

first-neighbour Pot t s model, namely

«•' j

(J > 0)

In Fig. 18 we have reproduced the results obtain
(52)ed for this model by Southern and Thorpe

Fig. 18 - Ferro (F) -para (P) c r i -
t ical lines for the quenched bond-
dilute q-state ferromagnetic f i r s t
neighbour Potts model (52) in square
lat t ice.

III.8 - "Quanticity"

To il lustrate this "ingredient" we shall

Fig. 17 - Possible ferro (F) -para
(PÍ cr i t ical lines for le t vis say
three-diinensional site-dilute mix-
ed model (OFOJI,» respectively cor-
respond ton=l,3,2).
(a) p*(3)=p*(2)=p*(l)=p ;
(b) p*(3)>p*(2)>p*(l)=i>^.

,(53)
restrict ourselves to a single simple example . Let us have a quenched site-mix-

ed first-neighbour ferromagnetic Ising model in a z-coordinated lattice. The fami-

ly A is made of spins with size 1 (and occupancy probability p) and the family B is

made of spins with size ,L (and occupancy probability( 1-p)). For simplicity let it

be J.. =
M

MEA, by

3B
J A B = J >2o. Then the critical temperature is given

(53) within the

(2-p)

Therefore T decreases when the weigh of the larger spin increases ( i . e . when i t be-

comes Less quan t i ca l ) .
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IV - CONCLUSICM

Random magnetism is a good "bridge" between geometrical and thermal physics. Though

we have been, in the present quick survey, extremely restrictive (we have not gone

very much beyond the phase diagrams), an enormous number of almost completely un-

explored possibilities has become evident. This fact (as well as the various non

uniform convergences that have appeared along this work) is typical of this area

where very much is still to be done, on theoretical as well as experimental grounds.

Through the general trends, it has been exhibited the relevance of the topological

concepts in random magnetism, and through than (as well as for other reasons) the

Theory of Critical Phenomena beoones related to the mathematical Catastrophe Theory

and Theory of Fractals as well as to other branches of Physics such as Field Theory

or Cosmology. We might be a little bit closer to the "fundamental unity" of Physics.

My collaborators A.C.N. Magalhães, D.M.H. da Silva, E.M.F. Curado, G. Schwachheim ,

I.F.L. Dias, L.R. da Silva, R.A.T. de lima, S.V.F. Ijevy and S.F. Machado have, in a

way or another, very much contributed in the ideas presented in this work: it is with

pleasure that I acknowledge this fact. Several useful related remarks from R.B.

Stinchoombe, M.E. Fisher, A. Aharony and M. Thorpe are also acknowledged.
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